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s something we a ll make a t one time or another.
lt can be very frustrating when you've committed yourself to
whatever chore is top of the list, to find you have chosen the best
day of the year {as everyone at the club will be delighted to ten
you later!).
When it comes to glider insurance, it's fortunate 1y much simpler,
iust contact Flight Insurance.
1

Always the

right choice!

Contact Carol Taylor on
Thirsk (0 1845) 522777 - 24hr Ansaphone Service
Or write to:

ANCE
48A Market Place, Thir k, North Yorkshire Y07 lLH
FLIGHTINSU

Telephone: (0 1845) 522777
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MOTOR GLIDER SAFETY TRAINING
Dear Editor,
Gliders with extending engines and/or
propellers are becoming increasingly popular,
particularly with private owners who value the
independence from club launching and/or
retrieve facilities they provide. However, the
drag from an extended power plant which fails
to start is severe. lt is not uncommon for glide
angles to be reduced to something like 15:1.
With a dead engine extended, approach
speeds need to be higher than usual to allow
for the loss of airspeed during roundout. Flying
speed needs to be maintained as speed lost on
approach is difficult to regain without losing lots
of height, with the dramatically reduced rate of
acceleration. Stalling speeds may also be
affected. Failure to allow for these factors can
be serious and, on several occasions, has had
fatal results.
An engine failure to start and too little time to
put it away, combined with the high workload of
a field landing, is not the time to explore any
differences in your glider's handling. lt is much
better done under ideal weather conditions at
your home airfield.
Provided that the manoeuvre is not prohibited by the aircraft flight manual and subject to
the CFI 's agreement, may I therefore encourage pilots to make practice approaches at their
home airfield with the engine/propeller out but
with the engine not running . I suggest that for
the first few times pilots should aim to land
further down the field than usual to allow for
possible undershoot. I think it is also desirable
for the practices to be observed by an instructor
or pilot experienced on type.
Having had such training , our pilots will be
much better placed to deal with the degraded
handling caused by a non-running engine with
the propeller stuck out in the breeze. I am sure
it will keep our accident rate down.
JACK ALCOCK , senior regional examiner,
motor gliders

dual variometers. More information please!
Chris is writing of 1953, but Paul MacCready
had already invented his ring in 1949. (Note
that he did not invent the best-speed-to-fly
theory on which it depends, which had been
published in S&G two years earlier; it is a
misnomer to talk about ''MacCready" settings in
modern flight directors.)
Did Phi lip adapt the idea for the Cosim, with
its unco-operative non-linear scale? Or did he
adapt K . M. Chirgwin's 1938 suggestion for a
similar ··speed-to-fly" pencil to give best-glidingangle speeds for various wings (S&G, volume
9, p242)?
ANTHONY EDWARDS , Th e Arm-Chair Pilot,
Cambridge

Chris Riddell replies: Anthony Edwards raises
a nice point when he asks if Philip Wills
adapted the idea of the MacCready ring to the
Cosirn variometer. I have no idea. I remember
Justin Wills saying to me once that his father
had invented the device. I certainly remember
seeing it fitted to Philip's Sky sailplane in the
mid 1950s. If my memory serves me right, I
made one for myself from his description in
S&G.
From what Anthony had to say it seems
unlikely that Philip originated the idea. In his
interesting book Innovation (published by John
Calder, 1977), William Kingston defines the
stages in innovation . He describes the originator who postulates the idea as the dreamer. He
terms the one who describes it in visual terms
as the artist. He defines the one who takes the
visual form and produces a working demonstration of the idea as the inventor.
By this definition, it is correct to say that
Phi lip Wills was the inventor of the "speed-to-fly
pencil". Kingston does not say that to qualify
the inventor has to be the sole inventor. Good
ideas often appear simultaneously in similar
forms in different parts of the world without their
inventors having had prior contact. The invention of the jet engine is an example of this.

practice for service providers to give generous
group terms, couldn't we have a BGA negotiated discount with Green Flag ?
BRIAN PAYNE, Didcot, Oxon

GRANDFATHER, FATHER, SON
Dear Editor,
Recent issues have included references to
families with three generations of glider pilots.
Mention l1as already been made of one example at the Midland GC. I wish to record
another- namely that of the Neill family.
Robert (''Uncle Bob") Neill joined the club 1n
1937. His son Bob joined in 1951 and his son
Robbie in 1975. All three gained a Silver badge
and in the early 1980s they were simultaneously active members of a Mynd based Skylark
4 syndicate.
"Uncle Bob" was chai rman of the Midland GC
for 14 years to 1967 and Bob was chairman for
five years to early 1993.
KEITH MAN SELL, president of Midland GC

BUT PLAT ISN'T ORDINARY!
Dear Editor,
Platypus's flair for stretching final glides is
well documented (by himself) but 53.6 miles
from 400011 at 48:1 (December issue, p330)
has to be a miracle. Ordinary mortals are
limite€1 to 36 .36 miles.
For his next trick Pial might consider not
dumping quite all his water before landing. He
should then find it easy to turn the last few litres
into wine- or even cold beer. A third miracle
might then come to pass- drinks on Platypus.
Miracles apart, Platypus (whose wit and
perception I have greatly enjoyed ever since he
started writing for S&G) seems to have overlooked what is possibly the most significant
advantage of a ballasted glider over a dry one,
ie the ballasted glider spends less time in the
sink between thermals. lt should be possible to
calculate this effect based on typical
thermal/sink patterns. Any offers?
ROBIN COLE, Winchester

THE SKYLARK 1
Dear Editor,
I agree with Chris Riddell in the last issue,
p30, that the little Skylark 1 was an excellent
sailplane. I certainly did not intend to be in any
way dismisive of it. In my Slingsby Sailplanes
book I said it was "a very considerable advance
for Slingsby. lt is interesting to speculate what
might have happened if he had done as originally intended and produced a new version with
exactly the same wing and a superior fuselage
and cockpit.''
On another page I described it as technically
advanced and innovative.
lt is worth noting that the specification for the
World Class sailplane is not very far from that of
the Skylark 1. We might almost have been
there fifty years ago I
Does anyone know what happned to the
Skylark 1 that went to South Africa?
MARTIN SI MONS, Stepney, South Australia
Dear Editor,
Chris Riddell , in his happy reminiscing about
the Skylark 1, writes that Philip Wills invented
the "speed-to-fly" pencil which was the Cosim
variometer equivalent of the MacCready ring for
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Dear Editor,
We have a Skylark 1 at Burn GC wl1ich
hasn't flown for many years. lt sports the best
breakfast mushrooms in Yorkshire.
JULIAN DAY, Wakefield, Yorks

FOURTHEMERGENCYSERWCE
Dear Editor,
With respect to Step hen Harvey's letter in the
December issue, p327, I have been a member
of Green Flag using their caravan and trailer
cover for many years precisely for the reasons
given -that the other services will not cover
trailers of the length we use.
Before last October's pilgrimage to Aboyne I
checked the details with Green Flag and was
reassured that a 9-10m glider trailer was
covered as long as it was a proprietary make.
As ours isn't exactly "proprietary" I queried this
and was told there would not be a problem if it
had a 50mm hitch and was properly maintained
and roadworthy.
So there you have it. Join Green Flag today
(0800 00011) and venture forth reassured that
you are a member of the real Fourth
Emergency Service. As it seems to be common

Platypus replies: He is absolutely right. Mea
maxima culpa. The fact is that on my Excel
spreadsheet I mixed up kts and tvsec. Que/
horreur! So a realistic 1.5kts sink rate at 68kts
was transformed into a blissful (not in my
lifetime) 1.5ftlsec, or only 90ft/min. Tl1at takes
the glide angle into the high 70s, which I
suspect is way out of the reach of even the
projected new super-ship for millionaires. The
distances flown from 4000ft for the heavy and
light glider are in fact 32 .2 and 30 miles respectively. That correction also compresses the time
gained by the heavy glider to 3.4min, and from
5000ft it gains 5.2min . (I originally wrote 5.6
and 7.2min.) Still worth having, and the basic
message is unchanged: the wets have it.
What made me ponder is a) why I didn't spot
an obvious glitch immediately and b) why more
people didn't write in . I suspect, apart from the
dark suspicion that only one person read the
column at all, most of us skate over numbers in
articles with glazed eyeballs. Even the author's
eyeballs glazed over as he proof read his own
numbers.
The dreaded sink. I agree with Robin that
there is some force in the "less time in sink
67
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between thermals" argument, and I have not
overlooked it. Months ago I created a sink-andlift-between-thermals spreadsheet (in which the
opportunity for Platyboobs was spectacular)
and gave up because the deadline had passed
and the editor was screaming for copy, any old
copy, but now.
My conclusion is that if the sink between
thermals is (say) 2kts the heavy glider gains
2secs/km. Why so little? Because- wait for itthe more sink there is, the more height needs to
be regained after each run; the light glider
climbs 30ftlmin faster, wiping out most, but not
all, of the heavy glider's gain in the run. Of
course 2secs/km mounts up, though it's pretty
terrible inter-thermal flying to be in such sink
the whole time.
Conversely, the heavy ship loses when flying
slowly in rising air between thermals, but the
losses are smaller than the gains in sink. If on a
300km flight the air between thermals was
rising at 2kts for a third of the distance, sinking
at 2kts for the other third, and still for a third, the
heavy ship would gain a net 3.7min. This gain
can be added to the start height bonus of
3.4min, to give us a gain of over 7min. All this
on a mediocre day when the light ship climbs at
only 2kt and the heavy at 1.7.
The more the air between thermals fluctuates, even if the overall net movement is zero,
the better it is for the heavy ship. Some of these
gains are lost through the practical impossibility
of instantaneously adjusting one's speed to the
airmass; frantic dolphining is very wastefuland it also lets the leeches behind you (people
like Plat) know just where you are when you
suddenly present them with your plan view.
With GPS logger analysis it is easy in
principle to see how much inter-thermal lift and
sink different pilots encounter*. Perhaps
George Moffat will be proved right, and the skill
of top pilots in picking their path between
thermals will turn out to be more important then
their climbing ability.
*Footnote. If we have the groundspeed and the
wind component from the logger we can
estimate airspeed. From the polar we know
how much sink there should be at that airspeed
in still air: deduct the polar sink from the actual
sink rate shown on the logger to get airmass
movement. A truly fascinating project for the
anoraks to get stuck into next winter!

BOTH EXCELLENT WINCHES
Dear Editor,
Having watched the saga of the Devon &
Somerset GC Supacat torque indicator with
interest (and sympathy) since 1985, it is good
to see final success. (See the article by Gordon
Peters in the last issue, p38.)
The demonstrator winch with a cable tension
meter showed me a few years ago the potential
excellence of torque control by giving my
synd jcate partner a superb launch at a site
where several pathetic launches had been
given by the driver of the local Supacat, which
had no indicator.
I have always been astounded by the
widespread resistance of many drivers to any
sort of indicator on any winch type to optimise
the launch. Perhaps the wider use of very
powerful winches will create a more reasoned
68

attitude. Without the power setting guides in the
Skylaunch, for example, it would be impossible
to expect the generally very satisfactory standard of launches that we experience at my club
from any of our 50 or so winch drivers.
A better comparison of the Supacat and
Skylaunch frorn the driver's viewpoint than
Gordon's slightly inaccurate comment, is that
the take-off is extremely simple to perform in
the Skylaunch and usually requires no further
adjustment at all until near the top of the
launch, while the Supacat requires a more
complex but not difficult series of actions.
On the other hand, any marked wind strength
increase on the way up calls for no action on
the driver's part in the Supacat, whereas with
the Skylaunch the pilot has to signal for less
speed if the driver hasn't cottoned on to the
conditions. Both are excellent winches.
JOHN GIBSON, St Annes-on-Sea, Lanes
Dear Editor,
In the conclusion to the article by Gordon
Peters he states that the launching guidance for
the winch driver with the "Sky Launcher winch"
(Skylaunch winch) only helps in the first 1OOft.
This is in fact incorrect.
The throttle guidance controls in the
Skylaunch winches, which use responsive
petrol type VB engines (running on LPG for
much reduced running costs, maintenance and
pollution), actually help all the way up the
launch.
Gordon may have been misinformed as the
very first Skylaunch winch was to be used at
the Midland GC by professional drivers only
and was not fitted with this system. All subsequent winches (including retrieve winches)
have throttle guidance for members driving.
We have found this system to be very
successful. Ajso, being a pre-selected control
that is driven by feel, safety is increased as the
driver can keep a 100% focus on the glider and
airfield.
MIKE GROVES, O&M Engineering

PLEASE SAY "WELL DONE"
Dear Editor,
Please , all you experienced pilots, be
generous in praising your early solo pilots when
they venture on their first cross-countries. We
at the bottom of the heap need encouragement
and a kindly word of congratulation from the top
makes all the difference.
TIM JOYCE, London

NOT FROM THE LOTTERY
Dear Editor,
Referring to Dick Dixon's comments in the
December issue, p361, on his visit to Borders
GC's ceremony to mark our move to Milfield
and the handing over of our new hangar,
workshop and clubhouse complex, I would like
to clarify one point. The new facilities were the
result of hard negotiations over many years
with British Gas (now Tmnsco), not from grants
from the Foundation for Sport and the Arts or
the National Lottery.
Although the weather was poor for the
opening, shortly after Dick left we were able to
go soaring for an hour or so in wave.
AND'REW BARDGETT, Border GC 's chairman

Dick Dixon, BGA chairman, replies: Whilst
my comments did not specifically attribute
Borders' funding to a particular source, I can
see that my phraseology was misleading. I do
apologise to the club and to Transco , and am
grateful to Andrew for putting the record
straight.
Andrew's last paragraph gives me reassurance that at least I was right about one thing - I
am delighted that my impression that the site
had great soaring potential was so rapidly
confirmed!

FROM A COMPETITION PILOT!
Dear Editor,
In reply to Paul Bramley's letter in the last
issue, p7, it's 33in.
MIKE YOUNG, Bourn, Cambridge

VARIOMETERS- WHO NEEDS THEM?

PERHAPS THE EL NINO EFFECT!

Dear Editor,
How important is it to have a variof]leter in a
sailplane? Surely a competent glider pilot
doesn't need one. After all, the pundits in the
1930s managed very well using the seat of
their pants.
Are your hackles rising? I !hope so, because
the BGA doesn't think the variometer is important. lt doesn't require a working variometer for
a glider to pass the annual C of A, yet what
could ibe more important to a soaring pilot?
Although self-respecting pilots should be able
to fly safely without instruments, I don't think
they will get very far before coming down to
earth again .
The BGA position is that a working variometer is not an airworthiness requirement. So
must we cheerfully strap ourselves into our club
glider and pay up, regardless of whether the
aircraft is fit to go soaring? How absurd! Is the
BGA trying to promote gliding - or what?
But don't forget to stick those vital numbers
on the fi[l and pay £15 for the privilege - that's
really important!
MIKE EVANS, Hook, Hants

Dear Editor:
According to the Annual Statistics in the last
issue, p20, the 2885 gliders in the UK flew a
total of 173 001 hrs. That is an average of about
12min for each glider on each day of the year.
The Imperial College GC, which has only
three gliders, reportedly flew a nice round
1 0 OOOhrs, for a daily average of 548min
(more than 9hrs) per glider.
I always had thought soaring conditions were
good here in Southern California, but they are
not remotely as good as those enjoyed by the
fortunate members of the ICGC. I am suitably
jealous.
'KARL KEATING, San Diego, USA

Barry Rolfe, BGA secretary, replies: Oopsl

&:1

We welcome your letters but please keep them
as concise as possible and include your full
name, address and tel!fax number. We reserve
the right to edit and select and point out that
views expressed in letters and articles are not
necessarily those held by the BGA.
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The Best Gliders in the World
are now even better...

As UK agents for Schleicher in coniunction with
JJ Associates, we provide a full sales, maintainance,
spares and repair service for all Schleicher gliders

SALES • REPAIRS • MAINTAINANCE
London Sailplanes Ltd. Tring Road Dunstable Beds LU6 2JP
Tel: 01582 662068 Fax: 01582 606568 e-mail : lsl@gliding.powernet.co.uk
Web-site: http://www.powernet.co.uk/gliding/lsl.htm

Cobra Alarms Standard Nationals- 6th-14th June 1998
Regionals- 22nd·30th August 1998
For more information write or phone
London Gliding Club, Dun stable Dawns, Tring Road, Beds. LU6 2JP
Fax: 01582 665744
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CARR WITHALL

ineteen ninety seven was , without doubt,
the year that saw the greatest loss to our free dams in our history. In March the new areas that
we are restricted to fly within Class 8 Airspace
together with the new rules for flying within or
through Class D Airspace were introduced.
At the beginning of July the CAA decided that
our freedom to cross certain parts of ai rways
was to be withdrawn . This agreement had been
thoroughly worked out and approved by the
Safety Regulation Group (SRG) less than two
years earlier. Once again this decision was not
based on any facts but perceptions. This further
loss to our freedoms took effect from November
6 , 1997 . The most numerous crossings take
place across airway A25. The base of this airway has been raised to FL 105 from Talgarth
nor1hwards towards Oswestry.
However, in North Wales and at Camphill they
had agreements to cross in two small areas
which were withdrawn. A new agreement was to
be in place to coincide with their loss, but after a
meeting at Manchester there is no progress .
The Scottish clubs should (by the time you
read this ) have an agreement to cross airways
82 and 8226 using RfT and segments of airway
ceded to gliders for a given time . The Scottish
A TC authorities are being most helpful with this
and also with Class 8 Airspace operations .
Other changes in airspace are proposed
all over the country and are listed later in this
article .

May I remind pilots that;
All pilots wishing to fly in any Class D
Airspace , Class 8 Airspace areas and for crossing sections of airways where there is a 8GA
signed agreement to do so , will need to have
an RfT (restricted) licence . A clearance to enter
and transit Class D Airspace will need to be obtained, as is required of all other aircraft.
The director of Airspace Policy envisages
"such a clearance to be extremely straightforward and confined' to essential detail to enable the flight to continue virtually without
interruption . No ATC separation is required , traffic information may be provided and pilots would
rema in responsible ·for their own separation from
other aircraft.•·
There is to be an ongoing education process
to inform ATC units of our special needs and
gliders' performance. A 8GA team will be visiting the two civil ATC training schools and also
the joint military school on a regular basis to give
gliding presentations. This video and power
point presentation detailing our operational
capabilities and requirements will be available for any ATC unit to have and use as an
educational package.

Carr Withall, chairman of the BGA Airspace Committee,
updates the airspace position. This year sees the freedom to
cross airways having been withdrawn
There will also be Regional Airspace
Committee members who will eitt1er be practising or retired professional pilots or air traffic controllers. These regional members will have under
their wing around ten clubs. They will receive all
the latest CAA plans and will be available to accompany any club airspace representative to
meetings with their local ATC unit or when
airspace issues arise.
This change to a pro-active committee should
ensure that any proposed airspace changes are
known at an early stage and the 8GA can put its
case forward without delay.

The fo llowi ng is the annual reminder on
airs pa ce knowledge that all pilots should
have.
lcao Airspace Classification. In November
1991 the UK adopted the new system of international airspace classification developed by the
international Civil Airspace Organisation . The
status of a piece of airspace is denoted by a letter which will be sh o wn on all aeronautical
charts . and it is this letter rather than the title of
the airspace that will determine the rules applying to it.
Eg; in the UK airways will all be Class A, but
in other countries they may be Class E. In order
to fly within controlled airspace , gliders will often
require legal exemptions , and the availability
and nature of these will vary from country to
·
country .

Airspace committee

Class A Con trolled Airspace
Cotswold CT A
Daventry CT A
London CTR
London TMA
Manchester TMA
Worthing CT A
All Ai rways (except where they pass through
a TMA, CTA or CTR of lower status).
As from November 6 1997 no airways can be
crossed by gliders.
Exceptionally , gliders may cross sections of
Class A Airspace by virtue of a Letter of
Agreement (LOA) which will have very detailed
procedures to be followed. These LoAs will be
specific to a club operation or as in the case in
Scotland a group of clubs.

The numerous changes in airspace all around
the UK at the moment and the continuous demands for more controlled airspace by NATS
(National Air Traffic SerVices) requires that the
small committee be greatly strengthened .
All clubs have been asked to appoint an
airspace representative who can keep his club
members up to date on all airspace matters and
who will be in a good position to hear if any local
changes are being considered.

Class B Controlled Airspace. The entire
airspace over the UK above FL 245, comprising
the Upper Airspace CT A and the Hebrides Upper
Control Area (UTA) , is Class 8 Airspace .
Gliders are no longer allowed to fly in this
airspace without restriction. Specified areas
have been agreed that can be activated by clubs
using the procedure for glider operations in
Class 8 Airspace . These areas are to be looked
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at again this year. The Yorks'h ire areas might
look large on the map, but most of the area is
useless and the area where high climbs could
take place are not included.

Class C Controlled Airspace. No UK airspace
currently fal ls in this category, though it is possible some may be so redesignated in future .
Class D Controlled Airspace. Formerly Special
Rules Airspace . All Class D Airspace now requires an ATC clearance to enter and transit this
airspace. Pilots will also be flying in VMC conditions . Any pilot wishing to enter it must:
1. Contact the ATC unit and pass details of aircraft's position, level and proposed track.
2. Obtain entry clearance.
3 . Listen out on the frequency whil st in that
airspace.
4 . Comply with ATC instructions.
The above rules apply to gliders in all Class D
areas.
Belfast CTR
Aberdeen CTR/CTA
Birmingham
BeHast City CTRICTA
CTR/CTA
Bournemouth CTR
Bristol CTR/CT A
Brize Norton CTR
East Midlands CTR/CTA Cardiff CTR/CTA
Glasgow CTR
Edinburgh CTR
Liverpool CTR
Leeds/Bradford
London Gatwick
CTR/CTA
CTR/CTA
Lyneham CTR/CTA
London City CTR
London Stansted
Manchester
CTR/CTA
CTR/CTA
London Luton CTR/CTA
Solent CTA
Newcastle CTRICTA
Teesside CTR/CTA
ScottishTMA
Southampton CTR/CTA
There is a form to complete if flying through
Class D Airspace and clubs should have copies.
Th is will give the 8GA and OAP statistics on how
many gliders have been granted clearances to
continue their flights and identify any ATC units
that may be unhelpful. There is no restriction to
asking any ATC unit in Class D for clearance to
fly through their area. Most are only "busy" for
short periods; usually early morning and late afternoon . Much of the traffic is transiting light aircraft or flying school traffic.
The code of conduct for glider flights through
Class D Airspace is still relevant as it sets out
goo d airmanship practice.
Most pilots who did ask for clearances obtained them from helpful controllers but a few
were refused clearances With more education
and visits from pilots to their local ATC unit, clearances should become the norm.
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GLIDING AND UK AIRSPACE

Class E Controlled Airspace. The Belfast TMA
and parts of the Scottish TMA are notified as
Class E and permits all aircraft (including gliders) to fly in this area without ATC clearance subject to maintaining VMC .
Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC).
VMC conditions for Class D, E and in the open
FIR, are that an aircraft shall remain 1000ft vertically, and 1500m horizontally from cloud in a
flight visibility of 5km. Below 3000ft amsl al) aircraft shall remain clear of cloud in a flight visibility of 5km and in sight of the ground.
Local Agreements. A number of local agreements exist which modify the effects of some of
the airspace listed earlier. Letters of Agreement
(LoA) between a gliding club and a nearby airport can make airspace either more or less restrictive than described previously, depending
on circumstances. These arrangements are too
numerous to list in full· but the principal ones are:
luton- A large segment of airspace in the northwest of the Luton SRZ is delegated to London
GC, up to 3500ft in summer and on request in
winter, to permit gliding operations at Dunstable.
London GC should be contacted for full details.
Airway Bravo 2 -At weekends, a section of this
airway between Glasgow and Aberdeen may be
de-regulated on request from the Scottish
Gliding Union to permit wave soaring from
Portmoak to proceed unrestricted within the confines of the airway.
East Midlands- There is a map on p73 of the
new East Midlands Airspace together with lhe
National LoA. Additionally Husbands Bosworth
and Marchington have LoAs for their local requirements.
Class F Airspace. An Advisory Route (ADR) is
a route used by airline type traffic but without the
full protection of an airway. Although depicted
only as a centreline on UK aeronautical charts it
is nominally 1 On m wide. Gliders may cross Class
F Airspace without restriction but caution should
be exercised.
Class G Airspace. T•his is the term given to the
"open" Flight Information Region (FIR), which is
the uncontrolled airspace not subject to any of
the afore-going classifications. Within Class G
Airspace there are various non-ICAO types of
airspace which are described below .
Aerodrome Traffic Zone (ATZ). A glider pilot
wishing to enter an ATZ must first call the airfield on the notified radio frequency. An ATZ is
only active during the notified hours of operation
of the airfield. Many military airfields are notified
as permanently active though in reality this is
not the case. Nonetheless the ATZs must be regarded as active at all times.
At an airfield with an Air Traffic Control (ATC)
unit, that unit is able to give or refuse permission
for any aircraft to enter the ATZ and to give clearances to take-off or land.
At an airfield with an Aerodrome Flight
Information Service (AFIS) or Air/Ground (A/G)
service, that unit is able only to pass information
from which a pilot may judge whether or not it is
safe to enter the ATZ or to take-off or land, ie
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the unit cannot issue clearances or withhold permission.
The following categories of airfield are protected by an ATZ: government aerodromes and
licensed aerodromes with one of these types of
service.
The ATZ comprises the airspace extending
from ground level to 2000ft above the level of
the aerodrome and within a radius of 2 or 2.5nm
of the centre of the aerodrome , depending on
the length of the main runway.
At airfields without ATZs, including most gliding sites, regardless of how busy they are , an
itinerant aircraft may legally penetrate the
airspace near and over the airfield, provided the
pilot conforms to the traffic pattern or keeps clear
of the circuit airspace, and observes the normal
rules of good airmanship to avoid conflictions
For landing at airfields with or without ATZs, it
should be noted that any are listed in the UK
Air Pilot as "PPR", "PPR to non-radio aircraft"
or even "not available to non-radio aircraft". PPR
(F'rior Permission Required) rneans that landing
permission must be obtained in advance of the
flight , eg by telephone. All military airfields are
effectively PPR and will not permit landings by
civil aircraft, except where they have been prearranged, or in an emergency.

protected by temporary Restricted Airspace .
Local gliding clubs usually negotiate limited access routes to and from their sites to enable nonradio gliders to continue operating, but a glider
equipped with suitable radio may fly in the area
if it contacts the ATC unit designated by the
NOTAM as the controlling authority.
Other types of temporary Restricted Airspace
are effectively closed to gliders. They are established to protect Red Arrows' displays throughout the country, plus major flypast formations ,
over events of political significance and over the
sites of major disasters. The duration and extent
of th e restriction can be quite short and will be
published by NOTAM.

Military Aerodrome Traffic Zones (MATZ).
The rules applicable to the penetration of a
MATZ are not mandatory for civi l aircraft and the
same applies to the Lakenheath Military Control
Zone. However, radio contact is advised and inside every MATZ there is an ATZ, the ru les of
which must be observed.
A standard MATZ comprises the airspace
within a 5nrn radius of the centre of the airfield
extending from the surface to 3000ft above airfield elevation. In addition, projecting stubs 5nm
long and 4nm wide extending from 1000ft to
3000ft above airfield elevation are aligned with
the approach to the rnain runway at one or both
ends. Some MATZ may lack stubs or form part
of a combined MATZ (CMATZ).

Danger Areas. T'he UK is covered with Danger
Areas of many types, shapes and sizes . They
are active part-time, permanently or when notified by NOTAM . Full details will be found in the
UK Air Pilot , RAC Section. Tile chart of UK
Airspace Restrictions is also useful.
The UK Air Pilot lists only the type of activity
most likely to be encountered, but in practice
various hazards rnay be encountered manoeuvring outside the confines of the Danger Area ,
especially if it is a Weapons Range Danger Area.
Many Danger Areas contain areas over which
flight is prohibited at times within the pe riod of
activity of the Danger Area by reason of byelaws made under the Military Lands Act 1892
and associated legislation . it is also worth noting that the UK Air Pilot does not list Danger
Areas with upper limits 500ft or less above the
local surface, to which prohibiting bye-laws may
also apply.
With these exceptions, flight through a Danger
Area is not prohibited, but may be foolhardy.
For certain Danger Areas , a Danger Area
Crossing Service, rnost notably for Salisbury
Plain , is available. Call Salisbury Plain Control
on 122. 75Mhz. A Danger Area Activity Service
is available in other cases: this should be viewed
as a means of establishing the state of activity
of a Danger Area at a particular time, not as a
clearance to cross it.
A convenient surnmary of these two services
and the ATC units to contact is printed at the foot
of the 1: 500000 series CAA charts.
Particular care should be taken to avoid
Westo n on the Green (0129 ) which is
used extensive ly tor military paratroops
t raining. Bri ze Radar on 13 4.3 will confi rm activity statu s.

Prohibited and Restricted Areas. A Prohibited
Area (P-prefi x) is prohibited to all aircraft ,
whereas a Restricted Area (A-prefix) permits
limited access by aircraft under defined circumstances, eg landing at a nearby airfield . These
areas include atomic energy establishments , security areas in Northern Ireland and sensitive
military installations. Most Restricted Areas
should be considered as prohibited to gliders but
the following are exceptions:
The Restricted Airspace established around
high security prisons is applicable only to helicopters and R105 at Highworth House, Glos. lt
applies only to helicopters and microlights.
R313 at Scampton exists for the purpose of
protecting the Red Arrows' display training. The
area is a circle of 5nm radius extending to 9500ft
amsl• and active only during Scampton's normal
operating hours, which are weekdays and as notified by NOTAM. During these times, a glider
may enter the area by permission of ATC
Waddington.
Temporary Restricted Airspace. Major air displays such as Farnborough or Fairford are often

Purple Airspace. Purple Ai rspace is established from time to time on a tem porary basis to
protect Royal Flights in fixed wing aircraft. Full
details are promulgated by special NOTAM. it is
important that gliding clubs receive and publish
this information because gliders are not permitted to fly within Pu rple Airspace, even by contacting ATC . Royal Flight NOTAMs also cover
royal helicopter flights. These are not protected
by Purp le Airspace but al l pilots a re required to look out for and keep well clear
of t11e royal helicopter .

Other Hazardous areas. Other types of hazard
include free fall parach uting sites. There are
many of these sites around the country and
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some operate every day and are extremely busy.
Treat them as a permanently active danger and
do not fly over them . The airspace is contained
in a circle radius 1 .5 or 2nm from the centre of
the drop zone up to a maximum of FL 150. it may
not be apparent to a glider pilot, observing the
drop zone in flight, whether or not there is
parachuting in progress: parachutists normally
free fall down to 2000ft agl and are extremely
difficult to see. Beware!

High Intensity Radio Transmission Areas
contain powerful radio emissions which may
cause interference with glider radios , electric
variometers, electronic barographs and loggers.
In particular Fylingdales is so powerful that prolonged exposure may be injurious to health.
Areas of Intense Aerial Activity. An AIAA is
airspace which is not otherwise protected by regulated airspace , but where the activity of civil
and/or military fly ing is exceptionally high or
within wh ich aircraft regularly participate in unusual manoeuvres.
Gliders may penetrate these areas but in view
of the hazards, a sharp lookout is essential.
Military Low Flying System. Low flying by high
performance military aircraft takes place in most
parts of the UK up to 2000ft agl, with the greatest concentration between 250ft and 500ft. A
chart is available denoting the system (UK Air
Pilot, RAC Section).
Most gliding sites are notified to the MoD ,
which affords them the status of a Military
Avoidance Zone, usually with a radius of 1.5nm.
Radar Advisory Service Area. A RASA is
airspace in which pilots, if they choose , avail
themselves ol the services of a radar unit. There
is no requirement to do so , and a glider pilot
should not assume that other aircraft are being
separated from him, nor even that the radar unit
is aware of the glider's presence.
The Airprox System. An airprox may be filed
by a pilot who considers his flight to have been
endangered by the proximity of another aircraft.
All airprox's are investigated by the Joint Airprox
Working Group (JAWG) , whose deliberations
are confidential so as to preserve anonymity.
The purpose of a JAWG investigation is to determine what lessons can be learnt, not to take
punitive action .
Prompt airprox reporting is vital if the other
aircraft is to be traced. If in radio contact with an
ATC unit report to them at once, or if not possible, telephone straight after landing. Call 0800
515544 or call AIS (MIL) at LATCC WestDrayton
on 01895 426153, who will start tracing action at
once and tell the Joint Airprox Section (JAS).
Follow up with a written report on form CA 1094
to JAS within seven days. Always use GMT
(UTC is the same) in reports.
JAS can be contacted in working hours on
01895 276121/2/5 or lax on 01895 276124.
Glider Flights Through Class D Airspace.
W ith the ever increasing size of Class D areas
the need to fly through the m on cross-country
flights will become greater. Pilots can ask for a
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clearance to fly through any Class D Ai rspace.
The Conduct set out below is a guide to good
airmanship practice.
1. Glider pilots should plan to route their flights
through Class D Airspace when it is clear that
there are advantages from so doing , such as
better weather and shorter track distance.
2. Flights should try to spend the minimum time
in Class D Airspace. Pilots should avoid circling
on or close to the runway extended centre lines,
since this may well interfere w ith departing or
arriving traffic.
3. Keep tt]e contro ller informed if, for any reason, eg massive sink, you have to change your
planned course.
4. Good lookout is vital at all times, and glider pilots should be prepared to initiate avoiding action notwithstanding !<heir rig ht of way priority.
Gliders are not always visible on radar.
5. Competition tasks should not be set through
Class D Airspace. Where a task leg has to be
set close to Class D Airspace the ATC unit should
be informed. When possible, photograph ic control point(s) should be established , to help en sure that gliders remain outside the airspace.

Use of Radio. A glider pilot possessing a radio
operator's licence (R/T licence) is entitled to use
all the available aeronautical frequencies of a
760 chan nel radio . This permits seeking access
to the follow ing types of airspace that may be
otherwise closed to gliders - the new Class 8
Airspace areas, any Class D Airspace and
Aerodrome Traffic zones. Some types of permanent and tempo rary Restricted Airspace. Some
Danger Areas.
Radio cannot be used to request entry clearance into Class A Ai rspace (except by special
arrangement) or into Purple Ai rspace.
All clubs have a copy of whe re and with whom
one ca n take the R/T licence test. The licence
will be valid for ten years.
NOTAMS. The NOTAM system has changed
over the last few years. Essential flight planning
information is obtainable from several different
sources.
UK Air Pil'ot AI RAC supplements are the formal method of notifying permanent changes to
airspace. bu·t can only be obtained as part of a
subscription to the entire UK Air Pilot. Airspace
changes have also been announced by way of
Aero nau ti cal Information C irculars (A ICs) ,
major changes by way of a dedicated AIC and
minor changes via six monthly summary AICs.
A bi-monthly GASIL summary also covers minor
changes.
Temporary Navigation Warnings (TNWs) are
published' twice weekly, giving notice of airspace
warnings such as air displays, military exercises
etc , and outline details of Royal Flights and
Temporary Restricted Airspace.
Royal Flight NOTAMs. Postal distribution of
NOT AMs has ceased. Information on Royal
Flight.s and temporary Restricted Airspace is obtainable on the Freephone service (0500
;1548_Q21
All the above are available from CAA Printing
and Publishing Services (01242 235151 ).

Airspace changes.
1. There have been changes to the East
Midlands airspace, see map on opposite page.

2. A portion of the Daventry CTA near 8icester
has been raised to FL65. Further raising of bases
throughout the huge Daventry area are expected
this summer.
3. A further fillet of airspace next to 8ooker has
been agreed.
4. Airway N862 , that is parallel to the airway A25,
has been extended to the southern edge of airway 839, at high level. In summer, April 1 to
September 30, the base will be FL 195 and in
winter, October 1 to March 31 the base will be
FL2 15. This will allow Dia mond heights to be
achieved. The base of the evening and weekend airway, 839. is raised in that area to FL195
ifl summer and FL 21 5 in winter.
5. Airway A25, central portion , south of Talgarth
up to south of Oswestry is raised to FL105 between 0700 to 2200hrs.
All these changes should be on the new
Southern edition of the 1/2 million map due out
at the end of March.
Othe r changes in the area so uth of Didcot,
Luton extension, Stan sted , Southampton and
Prestwick are under discussion.

Maps. The current editions and expected dates
of new editions for the 1/2 million maps are:Southern England and Wales, edition 23, with
new edition 24 due at the end of March.
Northern England and Northern Ireland , edition
20, with new edition 21 due in March.
Scotland , edition 18, with the new edition 19 due
at the end of May.
The new series of 250 000 maps are available and they are excellent. The England South
covers most of southern England on one map.
Airspace Infringements. Last year there were
no reported infringements which is excellent and
proves my point when having discussions with
the CAA. With the requirement to obtain an R/T
licence, to fly within Class D Airspace , pilots will
become more confident to tal k to other airfields
that they may be flying close by. A brief courtesy
call is very welcome by most controllers and will
re-enforce the position that we are "professional"
pilots.
If a pilot is lost there is a service to call on at
any time. lt is the VHF AUTO TRIANGULATION
SERVICE on 121 .5, the distress frequency. This
service can very quickly find an aircraft as long
as it is about 2-3000tt and anywhere south and
east of Manchester to the Sou th Coa st. If in
doubt that you may be lost in controlled! airspace
then give them a call. They are there to help and
can locate you almost instantly on 121 .5.
References. The information in this articl e is
only a brief synopsis of the airspace rules as they
affect glider pilots and is believed to be accu rate
at the time of writing. In case of doubt authoritative references should be consu lted. These are:
Air Navigation Order 1989; Rules of the Air
Regulations 1991 ; UK Air Pilot , RAC sec tion .
BGA Laws and Rules, 12th edition, May 1996,
reflects the current legislation and previous editions are obsolete.
Abbreviations. CTA= Control Area, CTR= Control
Zone, TMA= Terminal Manoeuvring Area (the lower
limit of aCTA or TMA is an altitude or fligh t level above
the surface, whereas a CTR extends to ground levelj.
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Operations within the East Midlands Control Area shall be subJect to
the following conditions.
1. That In respect of control area CTA-12 and part of CTA-11 (and
referred to as "the Airspace~ and coloured red on the map),
BGA members will have use of the airspace subject to a request
being made to East Midlands and will be dependant on the runway in use.
When East Midlands are operating on runway 27, the airspace
will be made available to BGA members between 0900 and
1800 local time, subject to a request to East Midlands approach
on frequency 119.65Mhz. In the event that East
Midlands requires to change the acliVe runway to 09 during the
course of the day. East Midlands may request all gliders to
vacate the 81rspace.
When East Midlands are operating on runway 09, use of the
airspace by BGA pilots may be permitted, subject to a call to
East Midlands approach on frequency 119.65Mhz from individual
pilots, requesting clearance to carry out local soaring in the
airspace for an agreed time.
2. lt as further agreed by the BGA that this letter of agreement may
need to be reviewed from time to time on request from either
party to the Agreement and amended as/Where necessary. If
agreement cannot be reached then the matter wJU be referred
to the Civil Aviation Authority's directorate of Airspace Policy
for arbitration Both parties agree to use their best endeavours
to conclude any new agreement.
3. In allowing this gliding activity within East Midlands Control
Area it is agreed that all activities shall be in accordance with
the current Air Navigation Order.

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~a
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oo"ldo't wait to go. oot ooty boc'""
the Swiss had a reputation for good organisation but because the food would be wonderful. it
was like escaping to a cornucopia full of all that
was still rationed at home .
We had six pilots ; two from the RAF in
Germany , Jock Forbes and Pete Mallet flying
Weihes, and four from the UK with two Elliott
Olympias and two Slingsby Gull 4s. These were
new and painted in a colour scheme created by
Kit Nicholson , designer of the Dunstable clubhouse. Our "home" pilots were Kit, Philip Wills,
Donald Greig and Charles Wingfield. For transport we had new Land Rovers, so new that they
were pre-production models for which driving in
mountains was seen as a fine operational test.
The two BAFO pilots had Jeeps.
Samedan Airfield was a grass strip in the St
Moritz valley which led to Italy through the Maloja
Pass and none of our pilots had flown in such a
vertical landscape. The entry list showed 37
pilots from ten countries, including Poland and
Czechoslavakia from behind the Iron Curtain.
They and most other countries had built new gliders in a post-way flurry of enthusiasm .
Sadly the Poles and Czechs were stopped
from competing because of "technical difficulties" though one Pole, Kasprzch, sl ipped through
the net wearing an OSTIV hat - and managed
some flying as well . This left just 27 competitors
to fly on the first day, July 20.
Briefing was tedious in three languages, but
the organisation under director "Pi rat" Gehriger
(later FA•I' president) was excellent and also truly
international; there were two French twin cable
winches and for •those who preferred aerotowing three Fieseler Storchs -· one Swiss, one
Sparish and one French. The first task was for
both altitude and 0/R to Davos but altitude would
not count unless the goal was reached .
The height of the TP of the Weisfluhjoch at
Davos was 8835ft and had to be circled at more
than 1640ft (500m) above it. Up to four starts
were permitted but the weather was now so good
that just 33 starts produced 90hrs of flying .
All but two reached Davos but few got back
due to a thunderstorm. Phi lip climbed to 20 00011
and would have been 2nd but for the cessation
of his official barograph , so came 21st. The
winner was Lambert. France , in his Air-100 with
15 450ft; Persson, Sweden , came 2nd in a
Weihe with 12 893ft followed by Lorne Welch,
Oly , with 11 975ft. This was the deep end for
Lorne who had come as a reserve pilot and flew
after Charles Wingfield became ill.

Ron Claudi and Peter Wll kes replacing Land
Rover gearboxes.
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SAMEDAN 1948
Ann, who was the British manager, said it is hard to beUeve
that 50 years have passed since this first historic
Championships after five years of war. At the time it was
called an International Competition in line with the previous
one in Germany ten years earlier- 1948 would be in
Switzerland. But it was to have a tragic outcome

Samedan Airfield: a Storch towing a Spanish Kranich with a British trailer in the foreground.

Next day , July 21 , a 112km goal flight was
given to Altenrhein (near Lake Constance) with
the startline on top of the adjacent Muottas
Muragl 8040ft mountain , to be crossed at no
higher than 1OOft. Restarts were permitted but
only after a landing. This was just as well as the
only lift was up the face below the startline and
at one time there were 15 gliders circling up with
those high enough to cross, diving through them
at high speed. Eight reached goal including the
evading Pole Kasprzch. Lambert was again top
but no British pilots reached Altenrhein. Then
came what could be a mortal blow.
Rover contacted us to say that a problem had
been found with the Land Rover gearboxes
which might seize without warning - great on
hairpin bends - but that someone was already
on his way with spares.
Peter Wilkes (later Rover chairman) arrived
and we gave him RAF team crewman Ron Claudi
and one car at a time, mine going to each bereft
crew in turn . They would drive carefully' Ron and
Peter built themselves shearlegs and in the open
removed the bodies and replaced the gear-

boxes, becoming. faster each time so that the
last. mine , took only a few hours. I actually did
quite well out of the peppermints, maps and even
socks that had been left in it by the crews.
July 22 was a momentous day for gliding. FAI
had officially approved triangle records and the
first 1OOkm triangle task was declared. The
course was around three peaks ; Muottas
Muragl, Weissfluhjoch, 8835ft , and Piz Curver,
9030ft, then landing at Samedan.
All but two pilots completed this historic triangle, including the British, but fastest was Swiss
Siegbert Maurer, Moswey 3 (who did it twice) ,
his fastest time being 1hr 26min. He became the
world 's first FAitriangle holder at 69.6km/h.
Weak weather followed, so poor that only an
altitude task was possible. Not unexpectedly two
Swiss , Schachenmann and Kuhn, did best but
with points only in hundreds instead of thousands.
July 24 brought a 11 Okm circuit of surrounding peaks to be flown twice, first for altitude and
second for speed. Of 26 starters , 16 completed
the first circuit but only four the second. Philip
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Ann flying the DC-2. Note the flying suit!
was our best in 7th place with Jock, Pets and
Donald also finishing. Lambert, France, finally
lost overall lead. A rest day followed because it
was Sunday and also bad weather. This was as
well, though certainly not a rest day for the crews.
Tiny sloping fields, grass covered rocks, and
retrieving on mountain tracks had produced
minor damages which were overdue for sorting
out - Jock was flying with one red wing and one
green and getting tired of ribal'd remarks about
not knowing port from starboard.
The Italian pilot, Padova, departed with his
team manager having run out of Swiss francs
and Kasprzch was not able to further delay his
recall to Poland. Then a Spanish team member
mistakenly drove over Egypt's Air-100 wing.
They immediately offered Kamil one of their own

gliders, but Gehriger came to the rescue and
loaned a Swiss machine.
Sunday was followed by a single task lasting
three days. Pilots could choose one of 80 goals
and the best flight over the whole period would
win. Not much happened on Day 1 as only Torrel,
Spain, managed to reach his goal of Sion,
2DOkm, nor on Day 2 as only Kuhn managed to
get away from Samedan; so everyone had high
hopes - and ambitions -for July 28.
Some pilots decided to go north while others,
including the British, chose to try south to reach
and flatlands via the Maloja Pass. Cloud was low
with clearances through the passes but the
weather did not improve.
A few pilots, including Lorne, turned back and
declared a new goal to the north but made only
43km. Jock reached Locarno, Mallet!, Bellinzona
and Philip, Coma. Without news of Kit and
IDonald hopes rose that they had made it to the
plains towards their ambitious goal of Naples.
it was not to be. Late afternoon brought garbled telephone messages about accidents in the
mountains. Immediately the Swiss team manager, Eddie Lauber, offered to lead me to an
Italian convent hospital where Kit was being
taken and to act as interpreter. Kit was not there.
There was no news of Donald Greig.
We, who had come to search, stayed the night
with the kindly nuns and I set off at first light with
helper Alan Clarke to the mountain where it was
known thal Kit had crashed. Lorne and crew set
off to search for Donald.
Leaving the Land Rover at a farm we set off
on foot led by a shepherd and after an hour's
climb met two men coming down with Kit. He
was dead. As we needed to find out what had
happened we went on up to reach a tiny village
where the shepherd's son now became our
guide. At 6000ft he showed us a mass of boulders on the crest of which lay the Oly. it was in
small pieces but with its planform still clear.
The only reason which seemed to fit was that
Kit had been ridge soaring just below the crest
and had been caught by a pater of rising oragraphic cloud. In trying to escape it he must have

suddenly found the rocks ahead, pulled up and
stalled square on to them. I checked things like
control runs, rigging pins etc. it was all there except for the instrument panel which had disappeared!
No more could be done as already a thunderstorm was above us, so close that the lightning
sizzled with a strong ozone smell. /1 took an
identifiable bit of plywood and we left. At high
speed our guide loped off down the mountain to
a stable cave full of goats as the heavy rain
began. He milked one to give us a drink.
it was late afternoon by the time we returned
to the Land Rover and contacted Samedan for
news of Donald. He had been killed when his
wing was severed by an unmarked, invisible log
line running up the opposite side of the same
mountain. We drove there and then returned
over the mountains to Samedan. lt had been a
long sad day.
The best goal flight on the 28th !;lad been
made by Persson to Geneva, almost 300km. it
had taken him 6hrs 40min with three climbs to
over 18 OOOft with serious icing. lt was a great
but overshadowed achievement.
By general vote there was no flying the next
day, which left the last contest day with a short
triangle around three peaks with points for altitude. No one completed the circuit but Philip
reached 10 960ft.
The prizegiving saw Pelle Persson a deserving winner, followed by the two Swiss, Schachenmann and Kuhn. If Philip's barograph had
worked on the first day he would have been 4th.
The next day, August 1, was the Swiss
National Day honoured at Samedan with an aerobatic display in their new WLM glider- and a
DC-2 for some of us to fly around the Alps in the
right-hand seat. Then we drove our faithful Land
Rovers home.

NB. In "Way Back Worlds" in the last issue, p26,
there was, as Ann elegantly put it, a keyboard
slip and the RJ-7 mentioned should have been
~~.
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CONVERT WITH US
SLMG to PPL
COURSES from

£495

SILVER 'C' SLMG COURSES
COURSES from
from

£1320

£1000

(All prices inc VAT ond landing fees/

THE REAL CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
STOP PRESS!
We can now offer RT courses

* Aircraft hire: Falke £40PH; Cl 52 £75PH; PA28 £80PH
* SLMG Courses Avoiloble
* Farmhouse occommodolion
con be orronged
1

With points for both altitude and goal- to go or not to go!
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Oxford Airport or Hinton-in-the-Hedges Airfield, Nr Banbury
Tel. 0186S 370814 Tel. Mobile 0836 787421 or 0129S81277S
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Exciting oaring Conditions in Spain, France and outh Africa

* Ontur- 250km SE Madrid- the area offers fktlands tbennal, ridge, wave and sea breeze :~oaring.

Resident instru :tor for dual flying and single sealers available. n :rile acco~tion. Cheap flights
and car hire fn m Alicante. )Wle, epb!m.ber and ctober.
Le Blanc- Central France. Extend your ros· country experience without ain>pace aml weather
restriction· and relax in rural France. July only.
Maf;keng - S uth African site of 2001 World .,bampicmships. Experience th exhJaration of soaring
the big Airican skies.1 ovember-)anuary 1999.
Ferries & Travel Insurance -large discount on brochure feny prices and special'glidcrpllot' travel
insurance also ava;fab/e to non member.
Al all our sites expert advice and tuition induclecL

*
*
*

EuROPEAN SoARING CruB
ontact Elaine Townsend, 82 Bedford Road, East Finchley, Lond n r T2 9DA
Tel: 0181 4-l<4 6457 • Fax: 0181883 8096 • Email106163.1246@compuserve.com
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corner. The following notes are intended to help
pilots with many hours of local soaring break the
invisible string tying them to the airfield and to
start regular cross-country flights.

!FLIGHTS

Preparation
Advance preparation is a vital part of any
cross-country flight. 11 falls under several headings.
1. Airspace. Familiarise yourself now with the
airspace regulations in your likely cross-country
area - a minimum of 1OOkm radius around your
home site. If you have a Rrr licence learn the
procedure for crossing Class D airspace.
There have been a lot of changes recently to
controlled airspace. Buy the latest edition half
million map and study the layout of the controlled
airspace bases and level changes. You must
not fly in an airway or any controlled airspace
(other than Class D with a clearance).
The airway base is defined as an altitude or
Flight Level (FL) . If it is defined as an altitude,
then you can climb up to that indicated on your
altimeter as long as you set QNH (airiield elevation) for take-off. If the airway base is defined as
a FL, you should set 1013mb on your altimeter
subscale as you cross or climb under it. This is
particularly important whenever the atmospheric
pressure is lower than standard.
Don't forget to make a note of the QNH setting, so that you can reset your altimeter when
leaving the airway base. (See also Gliding and
UK Airspace on p70.)
2. Speed/distance. it is useful to know how far
you can expect to go in any given time. To do
this you need to estimate your likely cross-country speed.
Obtain a polar curve for your sailplane and
draw this on a large sheet of graphpaper extending the axes back to zero. Use the classic
MacCready construction to find the theoretical

This advice from Andy, a former
Standard Class World Champion and a
member of the British team squad,
should help to give you confidence to
strike out from the comforting area
around your site

cross-country speed for a range of climb rates
(see Fig 1 below).
Reduce the speeds obtained by, say, 20% to
allow for detours, buggy wings, wind effects, mistakes etc, to get the likely average cross-country speed for any given day. Make up a table of
average climb rate versus likely average crosscountry speed (Fig 2). Refer to this throughout
the season when preflight planning.
Fig2.
Average climb rate vs average likely cross-country
speed. Discus at 7351bs (unballasted)
Avcllmb
rate(kt}
1

2
3
4
5

Theoretical av
XC Speed (km/h)
44

Likely av xc
speed (km/h)

62

50
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62
70
75

87
94

35

Fig 1 - CLASSIC MACCREADY CONSTRUCTION FOR
DISCUS AT 7351bs
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On a typical UK day, achieved climb rates average about2.5k1s throughout the day. From Fig
2 , we might expect to average 56km/h. A good
day with 4kt climbs might enable us to average
70km/h.
By combining the available soaring day (or
length of time your syndicate or club allows you)
with forecast climb rate, you can estimate how
far to reasonably plan on any given day.
3. Routes. Aim to compile a file of routes from
short to long so that on each soaring day you
can tailor your flights to the conditions and time
available. Your route selection should take into
account the following :• The most efficient way is to arrange your crosscountry downwind on the first leg while conditions are developing, into wind during the peak
of the day and downwind on the last leg as conditions weaken. Most good soaring in the UK is
associated with winds from west clockwise
round to north-east. Try to plan a selection of
routes at each distance to cater for different wind
directions.
• Keep away from areas of poor soaring. Low
lying areas are always bad early in the day- keep
to higher and drier ground. In particular avoid
coastal areas as sea air can penetrate far inland
by late afternoon . The prevailing wind can by
late afternoon drive sea air through the Cheshire
Gap as far as Birmingham, from The Wash to
Daventry and from the Bristol Channel to
Salisbury, Devizes and Swindon.
• A small dogleg to avoid airspace causes few
problems, but planning to operate under a low
airway ceiling can bring difficulties, especially
when the cloudbase is high.
• Select TPs for ease of navigation and identification. Two crossing line features are ideal for
this purpose, eg road/rail or rail/river. If you use
GPS, make sure that the most likely co-ordinates
are loaded accurately into its memory using
WGS84 data. Perform a gross error check by
selecting Go To The TP from your club site. The
indicated distance should be sensible.
4. Equipment. lt is important that yoi,Jr sailplane
and its equipment are well maintained and reliable. Inspect everything with a critical eye.
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Does the wheelbrake close? lt is suicidal to
fly cross-country without it being serviceable you will need it in the event of a field landing.
Is there stowage for drinking water? Many
inexperienced cross-country pilots suffer from a
dramatic and visible (except to themselves that's the danger) fall in performance and concentration after about 2hrs' flying on a hot day.
This is almost always due to dehydration. The
lesson is - always carry 1.5 litres of water and
drink it.
Does the total energy variometer really
work? Check the systems for leaks using a DIY
kit. Pay particular attention to all plumbing between the vario and the total energy .probe. Try
sealing the probe/ fin joint with a soft sili cone tube - it is far more effective and convenient than using tape.
A complex vario/ nav computer is really not
necessary. lt focuses too much attention inside
the cockpit. A good total energy variometer with
speed director and audio output is all that we require. Some kind of final glide computer is useful , but the John Willy calculator is more than
adequate.
Is the cockpit draughty? Cold draughts can
become very unpleasant on a long flight and
are easily solved using modern draught proofing materials.
Is the trailer serviceable? Even the very best
pilots get it wrong occasionally. You will need a
serviceable trailer for the inevitable retrieve .
Usually an afternoon spent with the grease gun,

foot pump and spare bulbs is enough to fix it up
for another year.

Pre flight planning

Weather
Try to watch a daily TV forecast. With practice and experience you will learn to recognise
good weather patterns developing . lt should be
possible to spot a really good soaring day about
three days in advance.
The evening before the TV forecast should
give a fairly accurate picture of the coming day.
Make a note of the forecast wind direction . cloud
amount and maximum and overnight minimum
temperatures. The ''Bradbury rule" esti mates
that afternoon cumulus cloudbase will be 400ft
for every 1oc difference between max and m in
temperatures. In general terms, UK average
climb rates in knots are equivalent to cloudbase
(or thermal tops in blue weather) in thousands
of feet minus 1.
4000ft cloudbase
For example
->4-1 = 3kt thermals
From the previous evening's forecast it should
be possible to make a provisional task selection
for the following day.
On the day watch another TV forecast and
use this together with any available specialist
gliding forecast to revise and refine you r picture
of the day's weathe r. You should now have a
good idea of the length of the soaring day, wind
direction and lift strength . Compare your assessment of the day with an experienced crosscountry pilot.

Check the temporary nav warn ings for any activity that might affect your tas k area. Note that
all times are quoted' in UTC , one hour behind
British Summer Time.
Estimate you r likely take-off time, allow half
an hour to climb up and settle down. Plan to be
back on the airfield by 5pm or one hour before
the end of usable thermals, whichever is earlier.
This is to give you a safety margin in the event
of a hold up en route. Use the resultant soaring
ti me multiplied by likely cross-country speed
from Fig 2 to set your task distance for the day.
For example:
Take-off at 1230, finish at 1700, 2kt thermals.
-> 4hrs cross-country soaring time.
From Fig 2:
2kt thermals -> 50km/h average speed .
->Task distance= 4hrs x 50km/h = 200km.
Now select a task at the appropriate distance
from your pre prepared file to match the day's
wind direction. Draw the track lines on your map
and note down app roximate latest t imes to
arrive at each TP to comp le te the t as k on
schedule. Load and check the TP co-ordinates
in the GPS.
Watch how the day develops. If the start of
convection is delayed, adjust your task length
accordingly. However, be ale rt to significant
changes in the weather wh ich might require
drastic changes to your plans. Danger signs are
rapidly thickening ci rrus, strengthening wind or
very early development of towering cum ulus.
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Donrt wa1t unt1l the last m1nute rush.
Now 1s the t1me to upgrade your EW Logg er to the latest
IGC R1ght Recorder spec1f1cat1on for badge cla1ms illld
competition use. (Includes manuals and latest MS Dos software)
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EW V1ew.J for WlndowsS@ With Garm1n@ GPS Interlace
{upgrade earlier W1ndows vers1ons for only £21.28 +VAT)

Our compreh~ns1v~ task p lanning and fl1ght analysis software w11/ also ~as1/y transf~r
waypo1nts & routes and up/Odd G.Jrmm Track logs for d1splay and analysiS w1th the click of
your mouse. Works With most Garmm 77JOtkls.
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F ree f ully funct1on1ng tr1al vers1on iiVilllilble from our web s1te.
EW Av1on1csl Seymour Barn W1dmere Lane~ Mar/owl SL7 3 DF
Tel & Fax 01628 477999- E Ma1/ ew•ewuk.co.uk -- Web s1fe hffptl/www.ewuk.co.uk
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The Ultimate Self-Launch Two-Seater
STEMME 510-VT

After take-off
Don't feel obliged to rush off on track straight
away. Fly around locally to get the feel of the
day. Sample several clouds and try to work out
which part of the cloud works best. The lift tends
to lie under the same part of the cloud throughout the day.
Don't start until you feel relaxed and the sky
is reliable . Wait for good clouds to appear along
the first leg before setting off.

TURBO

S1 0-VT Rotax 914 (Turbo, dual ignition,
water-cooled, hydraulic tappets) now
fully certified by LBA/FAA Authorities.
• 800 ft/min climb rate at max weight
• cruising speeds of 130 knots
• powered climb tested to 30,000 ft
while retaining:
• range of over 650 miles

Cloud selection

• best glide ratio, engine off, 50:1

Be aware that the appearance of clouds from
the side can be very misleading. The same cumulus can look completely different when
viewed up or down sun. The top of a cumulus
cloud is not a good indicator of thermal activity
underneath . The appearance of the base is a
much better indicator of potential lift than the
cloud top.

1

2

3

4

Fig 3.
Fig 3 shows a side view of four cum ulus
clouds. All four have identical classic cauliflower
tops , yet only clouds 1 and 2 are likely to produce good lift. Cloud 3 is starting to decay. Cloud
4 is in an advanced state of decay and likely to
have sink underneath.
Generally a
firm dark base is
a good indicator
of lift. If the base
of the cumulus is
"stepped" (Fig 4)
this is a good sign
of strong lift. The
lift lies close to
the step on the
high side.
Jhe key learning point is that the base of the
cloud is the best indicator of likely lift.
The more clouds you sample the greater your
chances of finding good lift. A common mistake
amongst early cross-country pilots is to stick too
rigidly to the track line. Weave from side to side
of track to pass under as many likely looking
clouds as possible. Your first priority is always
to soar.
A deviation from track of 30° adds very little, to
the total distance flown . A 45° derivation can be
justified if it takes you to exceptionally good look·
ing clouds. In extremis fly at 90° to track or even
backtrack if necessary to stay airborne.

En route
Take it easy at first, climb frequently and stay
high . Navigate using major features, don't waste
time trying to identify every small town or village.
Remember that even large towns can disappear
in a cloud shadow. especially in hazy weather.
As your confidence grows and conditions de·
velop be more selective about your climbs. Do
not be tempted to set a high MacCready. High
average cross-country speeds are achieved by
using strong thermals and not by flying fast. I
tend to use only two MacCready settings in the
Apri/!May 1998

safest low height engine restarts
sociable side-by-side comfort.
Winglets & aerodynamic fine-tuning now
optimise the handling and performance.

For information please contact:
Mike Jefferyes,
Tanglewood, Fingrith Hall Road,
Blackmore, Nr. lngatestone,
Essex CM4 ORU
Tel & Auto Fax: 01277 823066
Mike.Jefferyes@compuserve.com

UK - 2kts when conditions are good and 0 when
poor or weak. Set a threshold at which you will
discard thermals and leave any climb that falls
below that threshold. Continually va ry your
threshold according to the situation. For example you may wish to lower the threshold if running into a poor patch of sky or getting too low.
it is always a mistake to remain with a dying
thermal when not climbing. Keep a co nstant
lookout for growing parts of your cloud or newly
forming wisps a short way into wind and be prepared to move to this new activity. Very often a
newly developing thermal core can be found just
a few hundred yards from a dying thermal.
If spread out is cutting off the sun ahead, be
prepared to deviate from track to soarable areas
sooner rather than later. You are better off 20
miles from track at cloudbase than struggling on
track at low level in weak lift.
Avoid the temptation to fly from airfield to airfield or to select outlanding fields from considerable altitude. I do not recommend selection of
outlanding fields too early. For a start you are
probably too high to spot obstructions and assess the slope. Secondly by concentrating too
early on fields you are likely to increase the
chances of outlanding by ignoring soaring possibilities . The first prio rity is always to concen trate on the clouds. Fly to good cumulus and
soar.
I am often asked at what height I choose my
outlanding fields. it all depends on the situation.
If the sky is obviously completely unsoarable I
have usually chosen a safe outlanding area. if
not perhaps the individual field, by 1OOOft. On
the other hand if running at low level into an area
of good active clouds I don't pay much attention
to fields until well below 1OOOft. To put it into per-

spective, most reasonable pilots could expect to
climb away from a 1OOOft winch launch on a normal soaring day.
Every so often com pare your progress with
the scheduled times of the various TPs. If you
are falling behind schedule or there is a major
weather deterioration, abandon your task and
fly straight home. There is no point continuing to
an unnecessary field landing.
If all goes well you will eventually realise with
some pleasure that you are high enough to final
glide to your goal. For your first few final glides
carry a good safety margin; it is always better to
spend an extra minute climbing a few hundred
feet extra than to land half a mile short of the airfield!
Approaching your goal airfield, start planning
your circuit well in advance. What are your options once you arrive over the airfield boundary?
If fast? If slow?
Racing finishes are great fun, but you are
likely to be tired, especially if at the end of a long
flight. A lot of accidents happen at the end of a
cross-country and avoid arriving at low level with
no speed and no ideas.

Review
After landing spend some time reviewing the
flight. What did you do well? What did you do
badly? What would you do differently next time
in the same situation. How could you go faster
and further? Revise your likely average crosscountry speed in Fig 2 to more accurately reflect
what you are actually achieving.
Learn and above all enjoy your cross-country
flying. I look forward to seeing you over the UK
11:1
somewhere this summer.
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'9 JOINT AVIATION SERVICES LTD f!}
The Only Insurance agent which offers the following.
1. Unrivalled knowledge of our sport.
2. Access to more secure underwriters than any other independent agent.

3. FREE LOAN TWO SEAT AIRCRAFT TO ANY CLUB THAT INSURES THROUGH
US AND LOSES ONE OF ITS TWO SEAT AIRCRAFT DUE TO CLAIM.*
(TI1ink how much you lose from a broken two seater in mid summer.)

4. FRE.E LOAN SINGLE SEAT AIRCRAFT TO ANY CLIENT THAT LOSES THE USE
OF HIS AIRCRAFT DUE TO A CLAIM.*

Not sure yet? Try us, to save money for individuals and clubs.
Telephone 01420 88664 • Facsimile 01420 542003 e.mail.joint.aviation@virgin.net
'''Aircraft subject to availabi#f;J' rmd some small limitatlons

McLEAN AVIATION
THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH, YORK Y02 3QA
Tel: 0 1 904 738 653 Fax: 0 1 904 738 1 46
Mobile: 0802 674 4 98

Full repair a nd maintenance service for major repairs in glass, carbon, kevlar and wood.
Specialists in self-launching sailplanes. C of A renew a l and general maintenance

DG-8008
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

IORSA1E
DG 400 - complete outfit
DG 300 -complete outfit
DG 800A- complete outfit

• • • • • •

Release hook exchange service
Neogene paints and dopes
Tyres and tubes
Repair materials
Canopy spare parts

-.Sole agents for DG Sailplanes ancl spares in UK ancl Eire
Please ask for details of the DG range of single and two seater sailplanes and self-launchers
Ximango UK: Our demonstrator AMY 200 Super Ximango is based at McLean Aviation and
is a vailable for inspection (by arrangement).

With the start of the season we have devoted the next few pages to meteorology with news
on this page of an automatic station, followed by how to find out more about conditions by
using the Internet. Then Derek Sear gives advice on Interpreting his forecasts, ending with
Tom Bradbury's popular series.

There is a new source of
up-to-the-minute weather
information aimed at those
who fly for fun

endy Windblows Is the nickname for a
chain of hilltop based automatic weather stations you can ring up at low cost to find out what
the conditions currently are on-site.
Rod Buck, a hang glider pilot who describes
himself as an "electronics nut", created them
simply because he was tired of driving miles to
flying sites only to find the wind was totally different to the forecast!
As he said, fronts slow down or speed up unexpectedly, low pressure areas swerve away
from their predicted tracks and highs dissolve or
linger when they shouldn't. Clouds don't behave
themselves, either.
Rod decided that pilots needed a network of
automatic weather stations covering the coun-
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ARMY
FLY THE BEST
INTER SERVICES REGIONAL
GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIP
1998
HULLAVINGTON AIRFIELD
8-16 AUGUST 1998
• Civilian entries encouraged •
• Excellent facilities •
Entry fee £90 • Aerotow charge £15
Details and entry forms from
Major Nick Crawshaw 01980 615177
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Wendy Wlndblows sited at Camphill. Rod
says the reason it is painted in such a garish
yellow is at the request of pilots to make it
more visible.
try, which they could ring to get an up-to-theminute weather report . They would want to
know winds, temperatures, height of cloudbase, amount and depth of cloud cover and
rainfall.
The trends over the last hour-and-a-half or so
would be useful, too, so they could tell if the wind
was getting up, dying off, backing or veering.
Not only would this enable them to get the upto-date weather at many places, it would make it
possible to track fronts accurately and in real
time. (The into is updated every 30secs!)
Three years ago he built his first station at
Camphill, Derby & Lanes GC's site, but it is called

H1 ZJ

0\e stat\e

ALUTROMMEL

Bradwell Edge simply because the hang glider
and paraglider contingent know it by that name.
Now after much refinement and redesign, there
are ten stations at sites stretching from the south
coast to the Yorkshire Dales.
Rod emphasises: "They are on ordinary BT
numbers, not the dreaded premium-rate, so calls
only cost about 5p a time. "
Because they're not premium-rate, you can
also ring them from anywhere (remember, most
businesses bar premium-rate calls, as do many
mobile metworks). Not, he adds, that any pilot
would be checking the weather whilst at work,
heaven forfend!
And , of course, you don't need a lax or computer to access the into, just a touch-tone telephone. Fax and possibly interne! access is being
worked on at present.
Gliding sites with a weather station include
Camphill (Sheffield) , Carlton Bank (Middlesbrough) and Long Mynd (Shrewsbury).
Rod is expanding his network of sites as fast
as time and finance allow. He raises the money
for the network by charging a small annual subscription, which is currently £24/year. This gives
you you r own PIN number, which gets you into
any of the stations.
You can try the system free of charge though .
Test any of the following stations:
Devils Dyke (Brighton) ... .... 01273-857-002
Long Mynd (Shrewsbury) ..... 01588-650-572
Camphill (Sheffield) ..... ... . 01433-621-602
Carlton Bank (Middlesbrough).. 01642-701-946
The station will answer after two or three rings,
and say: "Please enter your code."
Tap in this number, on a touchtone telephone:
8544-6959 and the station will then let you in,
and give you the weather!
Rod is interested to hear from pilots who can
suggest other sites where a station would be in
demand. If you have any suggestions, or comments on the service, please contact him at 106
Woodhouse Rd , Sheffield S12 2AZ, tel 0114253-0372
E-mail: rodbuck@telespeed.demon.co.uk E:l

Neu:H125DINTEGRALE
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ing stuff on-line, the bad news is it's not quite exactly what a glider pilot would want (thermal
strengths, time of development, inversion level ,
500km days, etc) . But don't let that spoil your
fun , there's enough to make it worth your while
visiting many sites regularly.

SOARIING THE
INTERNET

Forecasts
A good all-round site for weather information
is the Birmingham University Geography Dept's
www.bham.ac .uk/geography/ met This has
many useful links covering topics such as British
Isles Forecasts (add /uk/uk.h tm to the URL},
Weather and Climate Links , Educational
Resources and Road Weather, which unfortunately isn't about current driving conditions.
The British Isles Forecasts page (which they
claim includes every Web site offering aUK forecast) has an active map showing 39 locations
for which you can get individual weather forecasts. Clicking here takes you to a list of the relevant links. This includes links to one, three and
five day forecasts . Several sites pop up time and
again whichever city or area you choose, including some American web sites. These US sites
tend to give shorter forecasts than UK sites as
obviously their mai n effort goes into providing
local forecasts.
The current UK situation link at the top of the
British Forecasts page leads to a set of up to
date data. There's a Mid-Atlantic and European
synoptic chart, several current satellite photos
in infra-red and visible light, a cloud and current
weather picture from Germany and surface station plots for the UK. These images also act as
links to the sites supplying the data, so clicking
on them gives you even more information .
One name that crops up a great deal under
the Birmingham links is Impact Weather services
at www.impactweather.co.uk/ This is a large
commercial organisation based in Scotland and
providing specialist forecasts nation wide. They
also give lots of individual forecasts for a large
number of cities and areas. Simply search out
the (free) links to your areas of interesl and make
the appropriate bookmarks.
For a fee they will provide more detailed forecasts for your open day or school fete as well.
Specialisi reports are also available for sailing,
mountains and roads (the latter is password protected unfortunately).
Two Scottish sites that pop up time after time

"Weather. lt's everywhere. Just look out the window and you'll find
some. The British spend lots of time talking about it, and glider pilots
even more so. But on the Internet it's almost an obsession. A search
engine returned 1 180 858 page hits to the word weather! (Sorry, but I
didn't check them all out.) Many Internet service providers have a
weather section for their clients and many individuals include a set of
useful links. So", John asks, "exactly what's out there?"
on many Web pages are Fair Isle Weather at
www.zetnet.co.uklsigs/weather/links.html and
Shetland
News
at
www.shetl'andnews.co .uk/weather/weather.html Both are
based in the Shetland Isles where ,people take a
great interest in the weather due to the isolation
of the islands and their dependence on aviation
and the shipping industry. (Apparently they also
have a greater percentage of Internet users than
the rest of Britain!) These two pages have many
excellent links to weather sites, a sort of best of
the best. Synoptic charts for the UK and Europe,
various satellite pictures at several wavelengths,
the European Centre fo r Medium Range
Forecasts, European charts, rain and pressure
forecasts for the next three days, an excellent
Scandinavian site , several shipping forecast
sources, including interactive weather buoys,
short and long range forecasts and links to several excellent German pages (some will need a
German speaker to be fully appreciated , but
don't be afraid' to experiment as these links will
provide lots of into)- all useful stuff.
One obvious place to visit is the Met Office at
www.meto.govt.ukl As they have now gone commercial, there's less free stuff here than at some
sites.
There's a general forecast for the British Isles
and under their Latest Weather button you'll find
regional , shipping and three day forecasts, severe weather warni ngs, and yesterday's (?!1)
weather. But they do offer a service called
MetWEB where £10 buys you twenty 30min

accesses to additional weather in formatio n, including specialist aviation forecasts - handy for
a Camp perhaps.
Under the Information button to MetWEB,
there's an Index link which shows examples of
what you 'll get for yo ur money. Information is
also available on the MIST and MetFAX Aviation
services, and a host of other services by clicking
on their Weather Services button. A new search
facility brings up summaries of Met Office reports, publications and other documents.
The BBC , well known tor the quality of their
TV and radio forecasts, make them freely available on their site at www.bbc .co .uk/weather/
This includes lots of area forecasts but th ese
tend to be a short three- five lines worth of information like most of the other sites, not the longer
forecast you get on regiona ~ TV programmes.
Anothe r popular source of reasonably good
forecasts is the Daily Telegraph , and its on-line
incarnation the Electron ic Telegrap h at
www.te legraph.co .ukl You need to register with
ET, but it's free. Bookmarks bypass the password hassle. They offer a general report, and a
few lines extra on several different regions, plus
a nice synoptic chart. Much the same sort of data
(but no synoptic) is also available from the Press
Association at www.pa.press.neVweather/
it you fly or live abroad, then there is a very
good co ll ectio n o f European forec a sting s i tes on Tim Freegarde's pages at
users.ox.ac.ukl-pclb0019/earth/weather/weath
er.html

..
• Best weather conditions for your 1,000, 500 or 300km badge claim
• English speaking instructors, tug pilots andadministration
fifteen 1,000km flights were madeinone day in July 19951
• Easy accessfrom Madrid, Bilbao and santander !Ferry arrivals
• Special lowrates for May, June and September. Even in mid-summer
placefrom Southampton!. Tourist Area
rates are cheap
• BriefingMeteo andunrestricted airspace. Plenty of outland
• onslte camping and bungalows. Hotels nearest the Airfield
space
Visit our web site: http:/ /www.redestb.es/personal/fuentemilanos

AERONAUTICA DEL GUADARRAMA. SA

ReseJVations:
C/Antonio Machado, 6Bajo D. E·40002 SEGOVIA, SPAIN • Phone and Fax: 003421426963 • E·mail: fuentemilanos@mx2.redestb.es
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Apart from UK and US links, there are French ,
German , Dutch, and Italian sites as well, along
with the European Centre for Medium Range
Forecasts. Many of these have satellite pictures
and forecasts that are also relevant to UK pilots.
A major site that is quoted very often on
weather pages is the giant American government site of NOAA (Nationa l Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration) at
/ iwin .nws.noaa .gov/ and www.nws.noaa.gov/
There is so much available here that I could fill
the rest of the article with NOAA's pages .
Definitely worth a look, but be prepared to spend
some time on-line as there is a .lot to examine.
The current British weather can be found at
www .nws .noaa .gov/weather/GB_ cc.html
in
case you miss it. Still in the States, the National
Weather Service makes available a multitude of
Met taxes at 205.156.54 .206/lax/ and /fax/otherfax.shmtt. as TIFF files.
These should be downloaded and viewed with
a graphics program , and you'll need to enlarge
them to see all the into on offer, which covers
America, Mid Atlantic and European areas.
The final US giant worth visiting is the
WeatherNet at cirrus.sprl.umich .edu/wxnet!
Like the other American sites mentioned there
is lots of info and although it mainly specialises
in American forecasts, within a couple of minutes I'd found the current conditions at RAF Brize
Norton , and many other UK airfields.
WeatherNet has a list of several hundred
other weather web sites (it claims to have one of
the largest lists of such links), and you can usually find some useful info via them.
Some pages are aviation orientated
and although biased to power pilots , still
have information of interest. For British examples try Pilot magazine's UK Aviation page
at vweb1.hiway .co .uk/ aviation/pwx .htm l and
AvNet's site at www.avnet.co.uk/weather.html
Both give many links , some of which are more
useful for power and SLMG pilots, such as
METARs , SIGMETs and TAFs (if you can read
such data) and both link to Tom DawesGamble's aviation weather page . This again is
more power orientated and has International info
available for those journeying across the
Channel. Satellite sites, some forecasts and a
link to LANDINGS' weather list are also included
here.

Satellite images
The Internet is a great source of satellite images. One of the most often mentioned is the
Dundee University Satellite Receiving Station at
www.sat.dundee .ac.uk This is a major archive
of freely available satellite pictures.
You 're positively encouraged to drop in as
often as you want after registering as a user.
This will not put you on junk mailing lists or cost
you money. Dundee is government funded and
has to justify its funding by proving that lots of
people use it.
Once registered , go to the Current Day's page
for the latest satellite pictures in a variety of
wavelengths to download . lt would be perfectly
practical for a club to log on in the morning, col'lect all these pictures , plus the entire previous
24hrs' worth , and display them as a continuous
loop slideshow with a shareware graphics proAprii/May 1998

gram . Then sit and watch the weather systems
as they unfold across the area to get a good idea
of what's coming andt how fast .
You could update the pictures at midday if
necessary. Some Internet software can even
download files automatically throughout the
night- even if you are not logged on . An alternative to the Dundee site is Nottingham University's
www.nottingham .ac .uk/ meteosat/ which deals
in Meteosat images with the latest images being
available within 5min of arriving!
Under their graphical interface there's satellite
Images at various wavelengths and a slideshow
of the last 24hrs' images - very helpful for judgIng how fast a front is moving . Other interesting
stuff is on their lnfo and Links page. The Met
office site also has satellite pictures listed under
Latest Weather.

Learning about Met
Advocates of the Internet make a great deal
of fuss about its educational benefits. So I kept
an eye open for sites to broaden your knowledge
of this important topic . The Birmingham
University site (above) has a link to Educational
Resources - just add /observe.htm to the main
URL given . Edinburgh University Met Dept has
a series of good links starting at
www .met.ed .ac.uklcalmet which may help you .
This site offers you some educational software
·under their FTP option . Have a look in the
Documents , Modules, and Toolbook sections

C OF A OvERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAV
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 01869 245422
WORKSHOP, NR. HINTON A/F
Portable 058 58 56 002

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids for
most of the popular gliders
supplied from stock.
Others made to order

TRAILERS
Aluminum sheeting
on steel frame

for a wealth of freely available information ,
lessons and programs for those with the urge to
learn . The GAL and Interactive sections might
interest some of you.
The World Wide 2010 Project at
ww201 O.atmos.uiuc.edu/ (Gh) provides a large
number of educational pages. This large site improves on an earlier version (with a completely
different URL at covis .atmos.uiuc .edu).
T.he WW201 0 home page is reached by
adding /home.rxml to the main URL.
For the on-line weather guides add instead
/guides/mtr/home.rxml For advice on reading
weather maps (.this coul'd be useful for new soaring pilots!) add /guides/ maps/home .rxml to the
main URL and for other educational Met pages
just add /guides/home.rxml
These will all be helpful to those with little
knowledge of meteorology, as they are not particularly difficult to understand , nor at too advanced a level.
The UK 's Met Office site mentioned earlier
also offers some educational information under
the Weather Services and How We Forecast it
buttons.
Reading long texts on a computer screen is
an acquired taste and for some people it is no
substitute for the traditional book .
So if you only use a computer when absolutely
necessary , perhaps a trip to an on-line bookstore selling aviation and met texts at
www.weather.com/bookstore/ would be more
acceptable . Contrary to what you may read in
the papers , buying via the Internet is no more
ri sky than giving your credit card number to an
unknown person at the end of a telephone line.
The same safety nets are enforced by the credit
company in both cases .
(Cut off the word bookstore from the above
URL and you arrive at a giant American weather
site with a special aviation section. Although
mainly orientated at US power pilots there's also
some UK and European information available.)

Everything else
The
news
archive
site
at
ftp ://rtfm .mit.edu/pub/usenet/sci .geo.meteorology/ lists several FAO documents (Frequently
Asked Questions) on meteorology, and includes
long lists of where to get Met information of various sorts. These FAQs are updated regularly
and the latest version is always available here
to download and read at your leisure. (If you stop
the URL after usenet/, you 'll find a huge list of
topics - newsgroups actually -which publish regular FAQs for you to read .)
Fi nally , if you want to read a monster list of
links on every weather topic under the sun, visit
Roge r Brugge 's well researched and often
quoted site at www.met.rdg .ac.uk:BO/- brugge/
iJf there 's a topic you 're interested in that I've not
covered, Roger almost certainly has a link to it.
Apart from a potentially larger phone bill , you
may feel that this survey has left you with
a lot of typing to do. To avoid RSI , I've
twisted an arm and persuaded Ken Sparkes
to add all these links to his Web page at
home.clara.net/eagle By the time you read this
I will probably have added a few more weather
i:l
pages to the list.
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irst, it is important to note that when I prepare the forecast I assume you will have the full
current forecast information (ie cross-section
graphics, notes and surface analysis and forecast charts) in front of you. Unfortunately too
many users just look at the cross-section
graphic, ignoring the text which modifies it and
the charts which give the wider weather picture.
Taking any piece of information out of context
increases the risk of misunderstanding and then
the source (in this case me) gets the blame when
things don't work out. Sometimes worse things
happen. Competition tasks have been set using
the wrong forecasts.

Timing
You want to plan your day early and will want
the forecast as soon as possible. This forces a
compromise between the data most representative of the soaring period and the need to meet
this deadline. The data used for the standard
daily forecast is gathered and issued by the Met
Office between 0000 and 0600 UTC (Universal
Time Constant) and has to be processed into a
usable form before it is issued. For example
tephigrams, the most important piece of information, are produced from radiosonde soundings every 6hrs starting at 0000.
Unfortunately the one at 0600 is too late to
meet the deadline as it takes about two hours to
gather and analyse the data and produce the
forecast and graphic. As some important bits of
information aren't issued by the Met Office until
0600, this makes 0830 local time the earliest you
can get the forecast.
The standard forecast is good for every day
club use but competitions demand the most up
to date information possible, so I will only support competition forecasts based on post 0600
data. This is why the standard daily forecast carries a health warning during competition times.
The validity time for forecasts as a whole is
from 0800 to 1800 and the cross-section graphic
is valid from 1000 to 1800. There isn't enough
space to represent the full period but there are
few days when it is really that good earlier than
1000. However, use the text to give an indication of the expected conditions before that time.
All the times shown on the forecast are UTC
which is essentially Greenwich Mean Time. In
aviation UTC is replaced by Z (Zulu) for brevity
and clarity, so from now on in this article I will
use Zulu.

Location
The text in the three zone boxes covers the
whole UK or the section of the UK shown in the
1800Z graphic. The cross-section shows a
circle with a radius of 140km centred on Rugby
to cover the largest land area possible. The time
factor makes it impossible to issue a cross-section for individual locations (unless it is the site
of a competition), but modify the information
using the text for the zone most relevant to a site
or individual, the charts and local knowledge.
From March 1 a separate soaring forecast for
Scotland and the far north of England became
available by dialling 0331 100 489. The format,
cost and availability times have not changed.
The 140km radius cross-section is centred on
Dunblane, giving the largest possible coverage
of the land mass.
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An example of the soaring forecast.

CROSS-SECTION
Timing of the weather
The cross-section grid indicates the expected
conditions at the central location at any given
time between 1OOOZ and 1800Z. Because the
data used to produce the standard forecast is issued so early, a timing error of two hours should
be allowed, especially in the afternoon. Timing
is one of the most difficult aspects to get right
which is one reason why the Met Office aviation
forecasts are updated every six hours.

Heights
All heights on the cross-section are above
mean sea level (amsl) and given in feet.

Winds
Two periods are given for wind velocities
(speed and direction), 0600Z to 1200Z and
1200Z to 1800Z, allowing changes in wind velocity during the day to be noted. The wind ve-

locities given are centrally located within the
cross-section area. Again the surface charts
should be used here to help refine this information for a specific location.

0 degree isotherm
The freezing level can vary over the crosssection area but is always shown at the lowest
expected level. Early in the season it is not uncommon to have a convection cloudbase of
500011 and a freezing level of 300011, which can
be important for a pilot to know if intending to
carry water.
lt is shown on the cross-section by a thin dotted line with a 00 annotation on its extreme righthand side.

Inversion
This is an average. The inversion can also
vary with height across the cross-section area;
more so than the freezing level.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Once again by reading the text and noting
changes in the pressure pattern on the accompanying charts an estimate of any likely local
variation and its effect can be made.

Cloud
The base and top of the symbols used generally correspond to the expected base and top of
the various cloud layers. The cumulo-cloud symbols give an indication of the amount of cloud .
For example:r

1

- 2-4/8 shallow
' cumulus

4-7/8 deq>

cumulus

Spreadout
Cumuluslsll'8tocu

A combination of symbols may be used to siignify cloud types as in the cumulus/stratocu
symbol above. Deep convection such as cunims, is represented by combining two or more
of the 4-7/8 cumulus symbols. If showers are expected the strength of the shower is indicated
by the amount and heaviness of the rain symbol. For example:; light shower

~

medium shower

~

heavy shower

As convection cloudbases can vary considerably over short distances, the indicated base
height is an average across the area for any
given time.

Thermal strengths
The thermal strengths shown are the average
rates of ascent of the thermal in the prevailing
airmass, not of the glider. Because the performance of gliders varies, not to mention the way
any individual glider is flown, it is impossible to
indicate actual rates of climb. There is, of course,
a direct correlation between glider types and
thermal strengths and a number of task setting
programmes and formulae have been produced
which give fairly accurate results. Generally, expect to see 3kts or more as an indication of
soarable thermals.
A spread of thermal strengths, ie 3-5kts, is
often given where variable soaring conditions
are expected. For instance, in stratocumulus
spread out conditions the lower figure is the expected thermal strength under areas of spread

out whilst the higher figure is the thermal strength
in more direct sunshine.

Temperatures and dewpoints
On convective days two air temperatures are
given . The first is the trigger temperature for
thermals to 200011, shown next to the time this
temperature should be reached . The second
temperature is the maximum expected . Again
these temperatures are centred on the
cross-section and are an average ; local
conditions will greatly influence the convection
at any one location.
The surface charts and text will help to establish where there might be any variation across
the area. Dewpoints can vary widely depending
on local conditions. Again those given are an average for the area at the lime indicated.

THE TEXT BOXES
An important part of the forecast is its text content. Descriptions of the general weather conditions as well as the soaring conditions are given .

Situation and outlook
The General Situation box gives a text description of the current pressure and frontal situation as shown by the accompanying OOZ
surface analysis chart. There is usually an indication of how the situation may change during
the period of the forecast. A brief description of
the outlook is also given based on the accompanying T+24hr surface forecast chart.
For a more detailed soaring outlook tax or
phone 0331 400 491 . The outlook gives a guide
to the expected trend of the weather for three
days ahead . lt is accompanied by surface forecast charts for the period T+24 toT+96, (up to
four days ahead) . The outlook is updated daily
and available from 0900 local time.

Warnings
Such things as strong wind and thunderstorm
warnings are given here, also warnings of specific interest to soaring pilots such as high cockpit temperatures or conversely a low freezing
level.

Zones
The area covered by the forecast is divided
into a maximum of three zones, each with text
describing the expected weather conditions. At

C's of A, REPAIRS AND GL.ASSWORK

Purpose built glider workshop on a 500yd grass strip
2 nautical miles SW of Warminster
Currently maintaining over 15 motorgliders
Please fly in, call or write to:
Tim Oews, Airborne Composites, The Hangar, Wing Farm, Longbridge, Oeverill,
Warminster, Wilts BA12 700.
Tel: 01985 840981 (workshop) or 01985 841125 (home)
Fax: 01985 841126 • Mobile: 0378 963277 • E-Mail: TimothyOews@msn.com

Aprii!May 1998

the very least it is important to read the text for
the zone or zones most relevant to your needs;
however, it is better to read all the information.
The area of each zone is shown on the 1800Z
outlook graphic to the right of the cross-section.
Often the weather can be described in less
than three zones. Then , one box may be used
to give more details of the soaring conditions.
I will always try to give as much detail as possible on the expected soaring conditions outside
the cross-section area.

1800Z outlook
This gives a pictorial representation of the expected weather at 1800Z (or during the afternoon in winter). The zones are those referred to
in the text boxes. The boundaries of the zone
are those expected at 0800Z, but the weather
symbols show how the weather is expected to
run across the zone boundaries during the period up to 1800Z.

HOW TO GET THE FORECAST
To receive the forecast you will need a tax
machine with polling facilities. Polling is usually
accessed via the handset or by specific keys on
the tax machine itself. Its handbook will give details. Once set up simply dial the number and
follow the voice instructions.
If using a PC based tax system it is important that your software is compatible
with the MetFAX system . Some tax software such as Windows 95 only receives
page 1 of multi page taxes. The tax software
recommended by the Met Office is Winfax Pro
by Symantec. I use version 7.5 (the latest is version 8) and I have 100% success. Details of the
product and a trial version of Winfax can be
downloaded from the Symantec Web Site at
http ://www . symantec .com/
The forecast is a premium rate service
charged at £1 /m in and takes approximately 4min
to download the full forecast. If you have any
problems receiving the MetFAX forecasts call
the MetFAX helpline on 01344 854435.

FORECASTS FOR COMPETITIONS
Competitions need considerable forecast
support to make the most of the weather.
Because we are interested in the conditions over
relatively small areas of the country, without
close monitoring of the situation a soaring opportunity can be missed.
While the standard forecast is good for general club use provided you have all the information to hand, competitions demand the latest
possible information on which to base a task and
to update the standard forecast with data gathered much nearer the desired soaring period.
The weather must be monitored closely
throughout the competition. This is not only necessary when attempting to get a flyable slot on
any given day, but at all times. lt is necessary to
see how the general weather pattern is developing day to day; how today's conditions have actually developed compared to the forecast etc.
When you need forecast support for your competition, be it on site or remotely, contact me for
details on 01582 663419 or write to me at the
London Gliding Club, Tring Road, Dunstable
Beds LU6 2JP or send me an e-mail on
101333.1656@compuserve.com

a
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TOM BRADBURY

WAYS
OF THE
WIND
This is an account of how the
wind develops and the part it
plays in the weather
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airflow is to draw isobars on a map. Isobars are
lines of equal pressure, at a fixed level, usually
sea level. The pressure is measured at station
level and corrected to give amsl pressure by
making an addition depending on station height
and temperature. The temperature correction
becomes increasingly inaccurate for high level
stations and arr.sl isobars are of dubious value
among the mountains and over high plateaux. A
better indication of the airflow is given by drawing contours instead of isobars.

placed flat at the Poles the Eanh's rotation would
act as a turntable and an angel might play the
record. If the record were moved away from the
Pole the rotation would still allow the angel to
play it, but the music would become slow and
dreary . At the Equator the record would have
been tilted through 90° and not even the angel
could get any music from it. The rotation would
have ceased.

The Coria/is effect
This is named after Gaspard de Coriolis who
described it in 1843. Anything moving freely
above the ground is deflected by the rotation of
the earth. This produces the Coriolis effect. The
air may travel in a straight line with reference to
an inertial framework (such as the stars) but a
straight track in space makes a curved trajectory over the Earth.
To an observer on the Earth the air seems to
be influenced by a turning force. This deflects
the trajectory to the right in the northern hemisphere. Ballistic missiles and long range artillery
shells are also deflected by the Coriolis effect. 11
even turns slow moving ocean currents.
The local Coriolis effect depends on rotation
in a horizontal plane parallel to the Earth's surface . I! varies with the SINE of the latitude which
decreases to zero at latitude oo(the Equator) .
Imagine a huge gramophone record; if it were
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Rotation shown by star trails
The stars provide a reference system which
is (apparently) fixed in space. The Earth's rotation makes the stars seem to move; this shows
up in time exposures of stars. A photo looking
vertically upwards at the North Pole shows circular star trails which appear to turn clockwise
(to the right). At the South Pole the star trails turn
to the left.
The further one moves from the Poles the less
the star trails curve. A photo looking vertically
up from the Equator shows straight star trails
going direct from east to west . They are straight
because there is no horizontal rotation at the
Equator. The curvature of the star trails shows
how the Coriolis effect varies with latitude .
As latitude decreases the turning effect is converted into a centrifugal force which reaches its
maximum on the equator. This outward centrifugal force reduces the pull of gravity near the
Equator.
f. SLoPE
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Introducing contour charts
An aircraft using a pressure altimeter to fly at
a fixed height is actually travelling on a constant
pressure surface. For example an altimeter
height of 30 OOOft is very nearly at 300mb. This
surface is rarely exactly horizontal.
Radiosonde and satellite soundings provide
data for drawing contours showing the slope of
a pressure surface. Over the UK the slope seldom exceeds 1:1000 and is usually much less.
Even on such gentle slopes gravity tends to pull
the air down the slope. However, the air does
not travel far before its track is deflected by the
Coriolis effect.
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Fig 1. Evolution of the geostrophic wind.

How geostrophic wind develops
Fig 1 shows contours of a pressure surface in
the northern hemisphere. Suppose the air was
initially stationary at "A". When the wind is calm
there is no Coriolis effect. Gravity tends to pull
the air directly down the slope but as soon as
the air moves the Coriolis effect (shown by a
pecked line) begins to turn it to the right. The
faster the air moves the more it. is turned.
The Coriolis effect turns the wind until the flow
is parallel to the contours at "B". At this point the
pull of gravity is balanced by the Coriolis effect.
This balanced flow parallel to the contour lines
is a geostrophic wind.
If the wind turned any further to the right it
would be climbing up the slope. This would slow
it down and reduce the Coriolis effect. The whole
process takes several hours and any rapid

3D sketch
Fig 2. Flow into a jet entrance.
change upsets the balance. For example a sea
breeze which develops quickly in late morning
may never become geostrophic.

Unbalanced flow
Geostrophic balance is only maintained if the
contours are parallel and straight. If the contours
are not parallel it means that the slope is changing. When the lines get closer the slope is increasing in that direction. The pull of gravity is
greater where the slope steepens so the air has
to accelerate.
A glider accelerates by diving, converting
height into speed. (Potential energy is turned
into kinetic energy.) The air, travelling on a constant pressure surface, accelerates by diving
down the slope. To do this the wind direction is
temporarily deflected to the left (north hemisphere). Great acceleration requires considerable deflection of the wind. See Fig 2.
For example if the airflow at latitude 50°N had
to accel&rate at the rate of 40kts/120nm. then
the wind would turn 40° left to dive down the
slope. As the speed increased the Coriolis effect would increase too and the wind would be
turned right until! the flow was along the contours again.
The opposite effect occurs where the contour
lines fan out indicating a decrease in slope.
Reducing the slope reduces the pull of gravity
too so the wind should decrease. However, the
fast moving air takes time to adjust to the new
conditions. While the air is travelling too fast the
Coriolis effect is greater than the pull of gravity
so the wind is temporarily deflected to the right
(which is up the slope) . Thus in slowing down,
the excess speed is converted into extra height
until a new balance is achieved.

Surface winds
Surface friction reduces the windspeed near
the ground. Less speed means the Coriolis effect is reduced but the pull of gravity remains t.he
same. Consequently the flow is pulled down the
slope at an angle to the contours.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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For example: in the northern hemisphere a
wind of 270/30 at 2000ft becomes more like
240/15 at the surface. The actual value depends
on how rough the terrain is and whether air is
unstable . In unstable air the turbule nt mixing
keeps the speed up. If there Is a nocturnal inversion, turbulence is suppressed so much that the
speed drops to 220/07.

Leaky pressure systems
When the surface winds blow across the contours like this they tend to fill up depressions and
weaken anticyclones. In simple terms: friction
makes the low level air leak out of highs and into
lows. Highs and lows can only be maintained if this
surface leakage is matched by a compensating
flow aloft. The way that the flow aloft affects the
surface pressure is described further on.

Curved contours alter the balance
of forces.
This is shown in Fig 3. If contours are curved
the centrifugal force enters the equations. The
geostrophic wind is altered and becomes the
gradient wind . Where the contours are curved
anticyclonically round a high (lower diagram) the
centrifugal force increases the pull of gravity
down the slope so the gradient wind becomes
stronger than the geostrophic wind.

Where the lines are curved cyclonically round
a low (upper diagram) the outward centrifugal
force acts against the inward pull of gravity. This
effectively reduces gravity so the windspeed decreases round a cyclonic curve. The sharper the
turn the slower the wind . For example a
tight cyclonic turn of radius 120nm would reduce a geostrophic wind from 80kts along
straight contours to only 43kts round the curve.
One usually finds the windspeed much reduced close to the centre of a low because
the radius of curvature is small there , but
cyclostrophic winds are an exception .

Cyclostrophic winds
There are certain tight vortices where the
Coriolis effect is negligible in comparison to the
centrifugal force. The wind is then termed
"cyclostrophic".
A cyclostrophic wind occurs in little vortices
such as dust devils and in dangerously big ones
such as tornadoes . In both cases powerful lift
first extracts the air and makes a tiny low. The
surrounding air then converges on this low like
water above the drain hole when the plug is
pulled out.
Convergence increases the spin which becomes so rapid in a tornado that centrifugal force
reduces the central pressure and forms a column of condensation extending from cloud to
ground. Small vortices such as dust devils and
tornadoes can spin in either direction because
the Coriolis effect is insignificant.
Strong convergence can spin up big systems
such as trop ical cyclones , hurricanes and typhoons. These form at low latitudes where the
Coriolis effect is very small. The cyclostrophic
effect produces huge vortices hundreds of miles
in diameter which often have an open "eye"
marking the centre of rotation.

The slope of pressure surfaces
Many jet airliners fly at or above the 250mb
surface where the standard altimeter (set to
1013mb) reads almost 34 OOOft. The difference
between the altimeter height and the true height
depends on air temperature and sea level
pressure.

1. Temperature effect.
A column of air contracts if it is cooled and expands when warmed. If the mean temperature
was reduced by 1 ooc the 250mb surface would
descend by 1350ft. The higher you go the
greater is the effect. Flying at an indicated
34 OOOft the true height could range from
35 500ft to 32 500ft, a range of some 3000ft due
to temperature changes alone.

Fig 3. Effect of curved contours.

2. Changes of surface pressure.

For example a geostrophic wind of 60kts
along the straight would be increased to a gradient wind of 112kts when it rounded an anticyclonic curve of rad ius 600nm. The effect reaches
a limit when the speed is doubled . Then the air
can no longer follow the contours ; the system
goes out of balance and the flow gets turbulent.
This is why one never finds closely spaced contours near the centre of a high where the radius
of curvature is small.

If the surface pressure changes, the contour
height will be altered too. For example if instead
of the standard msl pressure of 1013mb there
was a low of 977mb at sea level , all the pressure
heights above it would fall by 1OOOft.
Flying from tropical to polar regions at a constant indicated altitude of 34 OOOft could involve
a descent of some 4000ft by the time one
reached the Iceland low. Such a slope would
produce an average westerly wind of 50kts between latitudes 20 and 60.
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Fig 5. Jet stream above a frontal surface.

Frontal temperature gradients
cause jets
The contour slope from tropical to polar regions is not usually so regular. When wa rm and
cold airmasses are brought close together at a
front the slope becomes much steeper and the
wind aloft increases to jet stream speed.
Fig 4 (A) shows the gentle slope down from
warm to cold air; 4 (B) shows how the slope
steepens when the two airmasses come closer;
4 (C) shows a contour surface at 200mb dipping
down steeply over a distance of 600nm to produce a jet stream of 150kts. On a chart this region is marked by very closely spaced contours.
Fig 5 shows a 3-D sketch of a jet stream. The
black line marks the front with a series of isotachs from 60 to 140kts round the jet core. The
jet core is usually found in the warm air several
thousand feet above the frontal surface.
•
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WAYS OF THE WIND

High level flow affects surface
pressure
Where there are rapid changes of velocity the
flow can get temporarily out of balance. Sudden
slowing down tends to make the air aloft pile up
(converge) like traffic approaching a roundabout.
Rapid acceleration has the opposite effect and
the air aloft diverges so fast that it tends to suck
up air from below.

This results in strong divergence aloft which
sucks up air from below.
4 . Pressure then falls at the surface forming a
depression marked by a dotted ring "L' below
the right side of the jet entrance.
The deepest frontal lows occur in winter when
the jets are strongest . In December 1986 an
Atlantic low deepened to 915mb. Pressure can
change extremely fast. An Atlantic weather ship
once recorded a pressure fall of 17mb/hr in
January 1972 followed by a rise of 22.6mb in
35min. That rise is equivalent to an altimeter
change of about 655ft.

Jet exits and upper ridges

Fig 6. Where lows form near a jet entrance.
The effect is increased when there is an upper
trough followed by a jet. Fig 6 illustrates what
happens:1. Air approaching the trough slows down as it
reaches the cyclonic curvature.
2 . Once round the curve the air accelerates up
the straight.
3. If the straight contours are closely spaced (indicating a jet) the speed increases even more.

The effect is reversed at the far end of the jet
where the air comes out. See Fig 7.
1. Air turns right and slows down as it leaves the
jet exit. The pecked line shows it turn ing right up
the slope.
2. This results in convergence aloft on the right
side of the exit. The excess air makes pressure
rise at the surface and produces an anticyclone
in the region marked "H".
3. Air subsides above this anticyclone, becoming warmer and more stable in the process. The
little vertical section illustrates this.
The descending air cannot sink through the
ground so subsidence ceases low down . The
warm subsided air forms an inversion which
often traps a layer of stratocumulus beneath it.
Above the inversion the warm ing dries out the
air so higher clouds evaporate.

H IGH fo rms

Fig 7. Highs form near a jet exit.

A link between lows and highs
A powerful jet can extract a vast amount of air
to form a deep depression . This air is carried
downwind to the jet exit where it may be dumped
to build a large anticyclone.
On some occasions the deepening of an
Atlantic low off Newfoundland can be followed
by the building of a large anticyclone between
Iceland and Scotland. Th is can disrupt the chain
of eastward moving Atlantic lows and replace it
by a big blocking anticyclone which settles down
near the UK.
This makes for a fine spell in summer but cold,
grey murky weather in winter.
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JARDINE AviATioN
The Pilot's Shop

BASED AT LASHAM AIRFIELD (NEXT to SOUTHDOWN AEROSERVICES)

WELL STOCKED AVIATION SHOP FOR YOU TO BROWSE
+ Sole UK Agent for Centris Flight computer with unique centring variometer
+ Final approach co mputer with integral GPS + Virtual d isplay of the instruments can nega te the need for conventional instruments + Centring
vario displays vertical climb rate and after a 360 degree ru rn will display a vector to the poin t of the best lift + 6 analogue fu nctions simultaneo usly
in one d isplay +All functions and displays are controlled by software and can easily be upgraded .

+ Latest GARMIN Ill Pilot, 12XL and 89 plus other GPSs available at competitive prices, Demos always here (test drive before
you buy)
+ Large selection of Instruments supplied and fitted + Sole Manufacturer and supplier of JA MITY weak links and staples.
+ C of As and hard waxing carried out.
ALSO OPEN SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS
VISIT THE SHOP OR CALL FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE

01256 381001
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS TAKEN ON MAIL ORDER OR VISIT US AT OUR WEB SITE
HTTP:/IWWWJARDINEAVIATION.COM/
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Two paintings by John Dimond. Above: Silver Dope and Dayglo
(Siingsby Cadet Mk 3- T-31) and on the right: Gorgeous Prefect.

As a reminder of the Guild of Aviation Artists' annual exhibition, to be held again this year at the Carisbrooke Gallery (behind Marble Arch) from
July 21 to 31, we have printed John Dimond's beautiful paintings which were shown last year. The submission and selection of exhibits is on
Sunday, May 17, at the Guild's headquarters. For more details contact Hugo Trotter, the Guild's secretary, on 0171 735 0634.

ne bright Wednesday morning last October
I elected to have a day away from the pressures
of work to spend a few hours with colleagues at
the gliding club. I am one of a group of regulars
who fly on Wednesdays, weather permitting, and
enjoy the informality of mid week gliding.
A fortnight earlier I was one of 12 who had
spent a week at Portmoak. Conditions weren't
good but I think I enjoyed the week more than
most because, with the encouragement and assistance from others, I had two aerotows, each
of about 15min, and converted to the club Astir.
Since returning from Scotland I had a couple
more aerotows on type and was looking forward

h a

GeoffDavey
is the managing director
ofNotts
County
Football
Club. He lives
In Lincoln
and flies with
the Trent
Valley GC.

on this particular Wednesday to my first winch
launch in the Astir.
11 was an uneventful launch but pulling the release at 900ft I remember feeling that I had my
hands full. I then picked up a weak thermal over
the army camp adjacent to our site. Less experi·
enced pilots will recognise the dilemma - do I
stick with it or concentrate on getting this unfamiliar glider down? Feeling confident and com-

fortable, something inside said "go for it" and
1Omin later I had worked the Astir up to 1200ft.
I took my bearings (and a deep breath) and
spotted a K-13 downwind considerably higher
than myself. I joined him and averaging 3kts
climbed to 3000ft, spending an hour gaining
valuable experience thermalling the Astir and
familiarising myself with its characteristics.
I later learned that I was one of only three or
four who had managed soaring flights during a
brief window of opportunity on a day which
promised nothing.
My flight had been extremely enjoyable and
memorable, not least for having flown 1hr 20min
from my first wire launch in glass in October. I
am sure it is experiences such as this that attracts and encourages pilots in the early stages
of the learning curve to continue gliding.
Whilst having some experience with the ATC
as a teenager, I really began gliding three years
ago when my wife bought me a trial flight for my
50th birthday. Since that October Wednesday I
have bought my own Astir and am looking forward to this summer with great anticipation!

•

Three seasons ago a young man in a wheelchair went to Portmoak for an air experience flight and his ordeal has led to a K-21 being bought and fully
equipped to train wheelchair pilots to instructor level. Graham Stevenson-Lawrence, the chairman of the Walking On Air charity and instigator of this ambitious scheme. told us more about the day that changed his life.
"We were able to get the young man into a K-13 and fly him quite successfully, but it was a horror story to get him out. I was appalled that in an age that
puts men on to the Moon we couldn't get that young man in and out of a glider with dignity- his manner showed his desire to fly, but the look of resignation on
his face also showed he would not be back'' lt was then Graham made up his mind to see what could be done to bring gliding to the disabled.
The Scottish Gliding Union (now only the registered name since the Union has been changed to Centre) agreed to support the charity, and made the
first donation. Dedicated work by the charity's treasurer, Richard Hungerford, has led to grants from the Scottish Sports Council National
Lottery Fund and the Allied Dunbar Foundation. Richard also beavered away to get donations from other sources.
For instance two club members who are Rotarians have made some fine after dinner speeches to raise funds and a member's wife, a headmistress,
added nearly £600 from a school coffee morning. But they would still appreciate any donation, however small. Apart from buying the glider, the funding is
needed to provide the necessary access ramp and toilets.
The new K-21, chosen because of its ideal height for wheelchair access, will arrive in the spring, complete with the modifications for hands on rudder
controls. The official launch of the project is timed to coincide with the club's 60 year anniversary celebrations from June 27 to July 5. There are plans to fly
vintage gliders during the week, so if you are an owner and would like to come, please contact the club on telllax 01592 840549.
Graham adds: "Nearly three young people per day are disabled and this is one positive way towards helping to give them a new dimension in life."
Aprii!May 1998
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commeo" by
(August issue, p204) on the pas\ activities of the
Cambridge University Gliding Club (as it was
then known) that brought forth the clarification
by Anthony Edwards (October issue, p263) and
also a thinly veiled suggestion that I should tell
you about the Irish Sea episode.
Great Orme 's Head is a promontory on the
coast of North Wales, just by Llandudno. Its highest point is nearly 700ft asl and its seaward cliff
face falls more or less vertically to the sea.
lt was , I suppose, inevitable that it had become something of an attraction for the small
CUGC expeditions that had been basing themselves at the Clwyd Gate , a roadside hostelry
owned by another gliding enthusiast, the late Bill
Crease (father of Tony Crease- Lasham member before emigrating to South America).
Launch by auto-bungy• out of Sill 's chicken
run on the side of the Clwyd range was the start
of a fair number of flights along the Clwyds including some in wave. There were also forays
leading to launches from other Welsh hillsides.

SILVER, GOLD,
NORTH AND IRISH
Mike is a member of the exclusive Goldfish Club and recalls
how he qualified for this rather dubious honour!

I was sinking almost below
the top of the headland
My first flight from the top of the Great Orme
was in a Skylark 2 . I spent an entertaining hour
or so over the sea mostly at 1000 to 1200ft.
Perhaps nothing very remarkable about that but
it was something new and spectacular as far as
I was concerned, and each time a bus drove
along the road that traversed the cliff face
halfway down , I would amuse myself by diving
down and flying alongside it for a little way before climbing back up again . Landing back on
top created no problems provided you crossed
the threshold (a half-metre step) at zero height.
But that was the year before. In 1958, we had
an Olympia 2B with us which we took one day to
the Great Orme . I was lhe lucky(?) one when
we drew lots to see wh o would have the
pleasure of the first launch of the day The wind
direction was somewhat different from that on
previous Orme !lights. The "no lift" procedure
•A lowish (100-lSOft)jeep-assisled bungy launch

ill

Mike's photo of the Great Orme, taken during
his first flight there.
was rehearsed: after the launch, turn right and,
if there is no lift, continue round the corner, fly
across the small bay towards the town and land
in that field over there.
So I turned right after the launch and found
only reduced sink. lt was at that point that I lost
my presence of mind ; I somehow persuaded myself that had I turned the other way after the
launch I would have found lift, so I turned back.
The die was now cast.
Witl1 no lift, I was sinking almost below the top
of the headland, heading away from the field and
th ere was a miniature Gibraltar between it and
me. In retrospect, it is difficult to understand how
one could have been so imprudent (bu t it had
been all right on previous occasions) .

At last, I was heading towards the town and
the field but it was apparent that I would never
get there because I was sinking like a brick. Then
I had my next brilliant idea. I decided that although I could not reach the field , there was a
chance that the lifeboat slipway might just be
within range! A short uphill landing would bring
me up on to the wide promenade where I could
grind to a more or less dignified halt.
However, it could be said that my appreciation of the situation was changing rapidly and it
became obvious that I was in for a ducking . Just
to make sure that I did every1hing wrong, I managed to misjudge the "landi ng" on water - perhaps it was because the sea was so calm.
Just when I expected to hear the sea hissing
past the skid, there was a loud bang and I was
up to the eyebrows in water. In something less
than two seconds, I was out of the cockpit and
sitting on the centre-section surveying the shore
probably a hundred or so yards away. To add to
my embarrassment, the promenade, which only
moments before had been empty, was now absolutely packed with spectators.
When I confessed afterwards to my brainwave
about the slipway , I was told it was just as well
that I had not reached it because had I done so,
I would probably have met the lifeboat coming
down. Because the same glider had descended
into the North Sea a few years previously, someone else suggested that the nose of the Oly
should be decorated with the names of all relevant Cs. (C title above .)
I fee l sure that there was no connection between this incident and th e invitation that I received at about that time to join a private owner
syndicate (which I accepted), only to be struck
by lightning three years later while flying from
Lasham. But that's another story.
tl

Pop-Top Glider Pilots Parachute

State of the art in emergency parachutes
• The
External seated pilotchute providing the fastest possible deployment.
• FullyPop-Top.
encased risers resulting in a snag free parachute container system .
I
• Steerab'le parachutes in a range of sizes to suit all sizes of pilots.
slim line design for the ultimate in comfort
~ •• Soft,
British built, quality assured to BS 5750
•• Reliability, comfort and efficiency when it matters
THOMAS Sports Equipment Limited
ntOMAs

Lofty's Loft • Pinfold Lane • Bridlington • North Humberside • Y016 5XS • Tel: 01262 678299
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PLATYPUS

Omarama nirvana
return from New Zealand full of regret. Why
hadn't I gone there 20 years earlier? Why do I
only discover this wonderful place when I'm on
the brink of collecting my old age pension? Well,
there is no point in fretting about lost opportunities, Plat, just get yourself organised to go again
every December from now on while you can still
tell your port from your starboard.
I flew Justin Wills's ASW-17, one of the few
Schleicher designs that I hadn't flown before,
and a delightful machine it was, too. Justin flew
his much loved Libelle 301 -that's the flapped
version - and I should have been out-flying him
at every point with my 20 metres to his 15.

"Keep your speed up and
always have your escape
route in mind '

Mysteriously this was hardly ever the case. In
fact there is a consensus amongst the local pilots that we should get him a more modern machine- one _with top-surface brakes only. That
way we would be spared the humiliation, as we
struggle to get to his altitude, of seeing his lower
brakes sticking out while he waits for us to catch
up. We could instead delude ourselves that we
were truly gaining on him.

"Wa-a-ait for me-e-e, Justin." Justin in a lead-and-follow exercise on his farm.

While chasing Justin round the unfamiliar
rockscape I would watch the Libelle gradually
shrink in the distance until he heard on the radio
a sound that must be familiar to the owner of
10 000 sheep- the bleating of a lost lamb, "Ju-uusti-ln , whe-e-e-ere a-a-are yo-ou? " -at which
point he would throw a circle so I could see him.
Since the ASW-17 outflew the Libelle in level
flight in the wave. and is obviously the better
straight-line performer, I can only conclude that
Justin was getting more lift off the rocks than I
was, and accordingly that he was flying much
closer to them than I dared.
Day by day, however, this old and very unbold pilot acquired more confidence as he got
lost less often , identified the best outlanding
strips by eyeball, and applied the lessons learnt
from Jacques Noel at Gap last spring, in particular: "Keep your speed up and always have your
escape route in mind".
Soaring the face of Mount Cook, 100kl1]s
north of Omarama, was the most enduring im-

Below: The narrow green valleys. Photos: Platypus.

pression . The second most enduring impression
was when I decided to take some pictures for
S&G, threw a lazy circle over the great tent
shaped peak, forgot that the westerly winds at
13 OOOft were ?Okt, and plummetted 2000ft into
the vicious leeside downdraught in the dark
shadow of the mountain . I made six trips to
Mount Cook. and every time it was different,
sometimes wearing a teardrop cloudcap like a
racing cyclist's helmet.
New Zealand air is clean. Not only is it free of
bugs, it is free of dirt. Industrial filth does not pollute the leading edges, or the pilot's lungs, the
way it does in England . The air that sweeps
across the Tasman Sea or the Pacific has not
touched land for thousands of miles.
Take a little ride up in the wave , not very high ,
and you can see both oceans at the same time.
The visibility is virgin vodka: on a 1OOOkm 0 /R
the only thing that would stop you seeing both
the start and the TP when half way down the first
leg would be the curvature of the Earth.

TAIL FEATHERS

Collecting my old age pension.

The South Island is about the same area as
England and Wales. but with less than a fiftieth
of the people. The mountainous west is truly unspoilt. lt looks as the European Alps must have
looked in the days before somebody decided
that an Alp wasn't a proper Alp unless it sported
a television mast or a funicular railway or a hotel
or a ski-station or a massage parlour or something ugly that made money.
The sense of wildness and wi lderness
amongst the dazzling white New Zealand peaks
is total: there are hardly any roads or even tracks
down in the narrow green valleys; if there are I
couldn't see them. And since there is nobody
down there to watch television there are no
masts. I wonder for how long?
I may have just been lucky, but every day of
the two weeks I was there I could have soared
in wave, thermal, convergence or ridge lift. The
only reason for my choosing to stay on the
ground for four days was for recuperation, especially after one eight hour bout of polishing rock
and pursing every variety of rising air.

0

Bleating of a lost lamb.

Navigation in New Zealand is easy, so long
as you can see the ground. Mountain ranges and
distinctive lakes make GPS unnecessary for the
experienced local. However it is a great comfort
to the newcomer to have the GPS tell him that
he is in easy gliding range of a scrap of ground
that is occasionally used as a crop-dusting strip.
I wouldn't have noticed the strips at all without
the satellites calling out "Look down now,
stupid!" , although some strips are said have a
tell-tale patch of white chemicals at the uphill
end, towards which the busy Pawnee driver, or
the failed soaring pilot, points himself on the approach. GPS-Iinked glide computers are not
idiot-proof, or at least not yet, and you do need
to look at the terrain intelligently: the computers
have not been trained to say "You can reach this
field, sir, but ONLY if you can drill through nine
miles of solid rock. Would you mind if I suggested
Aprii/May 1998

an alternative place to crash?" We'll have such
gadgets soon, don't worry.
"Come on, what about the famous Kiwi
wave?" you are asking. You know, I think that
the damn wave has got the country typecast in

For recuperation.

the minds of the world gliding fraternity, like an
actor that is only expected to play swashbuckling parts when he can do a hundred other more
interesting characters. Thus visiting Australian
pilots, and a lot of Poms too, come to Omarama
solely for their height Diamonds and head home
the moment they have their badge. If a doctor
said to me "Your softening brain must never be
taken above 12 OOOft again except in an airliner"
I would still want to glide in New Zealand as often
as possible. Yes. some day I'd like to take some
expert advice and try a really big distance flight
that used the wave, but solely for the vast speed
that it offers, not for altitude.
When you think of Kiwi gliding , don't think
of height: think of beauty, variety, solitude and
unlimited possibilities for exploration and
adventure.

a

C artty S

A true account written by a
member of the team of
accident investigators

he tug engine had coughed a couple of
times. So much so that at one stage they took
out, cleaned and inspected the plugs. They
looked fine so they carried on towing.
The tug had just completed a tow and was
now on base leg returning to the airfield when
the engine suddenly lost power. Carb heat had
recently been applied and was immediately
reappl ied, but to no avail.
Then the engine just stopped. The aircraft
was now at about 1OOft and the pilot decided
that he was unable to glide into the airfield so selected the field adjacent to the airfield and turned
into wind.
Basic emergency landing check completed ,
speed 60kts, full flap . All lined up and gliding
comfortably over the powerlines across the middle of the field when the plane suddenly seemed
to stop flying . lt hit the ground hard and turned
over on to its back.
The pilot gently unfastened his harness, lowered himself to the ground (roof) and climbed
out of the wreckage unscathed.
Inspection after the accident showed the tow
rope had remained attached to the tug but had
fouled the powerlines. Neither the rope nor the
powerlines had broken , both being strong
enough to arrest the plane and bring it crashing
to the ground.
This gives a whole new meaning to "E" for
Eventuality!

2 Glidi
AI Eddie, CFI of Deeside GC, is planning to celebrate his first 25
years in gliding by giving himself a challenge and raise money
for the Royal National Lifeboat Institution and the Philip Wills
Trust.
He aims to get sponsors and has set himself the task of flying
the 59 types of glider (including variations) he has in his logbook.
This has already meant a lot of tracking down but the only gliders still not rediscovered are the K-2 and the Slingsby Sky.
AI, a former RAF engineering technician who now works in
North Sea oilfield operations, started gliding in 1973 with Angus
GC. As a RAFGSA member, he flew with Humber, Pegasus
(founder member) and Four Counties and has been involved in
club management at all levels since 1976. AI was founder/CFI of
Grampian GC from 1990-1993, has all three Diamonds and been
chairman of the SGA's Operations Committee since 1995.
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LICKING

Shenington Gliding Club is now o ffering Individ ual
Tuit ion w ith Bruno Brow n. Specialising in:

CONFIDENCE BUILDING COURSES
INSTRUCTOR WORK UP TRAINING
GROUND STUDIES IN ALL GLIDING ASPECTS
All courses w ill be tailored t o yo ur ow n requirement s
bu t will include:
,/ STALL APPRECIATION AND SPIN AWARENESS
./ LAUNCH FAILURE RECOVERY TRAINING
./ UNDERSTANDING THE D.ANGERS Of LOW FLYING
"SAFETY THROUGH K NOWLEDGE" IS GOOD

SAFETY THROUGH
UNDERSTANDING IS BETTER
Phone Hilary and aslc abou r fndlo,~iduo l Tui!1on w ith Bruno Brown

SHENINGTON GLIDING CLUB
Shenington Airfield, Banbury. Oxon OX15 6NY
Tel: 0129S680008

JAXIDA - condensfree
ALL WEATHER COVER

OUR
WOUNDS
Roger, BGA development
officer, reflects on the BGA's
rejection from the Lottery
Sports Fund's World Class
Performance Plan and is still
smarting!

for sailplanes and aircrafts

* Protects against humidity and

*
*

dust at the hangar, the trailer
and in the open air
Self-polishing action in the wind
UV-coated

Design reg. 2062846

JAXIDA COVER
v/Verner Jaksland
Strandmollevej 144
DK-4300 Holbcek
Tel. +4559440725,
Fax:+4559440609
e-mail: jaxida@post5. tefe.dk
interne!: http://www.jaxida.dk
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Lolt"Y ha< elweyo held
pm ml"
for sporting organisations and the BGA has been
determined to maximise the potential benefits to
gliding, arising out of the National Lottery. When
the Sports Council was appointed to administer
the Lottery Sports Fund (LSF) , we made it our
business to keep up to date with application p rocedures and to help and advise member clubs
accordingly.
Sports Council grants have always been an
important source of operating income for the
BGA as gliding's governing body. When BGA
officers attended a Sports Council funding panel
in 1996, it was made very clear that future support would increasingly need to be based upon
LSF revenue grants, as the present source of

"exchequer'' funding direct from the government
would be unlikely to continue at its former level.
The initial phase of LSF activity dealt only
with capital projects. Since applications opened
early in 1995, the BGA and member clubs have
made good use of the opportunity, between
them receiving capital grants of more than £1
million.
The long awaited LSF grants for revenue
funding were not available until early in 1997 .
Applications were invited from governing bodies
of sport but, out of the four programmes, the BGA
was only eligible to apply for one, the "World
Class Performance Programme" which involves
preparation and training of competitors to win
medals at international competitions.

Pre-brief
Plans for the new programmes were announced at a Governing Body Seminar, held in
London in December, 1996. Th e briefings and
workshop sessions emphasised the need to design applications for novel projects to attract new
money rather than to replace current levels of
"exchequer" funding .
Sports Council grants had in the past helped
to contribute towards the cost of sending British
teams to World Gliding Championships, in addition 'to supporting the administrative costs of the
Association.
A scheme was therefore devised to qualify for
new money by arranging squad training camps
for the British teams, both at home and in the
country and terrain where the next international
competitions were to be held.
The overall impression given by the United
Kingdom Sports Council (UKSC) Performance
Development Directorate was that substantial
sums of money were available to any governing
body that could produce a convi ncing case for
funding, based upon a performance plan for the
sport. At that stage, the appointment of a director of performance for British gliding was encouraged and adequate supporting funds
appeared to be available.

A KEEN EDGE
Is what we can offer when it comes to aviation insurance.
That's because we give you the same prompt and personal
attention, whether you are taking out a policy or making a claim!
Phone, tax or write to:

Stephen Hill

•l
l
l
hI

!JViation
Insurance
serv1ces ltd

Phone: 01765 690777 Fax: 01765 690544
Unit 1A Sycamore Grange Estate,
Copt Hewick, Ripon, North Yorkshire. HG4 5DF.
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LICKING OUR WOUNDS

Application and conditions

lion and we were advised that even if a suitable
alternative performance plan were devised, the
same priority criteria would be brought ;r;to play,
leading to rejection . For a sport to be classed as
''i nternationally significant", three criteria must
be met:1. Large numbers of nations competing in the
international arena, for example: - athletics (over
200 nations competing·), swimming (over 180)
and gymnastics (over 120 nations) , whereas
World Gliding Championships involved 17 nations in France, 1997; 21 in New Zealand, 1995,
and 29 in France in 1978.
2. Establisheq success of the British team was
not disputed with five World Champions and 11
medals at World Championships since 1976.
3. Public perception of the sport. Public attitude
surveys indicate that gliding is not a popular
sport and only a remarkably small percentage
have even heard of gliding.

A draft "Performance Plan for British Gliding"
was discussed with UKSC and approved, in principle, during February 1997, and the final application was submitted within a week of the official
starting date.
Each member of the 31 strong, British squad
had to be contacted for personal details and to
agree individual performance objectives and targets. Unfortunately, a comprehensive list of disclaimers, effectively allowing the LSF case
officers to apply their own priority criteria in deciding the final allocation of funds, had to be acknowledged and signed before the application
could be accepted.

Rejection!
Nine months later, after a protracted process,
the decision was made. We were told that although our performance plan had been approved and recommended for acceptance by
each of the home countries, the application had
been rejected on priority grounds and because
"gliding is not an internationally significant sport".
Astonishment and disappointment turned to
anger and resentment. Plans of campaign were
formed and letters of protest were written .
Eventually, a BGA working group revisited the
rule book and accepted the Sports Council's invitation for an informal discussion.
Officers of the UK Sports Counci l and the
English Sports Council (ESC) explained that
since the government had created a "Sixth Good
Cause" for Lottery funding in ttie form of
Healthcare and Education , the money available
to the LSF had been reduced by £60 million a
year.
Applications now exceed the sums available
for funding and many sound projects which
would formerly have been approved for grant aid
are now being rejected on priority grounds.

Future BGA funding policy
The BGA is not eligible to apply for LS F revenue funding under any of the remaining programmes and the present grant support from the
Sports Council's exchequer funding is not confirmed beyond the year 2000.
The BGA has no option but to raise funding
elsewhere, not only in order to train, equip and
send teams to international competitions, but
also to survive in the long term .

Options available
The BGA Executive Committee is anxious to
avoid increasing members' subscriptions unnecessarily and the working group is exploring all
possible opportunities for raising external funds .
Commercial sponsorship is cons idered the
best short term option and a document is being
prepared for presentation to businesses, particularly those with aviation interests.
Funding provided by sponsors will immediately be the subject of an application to doubleup the money through Sportsmatch , the
government fund ing agency which provides £1

Appeal? Challenge? Re-apply?
There were no grounds for appeal. Unlke the
capital grants, no provision exists for re-applica-

for every £1 obtained through commercial sponsorship.

Future strategy
In the long term, publicity for gliding requires
more direction and focus fro m the governing
body. Although BGA policy has previously left
publicity to member clubs, the Executive is now
considering a national publicity campaign to attract more favourable media attention to gliding.
This could entail a team effort with media material being designed and produced centrally, both
for national distribution and for local campaigns
by member clubs.
The government's decision to channel Lottery
funds away from sport and towards further good
causes, perceived by the electorate as more deserving, will reduce the money available for capital grants . The cake is getting smaller. The
Sports Council's policy is to divide the cash into
thick, juicy slices, each with high publicity value,
rather than to slice the cake more thinly and distribute the crumbs more widely. We must expect
the LSF to employ priority criteria in rejecting
capital grant applications from member clubs.
If gliding clubs are to be successful, future applications for capital projects must not only present a sound project brief and business plan , but
must also place much greater emphasis upon
demonstrating positive community benefit and
sporting gain .
At home, our sport is regarded by the CAA as
being well run and our international competitors
respect the prowess of our pilots. Nevertheless.
we have not been successful in attracting sufficient new members, nor in creating an adequate
public profile to win Lottery funding.
Although the BGA Executive is taking the actions mentioned earlier, everyone in the movement is involved in helping us to achieve the
funding we deserve. We particularly need help
in improving our public profile and to win sponsorship for a wide range of activities . Anyone
with expertise in these skills is invited to contact
me at the BGA office.
~

XKlO "CLUB" VARIO SYSTEM

* Over 400 units in use in the UK alone
* Metric export model available
from,.
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XKIO "CLUB" VARIOMETER
• Audio todes climb role
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• AVC on D~•n lone • Gust filtering
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• Climb/CJUise Mode
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"You can bank on us"

+ New Instruments: PZL Expanded Scale ASI's. 1.5 Turns 0-140kts £109, 1.75 Turns 0-200kts £119, PZL Varia with zero reset, Flask and Ring, 80mm £189, 57mm £219, PZL T.E. Unit
£19.90, PZL 12V Mini T/S £249, 12VMini T/S £211, Sensitive Altimeters £149-£156, Mini Accelerometer £159, IFR Pedestal Compass £59, Airpath C2300 Panel Compass £59, LC3 Panel
Compass £49.90, Vertical Card Compass £139, T/S 28V Converter£ 19.90 + Surplus Tested Instruments: Horizonswith new Solid Stale Inverter, Ferranti Mk6 £299, Ferranti Mk 14
(Coloured Display) £319, 80mm Glider Rote Turn/ Slip £89, Mini American 12v Glider Turn and Slip £249, 80mm Altimeters from £89, Miniature Accelerometers £89 + Radios: ICOM IC-A3E
£255, IC-A22E £290, Delcom 960£211 .90, Delcam 960 80mm Panel Mounted Version with Speaker/ Mike £247.90, Serviced PYE MX290 Compact Mobile/ Base TX/RX, 12.5kc spaced, All
gliding channels£ 130, Mobile Magnetic Mount Aerials £26 + Glider BaHery Chargers £24.50 + Parachutes: SK94, Type Certified, Stale of the Art, Rapid opening, law descent role,
Steerable, Comfortable, Lumbar Support, Bag. £485 + "Ottfur" Releases: Manufacturers Exchange Service incorporating the latest modifications £89, New "Ottlur" Releases £169

COLIN D. STREET, 7 Shorpthorne Close, lfield, Crowley, Sussex, RH 11 OLU, England
Aprii! May 1998

Tel 01293 543832 • Fox 01293 S13819
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GUY WESTGATE
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d lying a DG- 0 d scr b the
i ed ilplane to help
far to Sp in

My companion. Photos by Guy.

started to wonder if I was doing the right
thing when after only a few minutes on the telephone to Heath row Flight Planning , they told me
I had just won the "crazy request of the week"
prize. Not bad considering it was only Monday!
To describe my planned adventure was relatively simple, to soar my motor glider from the
UK to Spain . However the man from Heathrow
was first quite perplexed , (why should I want to
do such a thing?) and then completely flummoxed by a few of my questions. What do you
Below: Building cumulus over Dover just
before the crossing.

put on a flight plan when your endurance is only
half your planned flight time? And what do you
write if you have no fixed destination?
My airborne ch ariot and companion for two
wee ks was to be my DG-400 . A very capable
glider with a quoted glide of 44:1 but with an additional 43hp "steel secret" tucked away behind
my head. My own "iron thermal! " I have not been
flying the glider for long but I have always
dreamed of crossing the Channel and flying
glider safaris. With this glider I could finally realise my dream.
Much of my pre-flight planning time was spent
investigating the problems I might encounter
crossing to France . After hours on the phone 1
couldn 't find any serious obstacles . I would need
to file a flight plan and to make an international
flight I would require the glider's certificates of
registration and airworthiness , my personal
licences and the radio licence for the glider.

I ad serlou ly ov re tlmated the c ~ o
potential of my llder
Customs was also going to be a doddle . A
Plymouth customs' officer spent a few minutes
explaining the difference between "Inter" and
"Intra" EEC travel to me and then, when I was
totally confused , he confirmed that so long as 1
was not going to be exporting anything, I need
do nothing further.
International flight sounded far too straightforward to be true. So if flying across the Channel
was so easy, was I the only person who hadn't
realised it before? There must be a catch? A hidden sting?
I still hadn't found the catch and it was the day
to go. My first problem came just before my departure. I still hadn't packed, but a quick look at
my "useful" and "must have" piles together on
the grass lead me to the conclusion that I had
seriously over-estimated the cargo potential of
my glider . After a depressing half an hour discarding most of my supplies, I finally managed

to get my sleeping bag and
maps wedged in and , of
course , my toothbrush!
My departure point was
Parham Airfield, home of
Southdown GC , in West
Sussex and from there I
headed for the coast, planning
to fly along to Dover to cross
the Channel at its narrowest
BOIHI·
point. A hang glider over the
South Downs marked my first
) la
strong thermal north of
Eastbourne and there I found
a line of sea breeze convergence wh ich got me past
Hastings quite quickly. The
convergence lift stopped just
east of Bexhill and left me wondering what to do next . I tried
flying north but the north-easterly wind was bringing a very
cold, clammy airmass off the
North Sea and it quickly became completely unsoarable
with a lot of low stratus cloud .
100
0
200
There was no way I could soar
to France with this weather, so
Part 1 (Days 1 - 9)
still harbouring a puristic wish
Part 2 (Days 10- I
to cross the Channel without
using the engine, I diverted into
Challock to wait for an im- A map showing Guy's r'
provement.
Longland.
There was fog over most of
Kent the next morning . lt lifted from the field
quickly but showed no sign of breaking until almost lunchtime . The students on the gliding
course there were good company and listened
to my plans with a certain incredulity, but they
unnerved me a little by asking all the hard to answer questions I had chosen not to dwell on.
What happens if you land in a field and your
trailer is in England? What if the engine doesn't
start Mister? Had they been talking to Heath row?
As the cloud burnt off I decided nothing was
going to stop me from crossing the Channel this
time . After take-off, I climbed through the last
wispy remnants of the morning fog then , just
when I had given up all hope of finding lilt, I

Guy with the Gral GC members at Rouen. What a send c
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cleared the hazy inversion
layer to find a ring of cumulus
L<' Muns
30km away, stretched along
the coastline near Dover. I shut
down the engine and glided towards them.
L•• Rho ne
After my previous discussions with Heathrow Flight
Planning about possible flight
plan ambiguities, I decided to
l ·;.\UX
file an airborne plan by calling
London Information. As they
were initially too busy to help, I
entered the cloud over Dover
Nogare
to try to gain some height. The
base was less than 2000ft and
T OLl.(! CS£
the lift inside the cumulus was
disappointing. lt was also very
wet and I could see rain pouring off my wings. Just as the lift
petered out at 4500ft, I managed to pass my details to
London and I could start my
crossing.
From overhead Dover, I
could see a new line of cumu~:!;10;;0;;;;;
~0~0~~5300
lus over France but the visibil~
lkm
ity below the inversion was not
l)
good. My glide computer told
15)
me I could make Calais , but I
was not happy with my height
considering I now had wet
route. Drawn by Steve
wings and a rather conspicuous lack of anything in the life
jacket department. I could not gain any more
height in the clouds around Dover so I had to
swallow my pride and climb an extra thousand
feet with the engine.
Thankfully the crossing was uneventful but
my first view of France was not quite what I had
expected . I looked down long after I had expected to see ground and saw only the cranes
of Calais harbour, just clearing the tops of a shallow bank of sea fog! A mile or two further inland,
Calais Airport's tower were reporting a visibility
of 6km and sure enough the fog was clear of the
field when I arrived overhead.
1 had only planned to land at Calais to clear
customs, but as I had arrived unannounced I

couldn't find anybody who was even moderately
interested. Eventually I gave the local gendarme
my details and went to pay for the landing.
The gentleman behind the arrivals' desk just
smiled inscrutably when I pointed out my ridiculously small aircraft and then wrote out a receipt
as 1 fumbled my way through my money belt.
I finally found rny francs and triumphantly
handed over the biggest note I had. After looking
up and down the glider for a second time, he just
grinned, then passed my note back saying "Keep
your money for France". A fantastic gesture, but
was it generosity or just pity?
Now I had crossed the Channel, I planned to
travel through France as quickly as possible. I
was sure Spain would offer superior soaring conditions and I wanted to maximise my time there.
The cumulous started a few kilometres south of
Calais, cloudbase rising from a rather miserable
2000ft near the coast to around 5000 by the late
afternoon.
My second day's soaring, however, came to
rather an abrupt end. As I flew round the Paris
zone, 1entered a wedge of damp sea air which
made soaring impossible and a diversion to
Rouen the only safe option.

I off!

Le Mans Airfield with the famous racing circuit beyond.

I res// ed the sdventur was
going to be the journ y and
not my a"lval
The visibility in the sea air was down to 3km
and I found the airport only thanks to my GPS .
In hindsight, I couldn't have chosen a better night
stop and once I had found the glider strip and
hangar, the members of Gral, the small gliding
club on the airport, were the perfect hosts.
Over the next few days I was to encounter a
range of weather conditions which challenged
both me and my machine.
The conditions were never classic but the perpetual variability kept me on my toes. I also realised quite quickly that the adventure was
going to be my journey and not my arrival as

A Pegasus was my escort as far as Blois on
day five.
nothing was quite as clear cut as I had imagined.
The next day's soaring was distinctly average. The sea air was still very evident but by
early afternoon it was unstable enough to produce weak thermals, despite cloudbase being
between 2·3000ft and visibility not much better
than the day before.
Progress was slow and soon after the conditions improved a little near Alencon, it went blue.
I continued south and ended up at Le Mans
Airfield, only a stones throw from the famous racing circuit.
A weak front was on the horizon and as it
passed the next day, I was forced to take a rest
day. Again, 111ad chosen well and the club members here , like Rouen , simply could not do
enough for me. During my second wet evening,
one of the instructors told me of the many
chateaux up and down the Loire Valley only
60km away and offered to keep me company if I
felt like taking in the sights.
The front had passed by the next morning but
the weather was still not fantastic as a blocking
high in central Europe was starting to wave the
front back towards us. Initially the cloudbase did
not give much confidence and the thermals were
irregular. My guide had borrowed the club's
Pegasus and told me he would go as far as Blois.
We chased each other out 50km to the southeast but the sky did not look promising and I
sensed my escort was not keen on a "cowing".
Once over the town, with a waggle of his wings,
he turned for home. I was once again on my own.
I should explain that many glider pilots have
different names for an impromptu field landing .
We tend to say , "landed out", but the French
phrase literally translates to "a cowing", a landing with the cows!
Past Blois the conditions deteriorated and the
clouds looked thicker and heavier. I found a good
cloud street over the Loire river which took me

•
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S.Z.D. 59 Acro
SZD-59 "Acro"
"The best of aerobatics and soaring performance at an affordable
price."
The SZD-59 ACRO is a dual-purpose single-seat all-composite
sailplane.
More and more glider pilots are discovering the challenge ond excitement of sailplane aerobatics, whether for competition or pure
enjoyment. Until now, however, most sailplane designs were optimized for either soaring or oerobatic performance, but not both.
Now with the SZD· 59 Auo, it is possible to hove a virtually unlim·
ited aerobatics glider and a 40:1 Standard Class sailplane in the
some oiruoh. The secret to this versatility is the Acro's Detachable
wingtips. Also possible the option with the winglets. In its full span
conligurotion, the SZD-59 has the same excellent flying qualities
and soaring performance os the legendary Standard Jontar, from
which it was derived. With its 150 litre water tank capacity and
265 km/h top speed, the Auo rivals the best standard doss
sailplanes. But with the wingtips removed (a simple 2 minute
task), the SZD-59 transforms into a 13.2 meter, lost-rolling,
"unlimited" oerobatic glider, which can perform just about any
manoeuvre you can imagine, up to +7 /-5 gs.
In either configuration, the SZD-59 is one of the smoothest, qui·
et est and best balanced sailplanes ever produced. Of course it is
JAR 22 certified (U/ Acategory) and comes standard with such
features as a five-point harness, in-flight adjustable rudder pedals,
adjustable back rest, and fully automatic control connections.
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Fly the SZD-59 Auo. lt may be the best "two" sailplanes you've
ever flown!
Foctary warranty: l 8 months.

Price Ex-works $28,930 USD for Aerobatic Mode
SZD Acro demonstrator at Lasham!

Also available
SZD 55·1 High performance with exceptional climbing characteristics
SZD Junior, single seat club sailplane. Early solo to cross-country
SZD Puchacz, two seat trainer. Used on BGA courses
Puchacz demonstrator for sale fully equipped with instruments and AMF trailer
Sailplane Trailers Available

SK 94 parachute. Price £485. Exclusive of VAT
Finance available subject to status
For further information write to:
Anglo Polish Sailplanes, 22 Woodhurst South, Ray Mead Road, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 8NZ
Tei/Fax 01628 39690 • Zenon Marczynski Tei/Fax no: 0181 893 4868/0181 755 4157
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ADVENTURES WITH A DG-400

to the first of the castles. Chateau Chambord.
Chambord is, in a word, huge! I lost count of the
endless turrets, gables and belfries. But not only
is the chateau quite formidable , so too are its
grounds; tens of thousands of acres of medieval
hunting grounds. all surrounded by a the longest
wall in France.
A few heavy spots of rain hit the canopy like
hail and over the castle it was raining quite hard.
I couldn't afford to hang around and did a quick
turn around back down the cloud street, west. I
gained a 1 OOOft fly ing towards Amboise but
broke left to find first the slightly smaller castle
at Cheverny, and then Chaumont, one of the few
chateaux set directly on the Loire river.
I have since discovered that many of the
chateaux in the reg ion have a linked history, the
ties mainly involving the royalty of the 16th century and a host of their jilted and jealous wives
and mistresses. My last chateau was probably
as involved as any in the sordid antics of the
Royals but it was also, in my opinion , the most
beautiful , Chateau Chenonceaux.
Away from the Loire I cou ld see cloud building up to the west and a cu- nim had already
reached the tropopause to the east. The clouds
to the south looked higher and drier and I spent
the rest of the afternoon ambling south towards
Le Blanc, home of the European Soaring Club.
The gliders which had been flown from Le
Blanc that day had all landed hours before and
the place looked deserted. I borrowed an old tent

from a fellow Brit and slept under my wi ng in the
corner of the field .
The forecast for the next day was much better as the front had cleared completely and a
ridge of high pressure was bu ilding. The sky
looked epic at 11 OOhrs with little puffy cumulus
all the way to the horizon , but the day proved
more difficult tha n it first appeared . Forty-five
kilometres south of Le Blanc the cumulus
stopped without warn ing - I hate blue days with
a passion!
Flying was hard work; the the rmals were not
strong and a weak inversion at between 2000
and 2500ft slowed the progress of each cl imb .
As if I didn't have enough misgiving about the
thermals. soon I had another problem , a new
band of cirrus on the horizon.
Just before St Junien things were looking
pretty desperate. I cruised over the airfield there
at 1000ft hoping the baking conc rete on the runway would give some lift. A single cumulus about
three miles away was very tempting, as was a
factory ch imney to the west, down the winding
river val ley.
Both options would be risky with little height
in hand. If they didn't work and the engine failed
it would be a certa in "cowing" for me in a very
small field. I pinned my hopes on the chimney
and arrjved even lower than I had hoped. I tentatively cruised over the top with everything
crossed, not daring to turn.
Then "boom", the vario swung round to peak •

Annual Travel Insurance
from
Roger Lark and Sedgwick

A special Insurance Policy for BGA Members
Available exclusively to Sailplane and Gliding reader , this special travel policy has been
specifically designed with the needs of Glider Pilots and P2's in mind.
With annual premium for Worldwide Gliding cov r starting from just £130we think you will
find this special policy offers exceptional afue for money.
We can also offer single

trif

travel policies for both glid ing and family holidays too. Why not
ea! now f r further details- 0181 557 2322?

Our range of special polici s h r Glider Pilots, P2's and air-experience pupils also includes:
Personal Accident Insurance from £9.95 per month - Motor Insurance with Airside coverA Breakdown Service from £24 p er y e.ar p lus £12.50 to include cover jo1· your Glider Traile1:
Further details from:

Affinity Select Ltd., Roger Lark and Sedgwick, FREEPOST, ANG 1410,
Barking, IG11 9BR • Telephone (0181) 557 2322
Aprii! May 1998
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Chateaux Chenonceaux, built on the Cher river.

Le Blanc, camping with style.
at 12001t/min. Good choice! I had been far too
low to start the engine safely anyway! After some
roughness around 280011 where the other thermals had completely stopped, I punched up to
the dizzy height of 450011. To call the wispy cloud
capping my thermal a "cumulus" would be an
gross overstatement, but it renewed my faith in
the day.
The next 3hrs was a slow grind - monotony,
interspersed with a few sweaty palm moments
in frantic searches for lilt below 1OOOft. At
Chala1s I could see the Gironde estuary and
Bordeaux to the west and after crossing the
Dordogne I decided I could final glide as far as
Marmande on the banks of the Garonne.
I landed at Marmande with a slight tailwind on
Nogaro's main hangar, complete with my
DG-400.

a perfectly manicured grass strip and rolled up
to a solitary parked glider. A group of a dozen
pilots or so arose from their comfy chairs and
came over rather startled. 11 had not been
soarable all day. Within minutes I had been
shown the caravan I could sleep in overnight and
again they found some space in the hangar for
my glider. What another fantastic welcome. I was
beginning to love the French!
The cirrus I had seen in the south was yet another front and the next two days proved very
frustrating . The conditions were so poor on the
first day, the hangar door didn't get opened . By
the second day, I was so desperate to get airborne that, with only marginally better conditions, I ended up using the engine almost all the
way to Nogaro, BOkm to the south and just north
of the Pyrenees.
Nogaro's grass runway looked very wet. Big
puddles around the buildings also confirmed that
it had rained recently. The main hangars were
locked shut and the airfield looked quite dead. I
did eventually find someone working in a side
hangar and again I was offered hangar space
and a bed in the club dormitory.
There was a flying course here which had
been weathered off for the last three days. The
students were keen to speak some English and
in return taught me the French words for thunder, lightning and storms. Thanks guys!
The next morning's forecast was for more rain
with an improvement at lunchtime, so I took the
opportunity to pick the brains of some of the in-

structors about the local conditions. They told
me that the current synoptic situation was fairly
typical and if I was to fly south to the mountains,
I could expect big clouds on the northerly facing
slopes with rain and storm activity. In complete
contrast, on the Spanish side the air would be
dry and a warm fohn wind would be blowing off
the mountains into Spain.
They also pointed out that it was very rare to
have good weather on both sides of the mountains at the same time. I had never appreciated
what a massive climatic barrier the Pyrenees
mountains are to the local weather here.
11 was looking increasingly unlikely !hall would
get to Spain as there was little change in the forecast. My heart sank; how could I cross 10 00011
mountains when the cloudbase was only
200011? I decided that Nogaro was the worst
place I could be if the present synoptic situation
was likely to persist and planned to turn back
north, to make my vacation a "Tour de France"
instead of committing to a Spanish destination.

'"A fe v minutes aft r circling
the field 1 was defeated..• '
The air dried a little and I set off after lunch
now with my "tourist head" on, all sense of my
earlier rush to press-on south had gone. Initially
the air was still cold and clammy giving a cloudbase little over 200011 and, combined with a stiff
wind, this made progress very difficult. The air
had warmed a little by the time I reached Agen
and conditions steadily improved all day as I
criss-crossed the Garonne, the Lot and the
Dordogne. heading back north.
Late in the afternoon I dropped into the Isle
valley and followed it north-east, arriving at
Perigueux just after 1800hrs. I took a long lazy
climb before the airfield and from cloudbase,
now at 500011, I thought I could probably get as
far as Brive on the edge of the Massif Central.
When I could finally see Brive, the French controller asked me to call in the circuit, but I had a
problem ; I didn't have a map of the airfield and I
couldn't work out which grass strip the gliders
were using to land. After a few minutes circling

Summer Gliding Courses
Five-day gliding courses for beginners or
those wishing to extend their experience
up to solo standard and beyond.
Situated on the edge of the Cotswolds,
with plenty of places to stay, Enstone
Airfield is easily accessible from the M40.

• Unlimited flying.
• Large, safe airfield.
• Optional use of motor glider
for circuit/landing practice.
• Friendly atmosphere.
• Course fee from £250

Come and enjoy yourself this summer at Oxfordshire's best gliding site

For more information call Dav1d Warde/1 on 01202 747176 or write to:

Enstone Eagles Gliding Club
Enstone Airfield, Church Enstone, Oxon OX? 4NP
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The power station at Agen -another low save.
the field I was defeated. Just before broadcasting my confusion , I spotted a Twin Astir !hermailing a couple of miles away. I had a cunning
plan! Even though I was tired and needed a pee,
I would wait to see where the local landed, then

e have more news from Jochen Ewald of
the world's largest glider, mentioned in the last
issue. The 30.4 metre span ETA (meaning efficiency) is being built in Germany and yes, all
those who noticed , the glide angle isn't 51 .331
That is its aspect ratio.
lt is Intended for pilots chasing records and
Hans-Werner Grosse, Erwin Muller, Hartmut
Lodes and Jan Kruger Initiated the project with
the idea of four gliders berng built, but now Bruno
Gantenbrink and Umberto Mantica have joined
th e team . We now know the designer and
co-o rdinator is Alter Herr, a former member of
the Akaflieg Braunschweig, and the construction, under the direction of R. Kickert and H. L.
Meyer, is being shared.
As it is such an innovative glider it isn't possible to borrow marw features from proven designs. Just the front o f the fuselage and the
cockpit will be very similar to Schleicher's ASH25 and the elevator rig comes from SchemppHirth. New mat e ria ls and id eas a re being
used wrth extremely stiff carbon fibre for the
wing D-box and high tension carbon fibres for
the spars. The materials will be hardened under
a pressure of 6 bar at1 30"C to allow for the enormous aspect ratio and large wing span.
To reduce elevator drag, fore and aft trim is
effected by a moving tailplane. New profiles have
been designed by a team from the Institute for
Aerodynamic Design and Research led by KariHeinz Horstmann and now joined by ClaasHinrik Rohardt. The profiles, called HOR 1 to 5,
are claimed to give improved performance as
well as good and safe handling qualities.
The ETA is designed for a maximum take-off
weight of 920kg, but will be certified at 850kg,
the weight limit of the JAR motor glider certification base. The higher weight might be used for
Aprii!May 1998

follow him in. I was sure he wouldn't be up long
as the day was all but over. An hour later I was
tired, hungry and now really needed to land.
The Astir finally had enough and we glid off
over the city together in the setting sun and al-

most landed in formation. Once again, I did not
want for anything that night. The students and
club members were wonderful hosts and
laughed heartily on hearing my story of the Astir.
Guy continues his journey in the next issue.

record flights with a permit to fly, or if the JAR
limits are Increased.
While the glider is being designed for record
breaking pilots. R. Kickert can't at this stage have
any idea of its possible performance, though at
this size it has every chance of out performing
today's Open Class gliders.
The moulds are being built and it should be
ready to fly before the end of the century.
The technical data is compared with the
Austria, until now the largest glider ever built and

being flown by Robert Kronfeld when it broke up
in cloud in 1932 leaving him to parachute to
safety.

a

ETA
Span (m)
Length (m)
Wing Area (m)
Aspect ratio
Empty weight (kg)
AUW (kg)

Ku-4
30.84m
9.75
18.53
51.33
600
690-920

Austria
30m
9
35
25.7
392
482

a

EBBO
The
Investment
ofyour
Life!

A Paradm te design ed to p rovide a safe exit am.! low speed descent to even the
heaviest of pilots yet occupying minimum cockpit space and providing long
duratio n comfort. Your life is too valuable to tmst to an inferior J esign.
PERFORMAJ'I/CE DATA

Max. ope rational height : l O,OOOft
Max . deployme nt speeJ : ISO knots
Operational life now exte nllecl to 15 years.

Weight of assembly: 141b
Rate of descent at 2551b : 17.7ft/ s

Irvin Aerospace Li01ited
leknield Way, Lt:tchwon h , Hc:nfonh hire
t>r-<:u llrit,tin, SG6 I
Tc:olcphune: U:tdl\vorth 01 4 t2-l82(l()O
Fac. )mile: 0 1 162- 8 l 007
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IAN STRACHAN

THE
MDENCE,
M'LUD
lan reports on GPS accuracy
test results

I,

tho '"'"' So"'h Altiooo ""''"'''· "m'

pilots were recorded as turning ten metres short,
and at the World Champions at St Auban last
year some pilots failed to be recorded across a
startline which was 6km long.
Although piloting factors will have contributed ,
so might the use of GPS record ing . You may
think "GPS will see me all right" but as you don't
have to do anything to get a GPS fix, there is no
motivation to do something special like point a
wingtip at the TP or start point, unlike photogra·
phy. So, some hard evidence on GPS perfor·
mance and accuracy may be of interest.
The IGC GPS Flight Recorder Approval
Committee (GFAC) , to which I was "volunteered"
(in other words, "suckered in"), keeps the results
of accuracy tests which started in 1995. Tests
are made from a car which turns at a right angle
at an accurately surveyed crossroads. Then the
point of turn on the GPS recording is compared
to the true position of the crossroads, using the
standard IGC data file format.
Unlike static testing , th is takes into account
the dead reckoning and averaging algorithms
built in to GPS boards, in order to simulate airborne movement. lihese results are periodically
reported to IGC and also on the Internet soaring
newsgroup (r.a.s.) , and for analysis buffs are
available as an Excel spreadsheet from
ian @ukiws.demon.co.uk. The results are not en·
tirely academic as they can affect your tactics in
ensuring that you are credited with presence in
an Observation Zone (OZ).
Airborne results with the antenn a in a good
position can be expected to be better, but exact
measurement from the air isn't possible without
military range faci lities. These figures are with
reference to the surveyed point on the ground.
However, if you have a recorder which will be
used for flight validation and has a cockpit read·
out with the TP or OZ accurately entered, any
variations of fix accuracy will automatically be
compensated in the cockpit read-out.
For instance, if at the time of reachi ng a TP
the fix accuracy is 50m at 090° with respect to
the point on the ground, this will also be reflected
in the cockpit read-out which will show "at the
TP" when actually at a ground position of 50m at
090°. On analysing the fl ight data file after the
flight, this will also show "at the TP ", not 50m
out. lt is self compensating, but only if you have
a cockpit read-out with respect to the TP or OZ
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from the same GPS which will be used later for
flight validation.
Problems arise if the TP co-ordinates are not
accurately entered (or were listed wrongly, like
Burbage .. .), the recorde r is set to the wrong
geodetic datum, or if the lat!long grid on the map
used for plotting the TP co-ordinates is inaccu·
rate. For IGC flights, recorders should be set to
the WGS84 International Geodetic Datum (IGC
rule, 1996), and to avoid datum errors, TPs
should be in lat!longs calculated with respect to
the WGS84 Datum . Fortunately , BGA TP
tat/longs were changed to WGS84 in the 1997
list. A less than accurate lat/long grid exists in
some areas of world mapping, but this is being
slowly corrected by national mapping authori·
ties. In the UK the Ordnance Survey tells me that
grid accuracy should! be to better than 8m with
respect to ground features.
If you use a recorder without a cockpit readout for the TP or observation zone, you will not
know whether the fi x accuracy is 1m, 1OOm or
250m when the TP or OZ is reached . You will
have to decide how far to penetrate the OZ to
allow for this. If a different GPS (such as a hand·
held) is used as a cockpit read-out, the US DaDimposed selective availability error should be
similar for both, but other factors will cause the
results not to be identical.
With a very small zone penetration it is entirely possible that one GPS will indicate "in
zone" and the other, "not in zone". 11 is vital that
the "in zone" one is used later for flight valida·
lion. In the GFAC tests, up to four different units
were in the car at any one time, and results are
normally in the same general direction but certainly not identical. After all , different receiver/an·
tenna combinations will lock on to different
numbers of satellites.
Also, as well as accuracy considerations, a
short time interval between fixes will help, and
many recorders have a button press for anumber of rap id fixes, others giving automatic quick
fixing at TPs . The minimum re q uirement
is either one valid fi x in the zone , or a straight
line joining two adjacent valid fixes must pass
through the zone . Unlike photos, there is no
scope for subjective judgment. Cutting it too fine
could cost you the TP!
The overall test results (Table 1) indicate that
to allow for the "worst case" , you should pene·
Irate the zone by more than 248m . For a 99%
chance (Table 2), penetrate by more than 184m,
130 m for 95% and so forth . Table 3 shows the

THE SCOTTISH GLIDING CENTRE
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TABLE 1
GPS Accuracy Summary
Sample size
1346

Overall
Worst result (a Series RX)
Single Channel Series RX
11 / 12 Channel Parallel RX, average
11 /12 Channel worst result

1

183
425
1

Av Accuracy (m)
51.5
246
78.1
39.3
170

Notes: RX = Receiver. Parallel systems can receive signals from
diHerent satellites at the same t1me , series systems scan from one
satellite to another. 'Average' is the arithmetical mean. Figures are
from 11 models of recorder from 7 manufacturers. They use 8 types of
G PS board and a total of 23 individual reco rders have been involved.

TABLE 2
Fix Accuracy Probability, all Recorders
Probabilily,
Of being
Av within
percent
within (m)
sample (m)
99.9
227
51.4
99.5
194
50.7
99
184
50.1
130
45.8
95
~
00
4~2
80
68
37.5
70
56
33.9
60
49
30.8
42
27.9
50
Example: There is a 90% cl1ance of being wilhin 98m, and
within the 90% sample (ie, discarding the 10% of results
which are worse than 98 m). the average is 42.2 rn.

TABLE 3
Fix Accuracy Probability, Recorders with 11112 Channel GPS
Probability,
Of being
Av within
within (m)
sample (rn)
percent

MS

1~

m2

99.5
99
95

144
126
74

38.8
38.3
36.2

~

~

~.5

80

54

31.6

m

~

~. 9

60

40

26.5

~

~

~~

Example: Ther e is a 90% chance of being within 63m and within the
90% sample (ie, discarding the 10% of results which are worse than
63m), lhe average is 34.5m.
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enhanced accuracy of the newer 11 and 12
channel GPS boards.The diagram above shows
that an additional root 2 factor applies if the glider
is aimed exactly at the TP and central to the zone
(the same diagram used by Julian West in his
article in the April1996 , issue, p86) .
Multiplying by 1.414 gives 351 m for the worst
case, 260m for a 99% chance of being recorded
in the zone, 184m for 95%, and so on. Of course,
in the air such exact figures are meaningless,
but they do help to understand the scale of the
problem. The diagram is for a 90° TP zone, but
the error ci rcle can be applied to other shapes
such as a startline, beer barrel and thistle.
The moral · understand both the advantages
and the limitations of GPS, apply this to the setup in your glider and may all your starts and TPs
i:l
be good ones!
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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much more convenient and comfortable than
having to expend' over years real effort and
sweat.
I don't want to sound xenophobic but I wasn't
surprised to note the nations from which the
founding meeting delegates arrived. One could
always put up a convincing case for continental
Europe being the heart of trendy madness.
The fact that the UK wasn't represented can
be interpreted, one hopes, as evidence not that
the RAeC doesn't have the money but that it has
more sense.

How much space do you
need?

Can you believe the
world of make-believe?

I

c.ad it oc p60 of !he '"' S&G ' " ' immediately fli pped back to the impressive cover to
check the date. Yes, it was the February/March
issue, not April's, and my leg wasn't being pulled.
This wasn't a spoof, this was real and we're all
to welcome the birth of a new air "sport".
The FAI really is to lend its muscle to develop
rules for simulated flying and to encou rage the
formation, within its national member organisations, of simulated flying groups.
Do I have to conclude re luctantly and at an
age of three score years and more that the world
has gone finally, irrevocably, and completely
mad?
Did the the FAI really invite delegates from
around the world to a meeting in Paris in
December to discuss the proper formulation, encouragement and development of this "sport"?
Did the representatives of Germany, Italy ,
Spain and the host nation, France, travel to it in
simulated aerop lanes, imaginary trains and
make-believ e c a rs driving along pretended
motorways? Did the delegates , when they
arrived, prove to be real people or only images?
Did the organisation whose remit is to encourage, monitor and record aeronautical achievement and aeronautical sports , the triumph of
human spirit, inventiveness and endeavour over
gravity, really th ink it has any business encouraging anyone to sit in a darkened room before a
VDU and manipulating something called a
mouse or, laughably, a joystick?
it would make as much sense to have simulated athletics, then on e could s trive to b e
selected for simulated Olympics. lt would be so
Aprii/May 1998

I read Derek Abbey's narrative "In Pursuit of the
Seaside Trophy" in the last issue, p12, with great
interest and enjoyment because it strengthened
in me the growing conviction that two-up is the
most enjoyable way to fly cross-country - and
because, looking as well as ever, was my club's
old Blanik, G-ATRA, in which I logged hundreds
of flights in my early gliding years.
The Ulster GC bought the aircraft brand new
in the 1960s at some ridiculous sounding price
like £2400. Ironically, we sold it in July 1978 only
because we had moved to seaside Bellaren a
and feared saline corrosion. Yet here was Derek,
with his co-pilot Doug Sadler, deliberately seeking the briny and flying seaward in it again .
But over here, Derek's comment "We found a
suitable field. Just the right size, nice and level and
on the cliff top" will be greeted with near derision.
For his picture shows a vast expanse of stubble disappearing into infinity - big even by
English standards and the kind of prairie which
only East Anglia and hedge-hating EU agricultural hand-outs in combination can provide.
Just the right size , Derek? You should see
some of the fields which make every cross-country flight an adventure over here . Bring G-ATRA
back for a holiday safari (she knows the way and
will be very welcome) and get some real field
landings in.

Cold comfort
As glider pilots we're generally all in favou r of more
meaningful information in the TV weather forecasts, particularly fuller use of synoptic charts.

But one has to question what it all means to
the viewing public at large.
My oldest daughter, Tamzin, works for a charity concerned with the resettlement at home of
the recently hospitalised elderly. During a freezing spell in January she was leaving the home
of a very frail client.
The old lady was extremely solicitous and
bade her to be cautious.
"Drive very care fully. The forecaster on the
telly said there' II be lots of them nasty icybars on
the roads today," she said .
~

MINI VARIO
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

$169
(£109)

us

Dollars
only

World's Smallest Vario!
• Clips to cap , shoulder strap or
glasses near pilof s ear
• 200 hours battery life
• 0-6m/ sec range
• Fast response and very sensitive
in light lift
• No tubing required
• 2 year guarantee
• Size 4cm x 4cm

MALLETTEC
PO Box 15756. Santa Ana, CA 92735
71 4-966-1240 • Fax 7 14-757-16 10
E-maii: mmaiiett@aol.com

Call for a brochure!

Cambridge Gliding Club offers you . ..
• A Discus, Pegasus, Astir, and two Juniors. And, choice of two seaters:
K2 1, Grob 103, Puchacz, and, forfun, a T21 .
• Three huge runways in the middle of great soaring country, with very
few airspace restrictions.
•

Personally tailored courses- call us and ask how we can help.

• Flying 7 days every week.
Located 10 miles SW of Cambridge, off the 81046, midway between
Little Gransden and Longstowe. Phone 01767 677 077
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FROM THE BGA CHAIRMAN

Dick Dixon reports on the Executive Committee's
latest efforts to ensure the BGA gives members the
very best service
Every organisation has a need , and indeed a
duty, periodically to review its structure and
terms of reference if it is to continue to carry out
its role efficiently, and to deliver the type of
product or service which its customers or
members expect of it.
The BGA is no exception to this rule. Your
Executive Committee has resolved to carry out
a far reaching review of its operations and the
services it delivers to its members.
To this end on January 29 the Executive met
in London for an all day strategic planning session . Our objective was to analyse the current
activities of the BGA and to identify those areas
on which it should be concentrating over the

NEW EDITOR FOR S&G

next 12 to 24 months and which will be of
greatest benefit to the gliding movement as a
whole.
We started with a brainstorming session to
decide on the most significant aspects of our
operations and those activities which will have
the maximum impact on the welfare of our
clubs and membership as we approach the
millennium. We wrote headings on a flip chart,
then arranged them into two groups - 1.
Constitution, Organisation and Service and 2.
BGA/Membership interface, Communication,
and Marketing and Development of the gliding
movement.
The meeting divided into two "breakaway
To contact Le to discuss the AugustSeptember issue. tel/lax 01798 874831, e-mail
le@ blot.co.uk

NEW BRONZE PAPERS
The BGA Instructors' Committee have prepared
a new set of Bronze papers, mainly due to Ron
Smith's hard work. They have been distributed
to your CFIIor immediate use. There are
additional sections referring to the use of radio
and a new section on navigation, reflecting the
changing environment in which we fly. We have
also issued answers this time!
To help you prepare we have issued the
"Contuser''. Here you will find all the questions
listed in one book. A second book gives all the
answers. With no past papers available candidates found it difficult to know what the questions were like. Now you have no excuse. All
you have to do it learn all the answers.
Chris Pullen, Instructors' Committee chairman
We are pleased to announce that Le Forbes will
be the editor of S&G from June 1 with AugustSeptember being her first issue.
Le, who is 27 years-old , flies from
Southdown GC though she has tried out eight
other sites. She admits her gliding experience
is somewhat unconventional- she has acquired
nearly 36hrs from 63 launches thanks to crosscountries and ridge bashing.
"I suppose" she says "I'd rather be presented
where I belong - underneath the fuselage with a
roll of wing tape in my mouth. The most important thing I do in gliding is crew (devotedly, of
course) for Les, who flies an LS-3A."
Le's partner, Les Blows, will also be involved
with S&G so we are really getting two editors
for the price of one! They enjoy expeditions and
you wiH no doubt be seeing them around the
gliding clubs this season.
Le is also well up in BGA matters as she is
responsible for feeding the BGA's Internet site.
Her other interests include crosswords,
stitching tapestry. walking, reading and fishing.
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AIR LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS
Thirty-live flying scholarships are being
awarded by the Air League Educational T rust to
British citizens living in the UK who will be over
17 and under 22 on June 30. The winner will
have up to 15hrs flying instruction during the
spring and summer ol1999.
Selection will be based on a formal application by June 30, with those shortlisted having
aptitude and medical tests and an interview at
RAF Cranwell in August/September.
Application forms are from The Secretary,
The Air League Educational Trust, Broadway
House, Tothill SI, London SW1H 9NS, tel
0171222 8463, lax 0171222 8462, e-mail
airleague@ compuserve.com

FAI SPORTING CODE
The 1998 edition of the general section of the
FAI Sporting Code has been published and can
be consulted on the FAI web site at:
http://www.fai.org/-fai/sporting_code/scg.html

groups", each with the objective of carefully
analysing its own topics and reporting back to
the plenary session with ideas, recommendations and time scales for action.
As a result of the findings we have established two task forces whose objective will be to
drive the initiatives forward, and draw up action
plans in order to achieve the various objectives.
The Executive has resolved that the task
forces will need to eo-opt representatives from
clubs involving various specialists to ensure our
ideas really are relevant to current needs.
This will mean that professional help is
available when appropriate. In this way we will
be working to reverse the current trend of
declining membership and to provide guidance
and support to gliding clubs in a project to
revitalise our sport.
We have given the initiative the title of
"Project 2000" and despite the enormous
amount of effort which will be demanded from
all those involved, I am confident the proposed
action will re-locus the BGA and help to ensure
that it will deliver the service which our members rightly expect from us.

BGA 1000 CLUB LOTIERY
The January draw results are: First prize- R.
Q. Barrel! (£49.25) with the runners-up- A. D.
Mattin, W. Gordon, S. J. Hill, Or D. Symon and
M. J. Woodridge- each winning £9.85.
February: First prize- H. S. Henderson
(£48.50) with the runners-up- R. H. Hanna, D.
Jones, N. G. Oultram, Or D. Symon and B.
EJiiott- each winning £9.70.

OBITUARY
CHARLES WINGFIELD
Charles Winglield died, aged 80, on February 1
whilst on a fishing trip to Tierra del Fuego. He
was born in North Wales but lived at Onslow
near Shrewsbury on the estate owned by his
family since 1753.
From Eton he went up to Trinity College,
Cambridge where it seems he concentrated
mainly on flying . He joined the Midland GC in
1936, gained his A, B and C in 1937 and Silver
badge No. 53 in 1939. Commissioned in the
army, he served in France on the Magi not Line,
at Dunkirk and in Africa. He applied unsuccessfully to become a glider pilot in the Airborne
Landing Division. Demobilised in 1946 he
returned to farm, ski and glide.
In 1946 Charles became chairman of the
Midland GC, serving for four years. In July
1946, in his Slingsby Kirby Kite "Gracias"
(hidden during the war from officialdom) he flew
147 miles to Redh ill , a worthy flight in such a
glider. In July 1947 he completed the second
British Gold badge flying 216 miles from
Wichita Falls to Buffalo Lake, competing in an
Olympia in the US Nationals. This flight gained
him the British distance record. Three days
later he set a new British goal and return record
at 147 miles (again) ,flying the Olympia from
Wichita Falls and Quanah and back.
Selected for the 1948 World Gliding
Championships' British team he travelled but
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS
In this issue Roger Coote, BGA development officer,
concentrates on "Planning to get the message across"

Planning permissions for flying sites are never
easy to obtain. The application always requires
careful thought and preparation and frequently
needs appropriate consultations with local
planning officers before approval is granted.
We have a "plan-led system" and the decisions made by local authorities are largely
determined by a development plan which has
already been the subject of consultation and
negotiation. Each local authority operates
under a development plan which is structured
at two levels:• County structure plan.
• District local plan.
If either plan contains policies which preclude or inhibit flying activities, then the job of
obtaining planning consent for gliding is made

much more difficult. Some county structure
plans contain policies which state that planning
permissions for new airfields will not be granted
because 1! is county council policy to relocate
all flying activities to the nearest airport. Others
consider gliding under the group heading of
"no1sy sports". In such circumstances, an
individual gliding club's application for a new
flying site is already at a disadvantage.
On the other hand, if the development plan
contains a policy to "support flying activity in
appropriate locations", the gliding club has a
head start and a much better chance of success.
For three years now the BGA and GAAC
have been working to ensure that our views are
properly represented when each county struc-

did not fly being ill with sinusitis. This complaint
was the cause of his giving up gliding in 1952.
He took to hunting, becoming joint master of
the South Shropshire Hunt, but after a bad fall
in 1957 did not hunt again until 1982.
Resuming gliding in the late 1970s, he gained
his Diamond height from the Mynd where he
syndicated in a Dart ~ 7 and later in a turbo
Ventus. In February 1982 he went to Waikerie
seeking his third Diamond. By chance I was
there for the middle week of his stay and helped
him load the LS-4 with water. "They (the
Aussies) seem to think it helps" he mused and
then flew his 500km. The Aussies smiled at his
eccentricity (especially his 11 0 mile taxi trip from
Adelaide) but were impressed by his soaring.
Charles's other interests include music,

skiing and country sports. He was a serious
gardener, journeying to remote parts of the
world in search of rare trees and shrubs. He
was High Sheriff of Shropshire for 1953 and
was for many years a JP, eventually becoming
chairman of the mid-Shropshire Bench.
He had restored his father's 1903 Argyll car
and had competed in it in the London-Brighton
run. Arriving at the Mynd in the Argyll he looked
every inch the Edwardian motorist, but he
looked equally at home in his Ventus which he
sometimes towed to the launch point behind the
Argyll.
In 1956 Charles married Maxine MeigharLovett They had three children, Helen, Elisabeth
and John. Charles will be much missed.
Keith Mansell

This is a hook that covers olot of territory

lure plan comes up for review. The five yearly
window of opportunity for changes to planning
policies has been used to full advantage by
Anna Bloomfield, a chartered town planner and
GAAC's planning co-ordinator. Anna has now
completed representations on behalf of general
aviation to 23 county structure plan reviews and
is embarking on a programme to adopt a similar
approach at district local plan level.
All this has been tedious and thankless work,
but at last there are indications that the message is getting across. The latest county
structure plan for review contains a draft policy
stating:"Development of small scale business
aviation or recreational flying at existing
airfields or the development of new airfields for
such purposes, may be permilled provided
there are no significant adverse impacts on the
local environment and the amenity of local
residents."
That might not sound very exciting, but after
three years' slog that is progress! To quote the
national coach, "it's not what you tell Bloggs,
it's what he remembers that matters".

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.
Name
542
Simpson. F!obert

Club
Bristol & Glos

1.11

DIAMOND GOAL
No.
Name
2/2591 Bland, Malcolm
2/2592 McKillen. Alan

Club
London
Ulster

8.8
8.10

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
311420 Lowe. Peter
3/ 142 1 Fogden. David
311422 Lamb, Danny
311423 Simpson. Aobert
3/ 1424 Ockleton. Dave
3/ 1425 Render, T ina
311426 Brooker. Stephen
3/1427 Aott-Jarrett , Michael
3/1428 Lee. Geoffrey

Club
Staffordshire
Booker
'Book er
Bristol & Glos
Wyvern
Lasham
Lasham
La sham
Lash am

17.10
3.10
3. 10
1. 11
23.10
5. 10
12.1 0
3.10
3. 10

1997

1997

1997

£16.00 inclusive

"Stalking the Mountain Wove" is obook of souring aviation history and politics, of geology, meteorology, and aviation medicine,
of great campfire tales and a little poetry, and piloting technique in making use of a unique phenomenon of nature -the
awesome and powerful mountain wove wind that often sets up in the lee of the Rocky Mountains in Alberta when osouthwester
comes blowing in oil the way from the Pacific Ocean.
To powered croft, the mountain wove is often olillle understood danger to be avoided ot oil costs, but to sailplane pilots it is o
source of immense energy thot con provide no less than ofree ride into the stratosphere to those who both understand and
respect the strength of this wind and accept its challenge.
Ursulo Wiese, who wrote and compiled this book, is ohistorian for Alberta and Canadian glider pilots and a respected
pilot in her own right. She holds several Canadian souring records and earned the first Diamond Badge in Canada to be
held by owoman.

BRI I HG IDI GASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list
Aprii! May 1998

Telephone 0116 2531051
(MASTERCARD/VISA accepted)
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3/ 1429 McVey, Geollrey
3/ 1430 Sinden, Bob
GOLD BADGE
No.
Name
2012
Whiting, John
2073
Simpson, Robert
2014
Ockleton, Dave
2015
Nash-Wortham,
Michael
2016
Short, David
2017
Prossor, James
2018
Thorne. Mike
GOLD HEIGHT
Name
Whiting, Tessa
Whrling, John

Lasham
Backer

3. 10
3. 10

Club
Shenington
Bristol & Glos
Wyvern

1997
2.10
1.11
23.10

Lasham
Deeside
Wrekin

3.10
22.8
14.9

Bath, Wilts &
N Dorsel

21 .10

Club
Shenington
Shenington

1997
5.10
2.10

Lm•-1e. Peter
Sirnpson, Robert
Porter, John
Dent, Leonard

Crawford. George
Sermanni, Charles
Ocklelon, Dave
Burnell, Michael
Nash-Wortham, Michael
Render, Tina
Segal, Tony
Brooker, Stephen
McVey, Geoffrey
Nisbot, David
Short, David

Prossor. James

Stallordshire
Bristol & Glos
Backer
Midland
(in USA)
Oxford
SGU
Wyvern
Deeside
Lasham
Lasham
Lasham
Lasham
Lasham
Oxford
Deeside
(In USA)
Wrekin

17.10
1.11
3.10
7.8
1.1 0
9.9
23.10
5. 10
3.10
5.10
8.10
12.10
3.10
10.10
22.8
14.9

Northern, Jo hn
Johnstone, Donald
Thorne, Mike

Kent
Fen land
Balh, Wilts&
N. Dorset
(in New Zealand)

29.9
12.10
21 .10

GOLD DISTANCE
Name
Bradbury, John •
Ocklelon, Dave
Bland, Malcolm
Pressor, James

Club
1997
Portsmouth Naval15.8
Wyvern
15,8
8.10
London
Wrekin
27.7

SILVER BADGE
Name
No.
10 362 Fidler, David
10 363 Mann, Graham

Club
Cranwell
Deeside

199 7
14.8
22. 12.89

UK CROSS-COUNTRY DIPLOMA

Part 1

BRIAN WEARE - AERO
ALL TYPES OF GLIDER AND MOTOR GLIDER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. FROM SMALL TO THE
LARGE INSURANCE REPAIR. REFABRICATING OF
TUGS. VINTAGE GLIDER AND AIRCRAFT
RESTORATIONS.
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON EX14 ORA

Phone:
Works (01404) 891338
Home (01404) 41041

Name
Watson. Andrew
Woolcock, Stephen
Babic, Rad
Crawshaw, Sluart

Club
Cambridge
Cambridge
Bicester
Cambridge

1997
7.8
16.8
21 .7
9.8

Club
Cambridge

1997
9.8

Part2
Name
Crawshaw, Stuart

ALPS DEFENCE APPEAL
The following donations were received by the BGA
after December 18:- K. Stephenson, G. Corbett, N.
Clements, Shropshire Soaring Group. R. Dann, Mr &
Mrs E. A Coles , N. Hackett, Lakes GC , B. Zijp, N.
Clements, J. Trenchard, Sackville GC, D . Steed. I.
Harding, Maple Group, M. C. Costin, Cornish Gliding
& Flying Club, Mrs & Mrs M . Segal, A Clifford, R.
Nichols, The Soaring Centre, H. Middleton, Bath Wilts
& North Dorset GC, C . Barnfather, Ulster GC. M.
Heneghan and Or A E. & Mrs S . M. Gee.

a

eottiO;'ate

Official CAA VFR Charts

A\/AIL

GPS Compatible
with WGS 84 Datum

ICAO 1:500,000 Chart Series
Southern England & Wales - Edition 24 -Available NOW
Northern England & Northern Ireland Edition 21 -Available NOW

Topographical Air Charts of the
United Kingdom 1:250,000 (New Series) •
England South Central England & WalesWest & South Wales England East -

Edition
Edition
Edition
Edition

2
2
1
1

-Available
- Available
- Available
- Available

NOW
End April
NOW
NOW

Charts Available From Westward igital Ltd (01242 235151)
Also the usual Stocki
an Flying Clubs

EDJOHNSTON
~/OIOELSSOHN,..,..,

~~
<_,.SALES,-

Ratings
AndUK
Weather
Nice theory, shame about rea/life

Some of you may even have read my article
on the rating system (June 1997 issue, p164) to
the end. Well I did. Anyway, at the end I said that
the system didn't really work because the scoring system doesn't compare good competitions
with bad ones very well. I was right.
Having run through several years of scores,
tweeking numbers and generally getting good
results , this year I hit the brick wall. Actually I
(along with large numbers of fellow competitors)
hit fields not very far from Syerston. At the same
time (or at least the same year) large proportions of competitors were racing round the south
centred on Lasham.
The system , based on the proportion of win ner's points, also relies upon the scoring system
giving consistent results across all competitions,
irrespective of the weather. This year it failed to
do so in competitions whe re the calib re of the
field was pretty consistent. Pilots coming in the
low 30s of the Standard Class were rated the
same as around 1Oth in the 15 Metre Class. Not
quite right.

The operation was a failure but the
patient survived
We then spent some time looking at ways ot
correcting the problem. However, any complicated system for compensating for the scoring
system being wrong would also "compensate"
for when the scoring system was right , accurately comparing a good field with a poor on e.
So we gave up.
But we didn't give up entirely. We still need a
better way to cater for the new Championships
and rate Regionals more on quality than on size.

So rather than throwing it all out, we kept all that
but changed the pilot's rating score to be based
on the pilot's position rather than the pilot's score.
Literally one line of code. This way it stays simple(ish) and stays closer to what we are used to.
Two other minorchangeswere added. You can't
get a negative effect on your rating from a bad
competition, and the size of benefit you get from
second or third good performances is reduced.

The proof of the pudding
The fi nal results of the top 200 places have
been drawn up with the pilot's priority and promotion positions for comparison . (For a copy either contact the BGA or find them on the BGA
web site , http://www.gliding.co.uk) There are
some significant differences in position. Mostly
these are due to:• Good performance in more than one competition improving a pilot's position. (For example,
Tim Scott and Russell Cheetham.)
• Members of the World team getting middle
order places and not good Nationals places.
• Changed priority of competitions . (18 Metre
goes down, Club Class comes up.)
For guidance, I expect the top 100 to be likely
to get into the 15 Metre or Standard Classes .
Generally speaking, th is makes the list look
pretty fai r to me, being close enough to the current list to make sense but better able to accommodate all types.
I am very pleased that the anomaly showed
up before, not after, we started using it. Unless
we have missed a huge anomaly, it will be
used to rate this year's competitions , so if you
see any please let me know soon . Also included
on the web site and from the BGA office, as
well as being printed in the Competitions'
Handbook, are the definitive rules for creating
the list. Again any comme nts will be gratefully
received, either through the BGA office or at
EdJohnston@ Compuserve .corn.
Finally thanks very much to everyone who has
participated in getting the rating system to this
point. lt has been five or six years since I started
looking at this and I really appreciate the input
from everyone who put up with me reminding
them of this sad fact. The next job is to look at the
scoring system. We need to fix this anomaly because it distorts competition results, putting too
much value on the days we would rathe r forget.
i2
But that is for another day. Year. Decade.

GLC»B~L

POSITIONING
SV'STEI4S
SKYFORCE SKYMAP 11.....................£
SKYFORCE TRACKER 11 .................£
SKYFORCE LOCATOR ...................£
SKYFORCE LOGGER .......................£

8SO
S9S
12S
17S

GARMIN GPS 38 .................................£ 109
GARMIN GPS 12 .................................£ 139
GARMIN GPS 12XL ............................£ 18S
GARMIN GPS 89 ................................£ 24S
GARMIN GPS 90 ................................. £ 32S
GARMIN GPS 9SAVD .......................£ 299
GARMIN GPS 95XL... .........................£ 48S
NEW- GARMIN GPSIII. ..................£ 329
NEW- GARMIN GPSIII PILOT .....£ 43S
(all other GARMIN models & accessories available)
MAGELLAN MERIDIAN XL. ...........£ I SS
MAGELLAN EC-1 OX with GPS ......£ 82S

TRANSCEIVERS
&RECEIVERS
NETSET PRO 63 receiver .................£
NETSET PRO 60 receiver .................£
ICOM IC-A3E transceiver ..................£
ICOM IC-A22E transceiver ................£
ICOM A200 Panel Mount ..................£
NARCO COM 810+ Panel Mounted ........£

I 09
139
26S
308
649
979

TRANSPONDERS
GARMIN GTX 320 LIGHTWEIGHT & low
power consumption TRANSPONDER ....£ 699
NARCO ATI SO .................................... £ 77S

SPORTAVIA SOARING CENTRE, TOCUMWAL
WORlD CLASS GliDING- THE BEST!
Now oHering Power Flight Training up to

+ Muhi-Engine Instrument Training anJ Outback Tours

+

Situated on the beautiful Murroy River with large open •pace• for •ale
X·country flights. Personal achievements are daily events and National & World
record• are regularly achieved. Over 25 modern, well maintained sailplane< to
moose from. We also have available a Nimbu• 40M for X·cDQntry flying with
lngo Renner, 4 limes World Champion. The on·field accommodation, restaurant
ond bar facilities surrounded by lawns, gardens and swimming paol complete
the picture foro perle<l gliding holiday with a friendly wekorning atmosphere.
VERY ATTRACTIVE OFF SEASON PRICES FOR FLYING ANO ACCOMMODAnON
For further information please contact us

SPORTAYIA SOARING CENTRE
PO Box 78, TOCUMWAL 2714, NSW, Australia

Aprii! May 1998

Phone 61 (03) 5874 2063
Fox 6! (03) 5874 2705
E-mail sprtavia@tobram.nel.au

hnp:// ou•wings.cobram.net.ou
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Copy and photographs for the JuneJuly i sue of S&G should be ent to
the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CB1 4NH tel 01223
247725 fax 01223 413793, to arrive
not later than April14. Or send -mail
gb .sandg@vlrgln.net

GILLIAN BRYCE-SMITH February 11

Clive Stainer, departing CFI of Buckminster GC after more than three years, being presented
with a "certificate of excellence" and a tankard by a group of the Wednesday "wrinklies".

AQUILA (Hinton In The Hedges)
For the first time we are running weekly aerotow
courses to give maximum flying at a price competitive with winch courses, aimed at newcomers as well giving post-soio boosters.
Our second tug should be in service by April,
thanks to generous funding by the Foundation
for Sport and the Arts.
The private fleet continues to grow and to increase use of the club fleet we have introduced
the option of a single payment for unlimited flying -but the ASW-19 is still under used.
M. P. E.
BANNERDOWN (RAF Keevil)
At the end of 1997 we were busy training with
Martin Simpson, Pete Shaw and Ken Bryer going
solo and Shaun Wickham resoloing . All the gliders flew on New Year's Day with 5000ft wave.
At our AGM Arthur Huskie became deputy
chairman.
Although launches were down our finances
are sound and we have had an accident free
year. Trophies went to Ritchie Arnall , Rick
Fretwell and Chris Wailer. Chris's was for his
work on club aircraft and our LPG project on
which "Builder" Brian also did much hard work.
Our K-8 has been refurbished .
D. C. F.
BATH, WILTS & NORTH DORSET (The Park)
There is much activity in the workshop getting
ready for the season. Our Pawnee is back from
a protracted and expensive C of A . Our much
loved K-6E we have owned for 25 years is having its fuselage repainted.
We have had a few wave and ridge days and
a large expedition is going to Sutton Bank. We
have plans for several club gliding weeks.
J . L.
BICESTER (RAFGSA)
The year started unusually well with either wave
or thermal soaring during the first three weekends in January. We have planned 49 midweek
courses. Visitors are welcome as usual - office
phone 01869 252493 and clubhouse phone
01869 243030.
Please may we remind BGA course candi dates to deal directly with the BGA office.
P.S.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
Derrick Eckley resigned as chairman at the AGM
in December and was made a life president in
recognition of his work establishing and running
the club. New committee members are Martin
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

Brockinton (chairman) ; John Clark (secretary);
Don Gosden (treasurer); John Rogers (technical officer) with the rest of the committee reelected.
After a false start last year, we are buying the
airfield and tugging operation from Derrick
Eckley. We envisage a seamless change-over
and will continue to welcome visitors.
The last weekend of January saw our first
good flying of 1998 with NE wave. lvor Shattock
topped out at over 16 OOOft, closely followed by
Mike Tomlinson at over 15 OOOft for Gold height.
Keith Richards's Falke has flown after being
re-covered during the winter.
J. C.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)

From February 26 we have another airspace improvement; 3000ft asl over the airfield at last. If
visiting us by air please look at the airspace chart
carefully as we are now operating qu1te close to
some easterly bound Heathrow traffic.
Entries to our free Regionals, held from July
18-26, can be made via our web site at
http :// hom epages. n ild ram .eo. u k/ -booke rgc/
and then via the "Competition Diary" heading.
Two of our most experienced competition pilots, Dave Watt and Alister Kay, are organising
a comprehensive self-help scheme to improve
member's cross-country and competition performances .
Their general aim is to act as a catalyst to assist members to fly faster, whether they want to
cover bigger tasks or win races. They hope to
enlist the help of other experienced Nationals
pilots, such as Tim Scott.
They aim to help members to get the most out
of each flight, task and day. There will be classroom training seasons followed by coaching, including using the Duo-Discus.

Booker GC's fleet with the members who got up early to get the aircraft ready for Paul Melior to
take the photograph.

R. N.
BORDERS (Galewood)

Three of our full Cat instructors spent a weekend learning aerobatics in the K-21 with Dietmar
Poll . The K-21 , which is very popular, is being
fitted with oxygen for wave days. Over the winter months we have had some excellent wave
with climbs up to 15 OOOft.
We are settling into our new site and are trying to arrange some extra wave weeks as the
initial ones are all booked.
We are still developing our web site on which
we will put our calendar of flying weeks. The site
address is http://www.desim.uklbgc/bgc.html

B. C.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTER (Nympsfield)

Chairman James Metcalfe was re-elected at the
AGM. The committee is now Chris Osgood (secretary); Gordon Davies (treasurer); Ken Mohana
(vice-chairman) and Tony Gillett, John French ,
Stuart Chalmers, Russ Francis, John Leach and
Paul L'AIIier. Our thanks to the outgoing officers
Sid Smith, Chris Edwards and Geoff Lloyd.
B. F.R. S
BURN (Burn Airfield)

The club has imported a very smart Std Cirrus
from Germany. We have formed a cross-country co-operative under the guidance of DCFI Bob
Aprii/May 1998

Above: Three North Devon & Somerset GC members who soloed on the same day. From left to
right: Fred Marks, Pete Smith and Owen Hill. Below: Jonathan Meyer, who went solo at 16 at
Bristol & Gloucestershire GC, with his father, Bill, who is also a glider pilot, and instructor Ray
Lemin. Photo: Bernard Smyth.

•
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Baines who's aim is to develop a more structured approach to badge claims as well as to
simplify retrieves and task planning. Awards will
be made to the season's achievers.
The annual panto, produced by Alison Jepson
and Pat Stirk, was superb with a talented cast.
Club trophies went to Dave Peters, Tony
Flannery, Paul Wrightson, Martin White and
Martin Ellis. Mike Howey has a SLMG PPL.
Peter Hobson, Dave Bell and Dave Slocombe
have flown solo.
S. J . K.

DARTMOOR (Brentor)
Early in the New Year the airtield became as waterlogged as the rest of Devonshire. Once it tlad
dried out Mark Arnold and Geoff King went solo.
This winter we have had winch launches close
to 200011 thanks to having the use of a field at
the end of our runway. When the wind turned
easterly , Paul Franz reached Gold height in
wave. A number of members are thinking about
fitting oxygen and barographs.
Having changed our constitution , by Ap ril we
will become a Company Limited by Guarantee.
P.W. W.

CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
Christmas Eve night brought our highest ever
recorded winds (91mph), overturning trailers
and caravans and sadly damaging two visiting
gliders. Members tried their best to save them
until driven back by a deadly rain of slates from
the hangar roof. Dawn revealed a scene of devastation. Although flyable , we spent Christmas
Day salvaging and repairing what we could, before enjoying our traditional d inner (thanks to
Mike Langton they are become traditional too!).
"Mac" MacKenzie , Tor Taverner and Mark
Tolson have become AEis . Our thanks to Bob
Spiller for running their course.
J. P.

CORNISH (Perranporth Airfield)
A number of clubs came to our annual dinnerdance in January -great to see so many! The
trophies were presented by Jack A/cock.
We start our seven day week operation in May
and remember that we welcome reciprocal membership with any BGA club.

S. S.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
Adrian Midgley and Thomas Gay have soloed,
Thomas on his 16th birthday after intensive training from his instructor father, Malcolm.
Brian Birlison , aged 19, has an AEI rating,
while Howard Johns has retired from instructing
with thanks from us all for his decades of dedicated hard work. Dick Goldup, our oldest regular flying member, has passed his BOth birthday.
Entries are coming in fast for the first Cotswold
Regionals - hurry if you want to join us!
M.S.

Obituary- Jim Rodgers
"Lucky" Jim Rodgers , our safety officer, died
suddenly at home in November, at the age of 50.
Jim devotedly shared his time between his
family, his work as a BA 747 flight engineer and
his passion for gliding. He was always there to
help with organising competitions and he was a
great competitor, too.
As Cotswold's famous "most experienced
novice" Jim gained many points in Rockpolishers
competitions , thanks to his apparent inability to
successfully photograph the TPs of a 300km!
Nicknamed "Lucky Jim" by his syndicate partner, after a series of scrapes with l1is Std Cirrus,
the name stuck, but Jim did not mind for he was
a big and gentle man, whose skill and enthusiasm for the sport will be sadly missed.
We send our sympathy to Jim's wife , Mavis,
and their children, Christopher, Nick and Jackie.
Richard Burgoyne (Jim 's syndicate partne!')
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DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
With the absence of snow and plenty of wave
there has been little interruption to winter flying.
Graham Mann is an assistant Cat and Martin
Clark and lynsey McMillan have started to
spend the ir youth scholarships received with
thanks from the Scottish Sports Council.
J. D.

DERBY & LANCS (Camphill)
Our new workshop was officially opened in
December by Dick Dixon , BGA chairman , with
Barry Neville, East Midlands Sports Council, as
a guest. The workshop was made possible due
to a £64 500 Lottery grant. To celebrate we held
a games evening in it, which including bowling
and darts, and the proceeds went to charity.
Noel Kerr has gone solo. We have had some
good wave days of over 10 OOOft.
We have had a bonfire party, a Greek evening ,
Christmas dinner, medieval evening, Valentine's
dance, neighbours night and a quiz night. Many
thanks to Miranda for the excellent food and to
Carol Velnoweth and Miranda for organ ising
these successful events.
We are going to buy a seat for our courtyard
in memory of Bernard Thomas who d ied in
November.
W.T.
Obituary - Ken Slake
lt is with great sadness we report the sudden

We are running fo u r courses and two open
weeks for solo and c ross-cou ntry flying. W ith our
reciprocal membership scheme we welcome visitors. For details call 01404 841386 on
Wednesdays and Th ursdays a nd at weekends.
S. C. L.

DUKERIES (Gamston)
James Gibson, aged 17, has soloed and we had
our first 30min flight of the year on January 25
with our Janus reach ing 2600fl from a winch
launch. New solo p ilot Trevor Pond has flown
20min in the K-8.
The canteen in the control bus serves hot food
and drinks throughout the winter.
D. P.

FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)
The year started well with thermals to 350011 on
January 25 and 31. We now have 18m tips for
our LS-8. The fleet is all set for the season and
the Motor Falke has had a major CAA servicing.
Derek Coker is now sec re tary and Martin
Goodwin the aircraft member. Many thanks to
Sam Heyes and lan Tunstall for their services.
Annual trophies we nt to Richa rd Hood, lan
Tunstall , AI Garrity, Pete Dixon, Trev Gorley,
Matt Kelly, Ben Beniston and John Wilton .
An ASW-20 and another LS-4 have joined the
private owners' fleet.
R.S.H

FULMAR (RAF Kinless)
Once agai n we started the year with two excellent soaring weekends and a great party.
lan Bright and Bruce Evans have gone solo.
We are sorry to be losing John and Julie Hull
(CFI and soup dragon), Mark Whittaker and
Kevin McKiver.
J. P.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon)
We have had more flying than is usual at this
time of yea r. 1here have been a few climbs in
wave above 1 0 00011, the best being Phi/ King's
15 00011 at the beginning of December.

death of Ken Blake . Ken devoted much of his
time to all aspects of flying and club develop ment. He spent many years o n the committee
and was CF~ from 1984-90. His great love was
competition flying and in the last 11 years was a
regular and successful competitor in the Wolds
GC's Two-seater Competition at Pocklington.
In his memory we will buy two trophies , both
to be called the Ken Blake trophy. One will be
awarded to the best novice c ross-country pilot
and the second to the Wolds GC for the best
wooden glider in thei r competition.

Wendy Thompson
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
The Lottery Sports Council has confirmed a
grant of £60 000 grant towards a glider store and
a two-seater trainer (DG-505 Orion), which will
be collected from Germany in March by our CFI,
Ran Johns, and safety officer Malcolm Chant.
The lack of easterlies has robbed us of our
January ridge soaring but there have been several wave flights . Simon Leeson and John
Pursey are now assistant instructors and Gordon
Bonny has an AEI rating .
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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John Bastin has taken over as chairman from
Leslie Kaye, to whom our thanks are due for all
his hard word . A feature on the Holiday programme in December has brought a flurry of trial
lessons and course bookings.
A. C.

HIGHLAND (Easterton)
Roger Christie went solo on January 4; is this a
first for the new year? We have been very lucky,
being in flat calm while the rest of Britain was
being blown away.
Any club who would like reciprocal membership will be most welcome.
A. G . V
LAKES (Walney Airfield)
As usual we have been flying throughout the winter with a fair amount of wave, ridge soaring and
thermal activity. On December 31 several gliders thermalled for one hour.
Ray Jones, Alan Meadows and Graham
Sturgeon are assistant instructors and David
North has his full Cat rating .
All the club gliders have Cs of A thanks to our
chairman, John Martindale, and CFI Peter Lewis.
A. D.

LASHAM (Lasham Airfield)
Alan Meredith has taken over from Andy Aveling
as tug master. We thank Andy for three highly
successful years.
An expedition to Ontur, Spain , in May is heavily over-booked, and there is a long waiting list
for the Lasham Regionals.
lan Smith and Keith Green of the Vintage GC
have devised a modification to the Oly 463 that
has been passed by the CAA and the BGA: the
wingroot area is opened up and the spar booms
checked for corrosion. If no corrosion is found ,
three bolts are inserted into the upper spar
boom.
Ray Whittaker is renovating a K-4 and Ray
and Julian Ben-David, who flew their T-31 to
Keevillast year, hope for a similar trip this year.
A.M.S.

KENT GLIDING CLUB
~
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GLIDING CLU.

Challock,
Ashford,
Kent
TN25 4DR

Come to Kent for courses to suit all
grades of pilots from beginners to
cross country. Situated on North
Downs thermal and ridge site.
Meals and accommodation in
comfortable fully licensed
Clubhouse.

For details, write or phone:
01233 740274
Fax 01233 740811 ~
Aprii/May 1998

MARCHINGTON (Tatenhill Airfield)
The proposed move to our new site at Cross
Ha yes is pencilled in for October. The essential
permissions are in place including detailed planning permission for the buildings.
Going from being an all-aerotow club to having a single Skylaunch winch will cause a great
change. There are plans for our K-21 to spend a
few weeks at Camphill for members to reconvert to winch operations.
We hope to offer launches of between 1400
and 1800ft for £5/launch, hence increasing our
attractiveness to new members.
We are sad to report the death of John Ash ton,
who had been a member for many years.
The annual dinner-dance saw awards going
to Ken Lawrence, Andy Chapman , Paul Juffs,
Garth Lawley and cadets R. Shand and C .
Lanham .
We will be flyi.ng (aerotow only) at Tatenhill all
summer, on Wednesdays and at weekends, and
visitors are always welcome.
I.R.

MEN DIP (Halesland Airfield)
While the usual appalling weather has restricted
flying , it has given our new weather station a
baptism of fire with windspeeds above 85mph
recorded. Fortunately, only minimal damage
was caused to the hangar.
Local wildlife film makers have been using our
site to film an "imprinted" raven in flight. Their
converted 2CV has been racing up and down
the cable track with a cameraman filming from
the open back. A woman the bird thin ks is its
mother stands facing backwards from where the
passenger seat once was.
Several more recordings are planned with the
possibility of a golden eagle also being flown .
K. S.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
After scenic Christmas flying above the valley
fog , the premature start to spring has induced
wave cross-countries and thermal soaring.
We were saddened by the death of Jack
Minshall, a lynchpin of the club in its formative
years.
We have a new K-23 and the single-seater
fleet is back up to strength after some late season mishaps. Course bookings are up.
P. A. S.
Sidney John (Jack) Minshall
Jack Minshall died on January 16 three days
short of his 78th birthday.
Jack showed an early interest in aviation via
model aeroplanes. Throughout the war he served
in the RAF as an aircraft flight mechanic and became an instructor on engines. He later set up a
motor-cycle repair business at Bridgnorth and it
was whilst riding his Vincent-HRD Black Shadow
over the Long Mynd in 1955 he discovered the
Midland GC . This changed his life .
He joined the club and from then on was heavily involved in gliding. By late 1957 he was a very
skilful glider pilot and closed down his business
to accept the newly created post of resident instructor at the club, where he lived in an old
gypsy caravan until in 1960 he married Ruth ,
who was in charge of the club's catering.

He flew five days a week from spring to late
autumn and was key to the development of the
club's seven day week operation . He retired in
1985 after 27 years , 85 000 flights and
some 15 OOOhrs.
Jack extended his duties as senior professional instructor to become the ground engineer
responsible for the annual overhaul of the fleet.
He combined these roles with great success and
tackled almost any maintenance task at the club.
National recognition of his services to gliding
(which we re often well above and beyond the
call· of duty) came in 1979 with th e award of the
BGA diploma and , following hi s retirement in
1985, the Royal Aero Club's bronze medal presented by Her Majesty The Queen . The club also
made him a life member.
Jack had many interests in later life and received a long-service medal for his 13 years as
a special constable.
Ruth died in 1985 and nine years ago Jack
married Barbara who survives him.
He will be missed by Barbara, daughter Janet
(who runs the club's office), brothers Pete and
Geoff and by the thousands of pilots whom he
taught and to whom he passed his enthusiasm
for gliding. Those pilots owe him a great debt.
Keith Mansell
NORTH WALES (Bryn Gwyn Bach Farm)
The exceptionally wet and storm y weather prevented us from flying for virtually the whole of
December and January; it was our longest ever
lay-off. The gloom was partly relieved by our annual dinner-disco at which club troph ies were
awarded to Steve Butler (2) , Tony Cooper (2) ,
Alan Hunt, Mike Carlin , Ken Payne and Paul
Cassidy. Coincidentally, all the winners were
members of the committee which may be a good
incentive for more to take on cl ub duties.
N. 0 . J. C.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
Newcomer Joost Clemens has completed the
validating procedure for the transfer of his Dutch
instructor's rating and is a welcome addition.
Our first intake of cadets have completed their
two years and we have five replacements. Colin
Tweddell, immediate past chairman, remains involved with the scheme and has organised a celebratory expedition to Portmoak in July.
D. W.H.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airfield)
After a poor late December we had a busy start
to 1998. Reg Glenn went solo and 16 year-old
David Leggett completed his Bronze badge.
Members kept winter spirits high with an enjoyable by go-karting outing.
We are selling our K-6E.

D. R.l.
SACKVILLE (Riseley)
Due to an oversight regardi ng licence extensions , the annual dinner was cut a little short,
however, there was enough time for Platypus to
hand awards to Barry Thompson , Martin
Langford , Dave Spillane , Erica Keys, Zillah
Good and Kish Kiteley. An auction and collection raised £330 for the Alps Defence Fund.
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:·. Make rapid progress on a SUMMER COURSE at

f \. Central England Soaring

.!

\

... five day beginner's courses with launching by aerotow
• your training is tai lored to your needs- only three students per instructor
• guaranteed launches and air time or a refund

. ...
....

• you' ll find a real welcome at this friendly club- on site B& B
• Modest cost - to £3 95 including all launches, flying and instruction
• at Hinton Airfield . Brackley onl y minutes from M40 )11 w ithin easy
reach from anywhere between London and Birmingham

for a helpful chat and a brochure, phone 01869 338432

HOOKER
• Open every day
• Benefits for annual dub member. Includefree single seater soaring October to March
Free Bronze and Silver courses
Free Aerobatics cour.es
Free Field Landing courses
Free 112 day course bookings for ab-initio pilots
(max. 2 students per instructor)
• Range of glider. from KaB to Discus. from T2 I to Duo
Discus
• Efficient launch system - why wait!

And for next season's budding and current cross
country pilots:
• Free cross country instruction available every day
• free supply of EW barographs. batteries and equipment
for all dub single seaters
GPS and cameras also available
• Glider. allocated daily, max soaring fee 2 hours any one
flight
• Task setting and soaring forecast daily

Does your club offer all this?
Fo r mo re deetils o n courses and/or annu:al membersh1p please contact the office where our experienced staff will be able to help you

IS-AVIATION
Exclusiv<l UK Di stributor for IAR Brasov. Roma n ia

I AR Aircraft
15288 2 Two Seat Glider 17M. Flapped.
Retractable U/C
IS29D2 Single Scat 15M, as above
IS28M2/GR Two seat Motor Glider wit h Rotax engine
Proba bly lhe best value for money all metaJ aircrull
availa ble, call for details
Also a vaila ble 2x Skvlark 2's, T31b Tandem Tutor.
Bocian.· All VGC - offers
SCOTI HOUSE. 5 WHITSOME VILLAGE. DUNS .
BERWICKSHI RE. T Ol l 3N8
TeiJ•' a.' + 44 (UJ 1890 8 70666 (24hrs) u r +44 (0)1 66 1 8 32087

hnp :J/w w\\'. users.globalnel.co.u kf- prosys
E-mail: J.S. Aviation®p rosys.globnlnet.co.u.k

ROLEX WESTERN REGIONALS
NYMPSFIELD (Glos)
I- 9 August 1998
Wbet~ fleltls

u•IU b e cu t (and I b e

SWl

u;UI shine/)

Excelle nt prizes fro m o ur generous
sponsors Rolex/ Deacon & Son
To be run by Nationals p ilo t~ from o ur
attractive site in the Cotswolds
Good Food , Bar and Clubhouse facilities

01494 4425011529263
Booker Gliding Club, Wycombe Air Park, Marlow, Bucks SL7 lDP
(5 rr<111 fium M40, 15 mins from M4 & M25)
v;.,., our now web pages on http://homepages.nildram.co.ukl-booke rg<l
E-Mail: oftice@bookergc.nildram.co.uk

Tel/Fax Sue Gillett on
01285 656713

REDUCED TO CLEAR- GET YOUR BGA HOODED SWEATSHIRT HERE!!
Black or Ash Grey- Sizes Large or Extra Large
ONLY £16.00 including p&p
Ring the BGA Shop Now to place your order: 0116 2531051

Cotswolg
Glidi g
Club
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

As soon as we have assembled the kit of parts
recently collected from Scotland we will have a
large new clubhouse.
C. W.
SCOTTISH GLIDING CENTRE (Portmoak)
Flying continued steadily through the winter
We are celebrating our 60th anniversary with
a flying week from the June 27 to July 4. The vintage GC will be here all week and be a feature
of the open day on the 28th. Friends of the SGU
will be warmly welcomed. The open day will also
provide a high profile for the official launch of
Walking on Air, a programme to provide gliding
facilities for the wheelchair bound people of
Scotland. (See also p89.)
Neville and Richard Allcoat have won the
National Open Ladder (a first for Scotland?).
G. S. G.
SHENINGTON (Shenington Airfield)
Paul Hann has gone solo and Dave Gould has a
PPL. Over Christmas we had a mix of good ridge
days and gale force winds with rain -luckily having both hard and grass runways we were able
to fly on every possible occasion! This persistence pays off as you can see from the BGA club
statistics; we were 4th in the country with 9700
winch launches in 1997.
The winter maintenance continues well, with
the refurbishment of the K13s complete. Our
second winch has been converted to use gas,
and we have invested in a trike "glider retrieve"
bike which has been especially welcome while
our grass runways have been soggy.
At our recent annual dinner prizes were
awarded to Paul Ward (sadly posthumously see obituary) , Gary Brightman , Frank Broom ,
Paul and Kath Barnes, Kevin Poyser, Paul Mullis
and John Vella Grech.
T.G. W.
Obituary- Paul Ward
11 is with great sadness that we report the death
of Paul Ward (affectionately known to us as
"Chubby"). Although Paul was a paraplegic, he
demonstrated that this was no hindrance to flying gliders. He was a continued source of inspi-

"Oops", wrote Derek Find lay of Bannerdown GC, "no sign of this fella and his ladies when I
landed - but they stood quietly by while I removed the elevators".

Flying his modified K-6 he quickly demonstrated just how good a pilot he was. Paul attempted his Silver badge and was only just short
of his 5hr flight.
Such was his determination to show to others
what could be achieved by disabled people, he
often took his glider to events to show and
demonstrate the sport to all.
Paul leaves us with many happy memories of
his flying exploits, especially winter check flights
when "flying by committee" meant the instructor
in the back was told what to do with the rudders .
To me he was more than just a syndicate partner; he was a great friend who shared in many
special memories.
Tim Donovan

Chris Barry of White Horse GC photographed
at 21 OOOft on Mt Mera in the Himalayas. "Do I
qualify for my Diamond height?" he askes.

ration to us all, exhibiting a very positive attitude
and always full of spirit.
Prior to the illness, Chubby was a keen sportsman. 11 was a measure of his temperament that
he ran in the New York marathon only a couple
of weeks before he was hospitalised and his illness claimed the use of his legs. In his search
for a new sport, Chubby had an air experience
flight, learned to glide with The Gliding Centre
and joined Shenington in 1993.

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
We have a new ASW-27 on site. The Super Cub
is in superb condition after a major service. We
have bought a six-wheel diesel "Gator'' mule
which can be used, among other things, for cable
retrieving.
Our four bursary students will be awarded
their "wings" by a representative from the local
district council which has supported their course.
We will offer a bursary scheme again this year
as it has given local teenagers a first-class introduction to aviation and gliding in particular. The
successful two-day Bronze lecture courses
brought in 30 members; we now have a record
number of candidates for the next exam.
Early airborne visitors will be interested to •

Below left: A Lasham Gliding Society winch which has been renovated and given a more powerful engine, a General Motors 8.21itre VS, by, from
left to right, Geoffrey McVey, David Dripps (in charge) and Keith Blount. it is photographed outside the Tony Norrie MT workshop built with
funds left to the club by Tony who was sadly killed in a terrorist aircraft disaster. Right, Lynsey McMillan at Deeside GC at the start of her youth
scholarship from the Scottish Sports Council.

CLUB NEWS

know of our new (temporary) landmark: a 150ft
oil-rig built inside the circuit. We will operate
seven days a week between April and August.
pH.

STAFFORDSHIRE (Seighford)
January has been a sad month with the deaths
of three long serving members. Mike Ruttle,
Tony Edwards and Ted Barker. Each have made
their own unique contribution to the club and their
deaths have triggered fond memories. Mike for
his involvement in the design of our logo, Tony
for his courage in the face of disability while contributing to the club activities and Teq for his outstanding skill as a vehicle engineer, as well as
his trademark wellies and GPO donkey jacket,
his ready smile and good old fashioned sense of
humour. They will all be sadly missed.
We have an ab-initio/early solo course in July
and the BGA young persons' soaring course and
our task week in August. We hope for a repeat
of last year's successful Milfield wave expedition in October wt)en Don Craven achieved Gold
and Silver heights with 13 OOOft, Simon Watson
completed his Gold badge with 14 00011 and CFI
Peter Lowe gained 23 00011 for a Diamond.
Glyn Vales has his SLMG PPL and an A El rating and several have VHF AfT licences as a consequence of the course run by Kevin Edmunds.
We are having an unusual aircraft on site; a
temporary agreement with the Lightship Group
of Telford (part of the Virgin Group) will bring the
short term masting of one of their airships.
C. J.
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
Winter maintenance has been carried out on the
fleet and logger-barographs have been bought
for the Ventus, Discuses and DGs.
Our intake of new members is very good and
an unlimited flying scheme has been introduced.
The committee is also considering proposals for
a Lottery grant application.
R. J. B.
SURREY HILLS (Kenley Airfield)
The wet weather In the first part of January put
paid to our hopes to fly on every weekday
through the winter. However, our new duty pilot
roster has helped to ensure that the kit has been
ready at a reasonable hour to make the most of
the short days.
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The successful tail wheel conversion on one
of our K-7s has enabled us to make better use
of the runways while the grass has been soft, so
the next K-7 to emerge from Peter Poole's workshop will have a tail wheel and a nose wheel.
Other winter projects have seen the virtual
completion of our new operations trailer and a
new K-8 trailer in time for the 1998 season.

P. B.
ULSTER (Bellarena)
We wou ld have hit 2000 launches in 1997 but
cancelled New Year's Eve flying as a mark of respect (see below) 21 launches short. But, with a
mere 1979 it was still a record year for .l aunches
and hours, if not cross-country flying too.
Having put a 60 x 25ft workshop in place we
have now bought the steelwork to erect an
additional 4700fF hangar next to our original
13 500ft2 Boyle's Blister.
British team manager Bob Bickers, and his
wife Joan. were chief guests at our annual
awards dinner on February 7. Bob presented
the trophy for exceptional service to veteran pilot
Tommy "Sailor'' McFarland for keeping our fast
developing site in such good shape since we
bought it.
R. R. R.
Obituary- Reg Browne
What should have been a happy end to a record
year proved to be a sad occasion with the death,
in hospital on December 29, of club stalwart Reg
Browne. The back pain which Reg had suffered
since his last Kerry expedition in September was
something far worse than mere rigger's spine;
but when Reg's end came, at the age of 73, it
was peaceful and without pain.
Learning to fly as a wartime ATC cadet in
1942, and a full Cat at 18, he was a figure in Irish
gliding, both north and south, over five decades.
He was a very active soaring pilot, particularly in
retirement, stopping instructing at 70, but continuing to fly solo and dual.
He flew his K-6E almost every weekend to
within a few weeks of his death. He had a particularly good Kerry safari last year when he enjoyed life at 12 500ft again. He also flew in Spain,
USA, Switzerland and Lithuania in recent years
and was actively planning another safari to
Minden this summer.
His enthusiasm for gliding was matched with
his prowess as a horseman and showjumper,

and he was a gifted artist and cartoonist too.
Tall and lean, Reg Browne was, in all other
respects , a very well rounded clubmate and we
shall miss him.
Bob Rodwell

VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Sandhill Farm)
Like everyone we have been suffering from the
very wet conditions in the early part of this year.
We held our AGM in January and now have a
new committee, cha ired by Ed Foggin, w ith a
mandate to focus even more closely on the various activities which we need to undertake to run
an efficient operation. We are also in the process of setting up a web site.
G.N.T.
YORK GLIDING CENTRE (Rufforth)
Some welcome wave and thermal days in early
February gave cheer and allowed some pre-season soarin g. We were sorry to see the BGA's
DG-500 go, but we are still hoping to get a Lottery
grant for a flapped high performance two-seater
for advanced training. as well as another singleseater.
M. C.
YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Liz and Derek have kept us entertained during
the winter months with dining-in nights . The
winch has been refurbished and Gavin Ward has
his Silver height. Visitors are most welcome to
join our Slingsby week from August 22 to 31.
C. L.
i:l

GLIDING HOLIDAYS
THE MIDLANDS NEAREST CLUB
(Ea.,,· M"wa1• accc,;,; from

M~O)

Uunc. I >IA46 (4. >m only)

Visitors and new members are
welcome • Trial lessons £25 •
5 day courses £225 May &June
£245 July & August
Phone for details lOam -7pm 01926 429676
STRATFORD ON AVON GUDING CLUB
Snittcrfield, CV37 OEX

+

Lots to see and do on t/:Je
ground or in the air

+

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Choice soaring at Aboyne
UK Mountain Soaring Championships 1998
For full details

To be held at Aboyne between 6th and 12th September.
A non-rated competition run broadly on Regionals
lines, it promises to be a unique competition ...
from a unique site . Entry forms are now available from
the Club.

please contact
Deeside Gliding Club
Aboyne Airfield, Din net
Aberdeenshire AB34 SLB
Tei/ Fax: 0 13398 85339

Individual Courses
Beginner, pre-bronze, cross co untry o r just bolll; building? \\7 hatever yo ur
n~quirem e nls or slandard, we wi.ll tailor a course t o meet your n eeds.
\\7e o-He1· a range of one, two or five day, all inclusive pacb ges .
Make Aboyne your first choice- we'll help you get more out of your gliding.

The So•ring Centre
Hus.b•nds Bo• worth Airfield, Lutterworth
Leicester LE17 6.J.I
Fax: 01858 880869
For inforwnatlon please contact

DECISIONS! DECISIONS!
Life can be difficult but one decision is easy
Visit SUTTON
• Bring your own glider or f ly one
of ours
+ Instruction in DGSOO or K21s
• Thermal or wave task
+ Stay at the Club or nearby B&Bs

BANK this year

• Fly Discus or DG300 or Astir
• Winch launch or Aerotow
+ Club Class Nationals, Northerns or
Task Week
+ Which pub do you choose tonight

your decisions -but when you decide we will do our best to make it happen
Own a Slingsby glider? Join in Slingsby week with other proud owners.
August 22nd-31st

Student? Don't forget the Inter-Universities Comp. August 8th-16th
Visit our web pages- http://www.webmarketing.eo.uk/ygc
Aprii/May 1998
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Kena Me7
£14,450
inclusive of trailer and instruments - tax included
29 sold worldwide • Strengthened cockpit for club use
Easy rig, 32: 1 glide • 130kg empty, auto connect controls
Extra 5cm legroom

KENILWORTH INTERNATIONAL LTD
P.O. Box 3223, Dorset BH31 6FJ • Tei/Fax 01202 828886 • Mobile 0976 817626

For all your trailer requirements
Green Lane Farm
Lower Eggleton, Nr Ledbury
Herefordshire HRS lUQ

~evynn

international

WE ARE NOW STOCKING INSTRUMENTS
COMPASSES . .. . . from £87.95 incl. VAT EW BAROGRAPH/LOGGER .. £481.75 incl. VAT
ALTIMETERS .. . . from £203.50 incl. VAT MINI TURN & SLIP .. £247.50 incl. VAT
IFR ASI's . . .. . ..... from£ 147.50 incl. VAT 12 VOLT HORIZON .. £675.70 incl. VAT

We also stock a range of"WINTER" instruments at competitive prices
7a 4ee fUQt #dt ~, fdea4e ad /<n a- C6fuf ~ fUQt ~ ~/fPUa ti4t
36 Southpark Avenue, Mansfield, Notts. NG 18 4PL
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Tei/Fax 01623 634437
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Early morning mists on the Somerset Levels with Glastoobury Tor in the background.

he club was founded as Woodspring GC in the mid 1970s and based at the historic airport in Westonsuper- Mare.
In common with many clubs at that lime the primary trainer was the faithful Sedburgh T-21 before the acquisition ol a Bocian, Wh ich set a trend continued to the present day.
There was more than a suggestion of politics in calling the original club Woodspring • this was the name of
the local authority. We became the Mendlp GC with our move In July 1988 to the hilltop Halesland s1te vacated by the ATC.
One has to admire the resolution and dedication of the members because all hough there was a hangar on
the site they were not allowed to use it. Consequently all flying meant having to rig and de-rig on to open trailers stored In cowsheds. lt is a miracle the club survived.
Gradually the situation 1mproved with the hangar being made available and the old ATC hut was refurbished by members with drainage and a generator installed.
The narrow site lies roughly east-west at the top of a 900ft west lacmg ridge. Diagonal stone-chipping
tracks are used to tow out the cables to one or other of the corners giving a launch which is rarely directly into
wind. The main landing "runway", parallel to Ihe dry-stone wall, gives plenty of practice at crosswind landings,
particularly on good ridge days. The only airspace restrictions are to the north of us in respect of Bristol
Airport where ou r CFI just happens to be an air traffic controller. (Lesson one. never ever violate Bristol
airspace!)
Wave flights to over 12 OOOft above site and 300km triangles have been flown during the last year
The club is thriving with around 70 active members and a fleet of three Boclans, a K-8, K-18 and a syndicated Motor Falke. The private squadron Includes three Kestrels, three Skylarks, a PIK, Astir and a Dart 15.
The club is operated on a completely voluntary basis and is open on Thursdays and weekends all year
round. There is a close association with the Devon & Somerset GC whose North Hill site Is a convenient
Silver distance away.
Being in a holiday area we are often able to supplement our funds wlth air experience flights on normal Oy·
ing days. We also run group air experience evenings during the summer.
Most hill sites claim to have the best views in the land but even from ground level ours are spectacular. The
Bristol Channel and tl s Islands, North Devon and Exmoor, the south coast ot Wales and the Brecon Beacons
are usually io sight as is nearby Glastonbury Tor. Once airborne Bristol comes Into view and the two Severn
bridges. A normal AEI flight would take in Cheddar Gorge or alternatively the city of Wells.
We pnde ourselves on being a fnendly club, so the next time you are heading along the MS wt)y not come
and check us out. Just peel off at junction 22 and follow the signs for Cheddar.

Above: Cheddar Gorge.

Below: Left, the Halesland site looking north. Right, the winch drivers' view looking west with Cheddar reservoir (A VRP) prominent.

RECO,RDS=~~=====
Up to October 1997 the Classes for world records were single-seater, two-seater, single-seater motor glider and two-seater motor glider. From October 1997 the
Classes for world records were changed by the International Gliding Commission. A sub committee had' previously been set up and they reported that the Classes of
two-seater and motor glider should be dropped and a 15 Metre Class introduced. They felt that similar Open Class gliders could be flown in several Classes. For
instance a Nimbus 3DM could be flown solo with the engine disabled for Open Class records or with the engine enabled and dual for two-seater motor glider records .
On the other hand the large number of 15 Metre and Standard Class gliders could not attempt any Class of world records because of the large performance disadvantage. The BGA Competitions Committee felt that the above changes were sensible (we already had Standard and 15 Metre Class UK records) and anyway we had to
adopt a similar structure for British National records since a flight cannot be put forward as a world record unless it has been ratified as a National record.
However, the change to world records causes a reduction in the overall number of records and the committee felt that for UK records, where we can do more or less
as we choose, it wouldn't be necessary or desirable to reduce the opportunity for pilots to break records in their home country. We therefore decided to retain the
Standard and 15 Metre Classes and to introduce a further span Class between 15 Metre and Open Class. After some discussion the additional Class was chosen at
20 Metres to encompass 15m gliders tipped to 18m, smaller than Open Class two-seaters like the Janus (18m and 20m) and Duo-Discus (20m) and older Open Class
gliders like the Kestrel (19m) and ASW-17 (20m). To summarise, the Classes for world and British national records are Open Class and 15 Metre Class.
The Classes for UK records are Open, 20 Metre, 15 Metre and Standard. All the above are duplicated in the feminine category. In this issue we give the complete list
of records including those where there is no existing record holder. Basil Fairston , FA/ certificates ' officer

Height Gain
Absolute altitude
Straight distance
Goal Distance
0 /R Dtstance
Triangular Distance
Free Distance
Free 0 /R Distance
I OOkm Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle
IOOOkm Triangle
1250km Triangle
500km 0 /R
1000km 0 /R
1500km 0 /R

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS (as at4.2.98
OPEN CLASS
12 894m
P. F. Bikle (USA)
SGS 1-23AT
14 93 m
R. R. Harris (USA)
Grab Gt021
H. W . Grosse (Germany)
1 460.80km
ASW-12L
G . Herbaud & J. Herbaud (France) ASH-25
1 383.00km
T. L. Knauff (USA)
1 646.68km
Nimbus 3
1 400.19km
K. Holighaus (Germany)
Nimbus4
2 049.44km
T. A. Delore (New Zealand)
ASW-20
I 26 1.65km
J. Good (USA)
Discus
217.41 km/h
J. Payne (USA)
Discus A
t76.99km/h
B. Bunzli (Switzerland)
DG-400
171 . t0km/h
H. W. Grosse (Germany)
ASH-25T
161 .33km/h
H. W . Grosse (Germany)
ASH-25
169.72km/h
H. H. Fischer (Germany)
Ventus
143.46km/h
H. W. Grosse (Germany)
10.1.1987
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- no minimum achievement for the first record

Straight distance
Goal Distance
0 /R Distance
Triangular Distance
Free Distance
Free 0 / R distance
IOOkm Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle
1OOOkm Triangle
1250km Triangle
500km 0 /R
IOOOkm 0 /R
1500km 0 /R

I 5 METRE CLASS
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet-- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the firs! record:
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the f1rst record:
No record registered yet~ mmfmum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- no minimum achievement for the first record

Height Gain
Absolute altitude
Straight distance
Goal Distance
0 /R Distance
Triangular Distance
Free Distance
Free 0/R Distance
IOOkm Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle
500km 0/R
IOOOktn 0 /R
1500km0/R

Straight Distance
Goal Distance
0/R Distance
Triangular Distance
Free Distance
Free 0 /R Distance
I OOkm Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle
I OOOkm Triangle
1250km Triangle
500km 0/R
IOOOkm 0/R
1500km 0 /R
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252. t96t
7.2.1986
25.4.1972
17.4.1992
25.4.t983
7.1 .1993
5.11.1994
18.4.1997
4.3.1997
14. 11 .1985
31.12.1990
10.1 .1988
5.1.1995
170kmlh
147km/h

1289km
1289km
1299km
1363km
1434km
1262km
159kmh
149km/h
144km/h
131km/h
136km/h
II Okmi h
201km/h
147km/h

OPEN CLASS (WOMEN)
Y. M. Loader (New Zealand)
10212m
Nimbus2
12.1.988
12 637m
S. JackinteiiL (USA)
Grab Aslir CS
14.2. t979
949.70km
K. Karei (UK)
LS-3
20. I . 1980
951.43km
J. B. Shaw (USA)
Nimbus 2
2.7 .1990
I 127.68km
D. F. Grove (USA)
Nimbus 2
28.9. I 98 1
LAK-12
928.29km
H. Zeidova (Czech)
20.1 .1997
1025. \0km
H. Zejdova (Czech)
4.1.997
Nimbus 4or.<
H. Zejdova (Czech)
Nimbus4oM
4.1.1997
860.46km
151.12km/h
J . B. Shaw (USA)
Nimbus 3
17.7.1997
143.90kmlh
S. P. Beally (S Africa)
ASW-208
26.12. 1990
135.38km/h
H. Zejdova (Czech)
Nimbus 4 m.~
2.1.1997
131.39km/h
Nimbus 4DM
5.1.997
H. Zeidova (Czech)
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record : 137km/h
No record registered yet - no minimum achievement tor the first record
No record registered yet - no minimum achievement for the first record
15 METRE (WOMEN)
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record :
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record ·
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record :
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record :
No record registered yet - minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- mmimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet - min mum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for Ihe first record:
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet - no minimum achievement for the first record
No record registered yet - no minimum achievement lor the hrst record
No record registered yet- minimum achievement for the first record:
No record registered yet - no minimum achievement for the first record
No record registered yet- no minimum achievement for the first record

950km
807km
671km
843km
750km
750km
140kml h
130km/h
134km/h
96km/h

123 kmlh

The records will be updated regularily on the
Internet by Le Forbes. Find them on the
BGA site:- http://www.gliding.co.uk

1000km Triangle
1250km Triangle
300km 0 /R
500krn 0 /R
750km 0/R.
1000km 0/R
1250km 0 /R.

BRITISH NATIONAL RECORDS (as at4.2.98)
OPEN CLASS
C. C. Railings & B. Hicks (in UK)
DG-500 -22
SGSI-23
H. C. N. Goodhart (in USA)
LS-3
K. Karet (inAustralia)
A . C. May & P Rackham (in USA)
ASH-25
M. T. A. Sands (in USA)
Nimbus 3
R. L. Robertson (in USA)
Ventus A
V. Spencer & J . M. West (in Spain) ASH-25E
V. Spencer & J . M. West\( in Spain) ASH-25E
B. Cooper (in Australia)
LS-68
B. Spreckley (inS Africa)
Nimbus 3
ASW-20
B. J. G. Pearson (inS Africa)
B. T. Spreckley & P. Rackham
(in Australia)
Nimbus3or
I 12. 15krrvh
D. G. Lee (in Australia)
ASW-208
A. L. Robertson (in USA)
Ventus A
109.01kmh
B. Spreckley (in S Alricaj
Nimbus 3
159.20kmn,
ASW-17
152.7km/h
M. A. Carlton (in S Africa)
No current record
105.79km/h
M. T. A. Sands (in USA)
Nimbus 3
No current record

Straight Distance
Goal Distance
0 /R Distance
Triangle Distance
Free Distance
Free 0 /R Distance
100km Tnangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle
I OOOkm Triangle
1250km Triangle
300km 0 /R
500km 0/R
750km 0/R
1000km 0 /R.
I 250km Triangle

949.7km
680km min
617km
1362.68km
774km min
617km
166.38kmlh
140.36kml h
141.3kmlh
112.38km/h
112.15kmlh
109.01km/h
134.33kmh
119.76km/h
No current record
No current record
No current record

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
OIR Distance
Triangle Distance
Free Distance
Free 0 /R Distance
I OOkm Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle
IOOOkm Triangle
1250km Triangle
300km 0 /R
500km OR
750km0/R
1000km 0 /R
1250krn 0 /R

91t9m
10 550m
949.7km
528km
620.31km
814.01km
949.7km
620.3 1km
123.64km/h
132.54kml h
134.07km/h
11 0.53kmih
No current record
No current record
134.31km/h
119.76km/h
No current record
No current record

10 545m
11.500m
949.7km
892.1km
1127.68km
1362.68km
Free Distance
1015.0km
Free 0/R Distance 1015.0km
166.38km/h
1OOkm Triangle
157.96kml h
300km Triangle
141 .3km/h
500km Triangle
750km Triangle
1 14.18kmlh

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
0 /R Distance
Triangle Distance

15 METRE CLASS
K. Karel (in Australia)
No current record
C. Garton (in UK)
R. L. Robertson (in USA)
No current record
C . Garton (in UK)
B. Cooper (in Australia)
B. T. Spreckley (inS Africa)
B. J . G. Pearson (inS Africa)
G. Spreckley (inS Africa)
G. E. Lee (in Australia)
A. L. Robertson (in USA)
G . Spreckley (inS Africa)
G. Spreckley (in S Africa)

OPEN CLASS (WOMEN)
A. Burns (in S Africa)

LS-3
1.10.1997
LS-6
Ventus A
LS-6
LS-68
Ventus 2
ASW-20
LS-8
ASW-20B
Ventus A
Ventus 2
Ventus 2

K. Karel (in Australia)
A. Welch (in Poland)
J. Burry (in Australia)
K. Karel (in Australia)
K. Karel (in Australia)
J. Burry (in Australia)
J . Burry (in Australia)
G. Spreckley (inS Africa)
G. Spreckley (inS Africa)
P. Hawkins (in Australia)

Skylark 38
Skylark 38
LS-3
Jaskolka
Mosquito
LS-3
LS-3
Mosquito B
Nimbus 2c
Ventus 2
Ventus 2
ASW-17

G. Spreckley (inS Atricaj
G. Spreckley (in S Africa)

ASH-25
Ventus 2

A. Burns(in S Africa)

8.10. t995
12.5.1955
20.1 .1980
6 .7.1995
7 .5.1985
2.5.1986
27.7 .1994
27.7.1994
4.1.1991
10.12.1997
2.8.12.1982
7.2.19.87
25.1 .1989
20.5.1986
12.12.1997
24.12. 1980
1.10.1997
7.5.1985
1.1.998

20.1.1980
28.8. t 989
2.5.1986
1.1.1997
28.8 .1989
4.1 .1991
20.12.1997
28.12.1982
15.12.1996
25.1.1989
2.5.1986
12.12.1997
9.12.1997
1.1.1998
1.1.1998
1.1.1998

13.1.1961
13.1 .1961
20. I . t980
20.6.1961
4.1.994
9. 1.1980
20.1.980
4.1.1994
6 .1.997
12.12.1997
22.12.1997
17. 11.1984
1.1.1998
1.1.1 998
26.1\.1994
9. 12.1997
1.1.1998
1.1.1998

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

RECORDS

Straight Distance
Goal Distance
0/R Distance
Triangle Distance
Free Distance
Free 0/R Distance
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle
1000km Triangle
1250km Triangle
300km01R
500km01R
750km0/R
1000km01R
1250km01R

949.7km
402km min
620.31 km
814 .0 t km
814 .0 1km
620.31km
134.93kmll1
132.54kmll1
134.07kmll1
112.38kmll1

No current record
No current record
134.33kmll1
119.76kmh
No current record
No current record
No current record

'5 METRE CLASS (WOMEN)
K. Karel (in Australia)
No current record
J . Burry (in Australia)
K. Karel (in Australia )
K. Karel (in Australia)
J. Burry (in Australia)
G. Spreckley (inS Africa)
G. Spreckley (in S Africa)
G. Spreckley (inS Africa)
G. Spreckley (inS Africa)
1.1.1998
1 1.1998
G. Spreckley (inS Africa)
G. Spreckley (inS Africa)
1.1.1998
1.1.1998
1. 1.1998

LS-3
Mosquito B
LS -3
LS-3
Mosquito B
LS-8
Ven1us 2
Ventus 2
LS-8

Ventus 2

Ventus 2

20.1. 1980
110.1997
4.1.1994
9.1.1980
9.1.1980
4.1.1994
16.12.1997
21 .12.1997
22 .12.1997
15.12.1996

12.12.1997
9.12.1997

STANDARD CLASS
T.J. Wills

Std Libelle

1.8.1976

A. E. Kay

ASW-24

9.5.1991

P. Jelfery
D. S. Watt
J. Gorringe
P. Jeffrey
D. S. Watt
A. E. Kay
1250km Triangle
A. E. Kay
C. C. Railings

LS-7m
ASW-24
LS-7
LS-7
ASW -24
ASW -24

1.8.1995
3.8.1990
3.8.1990
13.8.1991
21.4 .1995
9.5.1991

ASW-24
Discus Bw

28.4 .1989
13.5.1996

Stra1ght Distance
500km 0/R
T rlangle Distance
Free Dis tance
1OOkm Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
500km Triangle
600km Triangle
750km Triangle
300km0/ R
SOOkmOIR
750km 0/R
tOOkm Goal
200km Goal
300km Goal
400km Goal
500km Goal

718km
0/R Distance
609.9km
Free 0 /R Distance
133.97kmll1
114.95kmlh
115.85kmlh
99.39kmlh
106.06kmh
88.1 kmlh
1OOOkm Triangle
104.09kmlh
96.09kmh
1000km0/R
150kml h

T. J . Wills

LS-4

12.5.1984

131.1kmll1T
73.8kmlh

T. J. Wills
T. J. Wills

Std libelle
Std Libelle

24.4 .1976
7.6.1976

Height Gain
Absolute Allitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
OIR Distance
Triangle Distance
Free Distance
Free 0 /R Distance
1OOkm Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
500km Triangle
600km Triangle
300kmOI R
500km 0/R
100km Goal
200krn Goal
300km Goal
400km Goal

7833m
8701m
454km
324.4km
386.3km
524.5km
569.93km

OPEN CLASS (WOMEN)
A. Jordan
A. Jordan
A. Burns
J. Nash
G. Macladyen
G. Macladyen
G. Macladyen

Astir CS
Astir CS
Skylark 3A
Ventus B
Sport Vega
Sport Vega
ASW-20F

8 .10.1978
8.10.1978
10.5 .1959
15.4.1989
30.6.1994
22 .7. t 995
t3.6.1996

Straight Distance
Goal Distance
0 /R Distance
Triangle Distance
Free Distance
Free 0/R Distance
100km Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
500km Triangle
600km Triangle
300km 0 /R
500km01R
1000km01R
100km Goal
200km Goal
300km Goal
400km Goat

454km
324.4km
386.3km
524.5km
569.93km

UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS (as at 4.2.98)
OPEN CLASS
He.ght Gain
to 545m
C. C. Railings & B. Hicks
Absolute Altitude
11 570m
C. C. Railings & B. Hicks
Straight Distance
827 .9km
T. J. Wills
Goal Distance
579.36km
H. C. N. Goodhart
0/R Distance
801.3km
C. Garton
Triangle Distance 770.5km
C. C. Railings
Free Distance
1008.54km
C. Pullen & C. C. Railings
Free 0/R Distance 801 .3km
C. Garton
100km Triangle
133.97kmlh
P. Jeffery
200iun Triangle
119.07kmll1
R. C. May & P. Townsend
300km Triangle
117.14kmll1
R. Jones
4 m Triangle
114.3kmlh
R. Jones
106.9kmll1
R. Jones
m Triangle
600km Triangle
94 .94kmll1
A. C. May& S. Lynn
750km Triangle
98.46kmll1
A. E. Kay
1000km Triangle
No current record 1.11998
No current record 1.1.1998
1250km Triangle
300km01R
t t4 .5kml h
D. S. Watt
500~m0/R
111 .83kml h
R. Jones & S. Marriot
750\m 0 /R.
No current record t.1.1998
1000km OR.
No current record . 1.1 .1998
100kmGoal
173.32km/h
D. Hill & J. Gorringe
200km Goal
t27.tkml h
A. H. Warminger
300kmGoal
132.8kml h
A H. Warminger
400kmGoal
98.36km/h
A. H. Warminger
500km Goal
90.7kmlh
H. C. N. Goodhart
St<aight Distance
Goal Distance
<YR Distance
Tnengle Distance
Free D:stance
Free Distance OI R
100km Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400<rn Triangle
SOO!<m Tnangle
liOOkm Triangle
750km Triangle
1000km Triang le
1250!<m Triangle
300km0/R
500ilm OIR
750km 0/R
1000km01R
100kmGoal
200kmGoal
300kmGoal
400kmGoal
500km Goal

827.9km
579.36km
80 1.3km
801.3km
827.9km
587km
133.97km/h
98km/l1 min
95kmlh min
93km/l1 min
87kmlh min
88.8kml h
98.46kmlh
No current record
No current record
93kmll1 min
101.46
No current record

Straight Distance
Goal Distance
01R Distance
Triangle Distance
Free D1stance
Free 0 /R Distance
100km Triangle
200km Triangle
:lOtlkmTriangle
Triangle
500~m Triangle
600iun Triangle
751Ml Triang le
11)00'<m Triangle
1250km Triang le
:JOOI<mOIR
500ilm 0 /R
75{)1(m O/R
1000!\mOIR
200km Goal
300km Goal

827.9km
No current record
617km
No cu rrent record
No current record
633.27km
133.97kmll1
114.95kmll1
115.85kmll1
99.39kmll1
106.06kmh
88.1kmlh

No curren t record
150kmll1
127.1krrvh
132.8kmll1
98.36km/l1
90.7kmll1

20 METRE CLASS
T. J . Wills
H. C. N. Goodhart
C. Garton
C. Garton
T. J. Wills

No current record
P. Jeffery
No current record
No current record
No current record
No current record
C. Garton
A. E. Kay

DG500 22
DG-500
LS-6
Skylark 3
Kestrel19
Jantar 2A
ASH-25
Kestrel19
LS7-WL
ASH-25
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 2
ASH-25
LS-6C-18>·t

8.10.1995
8.10.1995
29.5.1986
10.5.1959
22.7.1976
28.5.1985
22.7.1995
22.7.1976
1.8.1995
18.7.1990
28.5.1985
t .8.t984
31 .5.t975
t9.7.1990
2t.4.1995

ASW-22
Nirnbus3oM

t8.8. t 983
t3.8.1994

ASH-25
Vega
Kestrel19
Ven lus 16.6
Skylark 3

8.4 .1990
t2.5.1984
24.4 .1976
7.4. t990
t0.5. t959

LS-6
Skylark 3
Kestrel19
Kestrel t9
LS-6

29.5.1986
10.5 .1959
22.7 .1976
22.7.1976
29.5.1986
1.10.1997
1.8. t995
t . t 0.1997
1.t 0.1997
t .10.1997
1.10.1997
t0.6. t976
21.4.1995
1.1.1998
1.1.1998
1.t0. t997
t7.8 .1983
11 .1998
1.1.t998
12.5. t984
12.5. t 984
24.4.1976
7.4.1990
10.5. t 955

LS-7\'IL

Kestrel19
LS-6C-18w

No current record
M. B. Jefforyes

DG-600

T.J . Wills
A. H . Warminger
A. H. Warminger
A. H. Warminger
H . C. N. Goodhart

LS-4
Vega
Kestrel19
Ventus 16.6
Skylark 3

t 5 METRE CLASS
T. J. Wills

LS-6

C. Garton

LS-6

T. M. Macfadyen
P Jeffery
OS Watt
J Gorringe
P Jeffrey
DWatt
A E. Kay

ASW-20WL
LS -7WL
ASW-24
LS-7
LS-7
ASW-24
ASW-24

C. C. Railings

Discus Bw

A. H. Warminger
500 km Goal

Vega

No curren t record

No current record
No curren t record
No curren t record
96.09kmlh
No current record
100km Goal
127.1klmh
400km Goal

Aprii! May 1998

29 .5. 1986
1.1.1998
28 .8.1989
1.1.998
1.1 .1998
13.5.1996
1.8.1995
3.8. t990
3.8. 1990
13.8.199t
21.4.1995
9.5.1991
1.1.1998
1.1.t998
1.1. 1998
1.1. t998
13.5.1996
1.1.1998
12.5.1984

98.64kmh
93.38kmh
83.57kmh
89.00kmh
86.21kmh
750km Triangle
84.80kmlh
750km0/R
t35 .39kmh
85.5kmlh
93. 16kmll1
500km Goal

S. Harland
G. Macfadyen
G. Macfadyen
J. Angel
S. Harland
tOOOkm Triangle
G. Macfadyen
tOOOkm OR
J. Nash
A. Burns
J. Nash

20 METRE CLASS (WOM EN)
A. Burns
J . Nash
G. Macfadyen
G. Macfadyen
G. Macfadyen

SZD 55
15.8.1994
t 9.8 .t996
ASW- 20F
ASW20F
4.81996
Duo-Discus
13.6.1996
ASW-24
15.8.1997
t 250km Triangle
15.8.1997
ASW-20F
Ventus B
Olympia 419
Mini-Nimbus

1t .6. t989
2.6.1963
7.4 .1990

Skylark3A
Ventus B
Sport Vega
Sport Vega
ASW20F

tO.S. t 959
t5.4.1989
30.6.1994
22.7. t995
13.6. t996

15.8.1994
SZD 55
19.8 .1996
ASW -20F
ASW20F
4.8. 1996
Duo-Discus
13.6.1996
ASW-24
15.8.1997
1250km Triangle
ASW-20F
15.8.1997

98.64kmlh
93.38kmh
83.57kmlh
89.00kmlh
86.21kmlh
750km Triangle
84 .80krnl h
750km01R
t35.39kml h

S. Harland
G. Macfadyen
G. Macfadyen
J . Angel
S. Harland
1OOOkm Triangle
G. Macfadyen
J. Nash

Ventus B

11 .6.1989

85.5kmlh
93.16kmlh
500km Goal

A. Burns
J. Nash

Olympia 419
Mini-Nimbus

2.6.1963
7.4. t990

t5 METRE CLASS (WOMEN)
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
0 /R Distance
Triangle Distance
Free Distance
Free 0 /R Distance
t OOkm Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
500km Triangle
600km Triangle
300km 0 /R
500km 0 /R
tOOkm Goal
200km Goal
300km Goal
400km Goal

Straight Distance
0 1 R Dis tance
Triangle Distance
Free Distance
1OOkm Triangle
200km Triangle
500km Triangle
600km Triangle
300km 0/A
1250km OI R
400km Goal

324.4km
386.3km
524 .5km
569.93km

J. Nash
Geralyn Macfadyen
G. Macfadyen
G. Macfadyen

Ventus B
Sport Vega
Sport Vega
ASW-20F

15.4. t989
30.6. t994
22.7.1995
13.6.1996

98.64kmll1
93.38kmlh
83 .57kmlh

S. Harland
G. Macfadyen
G. Macfadyen

SZD 55
ASW-20F
ASW20F

15.8.1994
19.8.1996
4.8. t996

86 .21kmlh
750km Triangle
84.80kmh
750km 0 /R
135.39kml h

S. Harland
1OOOkm Triangle
G. Macfadyen
1000km 0 /R
J. Nash

15.8.1997
ASW-24
1250km Triangle
15.8. 1997
ASW-20F
1250km 0 /R
11.6.1989
Ventus B

93.16kmll1
500km Goal

J. Nash

Mini-Nimbus

7.4 .1990

Sport Vega
Sport Vega

30.6.1994
22.7.995

SZ055

15.8.1994

STANDARD CLASS (WOM EN)
Goal Distance
G. Macfadyen
386.3km
524.5km
G. Macfadyen
Free 0 / R Distance
98.64km/l1
S. Harland
400km Triangle
300km Triangle
S. Harland
86 .2tkml h
1OOOkm Triangle
750km Triangle
500km 0/R
750km 0/R
200km Goal
tOOkm Goal
500km Goal

ASW-24
15.8.1997
1250km Triangle
1000km 0 /A
300km Goal

a
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Maximise your @~JfJTM a9,90,45,38,12xl,ll,ll+, lll

GarMax

GarMax gives pilots the ability to easily up load airspace maps to their existing Garm1ns - providing a
cost effective movmg map display. The airspace data is derived from the "Specialist Systems"
competition airspace checking program. Comprehensive Tumpolnt lists are also provided.

The unique software and cable kit gives you:-

Airspace moving map display

Turnpoint functions

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

UK Competttion Airspace
UK Prohibited Airspace and parachute zones
Class B gliding areas for wave flying
User selected Airspace areas
'""Atrspace updates available" ..

GarMax Software . . . £56.50

••• tA/J..e..

lltfi

or

Upload/Download/Edit Turnpointllsts
BGA Tumpoints (1 998)
User definable Turnpolnt areas
European - France, Spain, Poland etc.
Worldwide - South Africa, USA, Australia etc.

GarMax + PC cable kit . . . £76.50 (+vat+ Post)

<:.-c~e..

TRY MOTORGLIDING
STOP PRESS!

...

We can now offer RT courses

A Holiday Course
at the Cotswold
Gliding Club could well
be th e making of
.--~~
your soaring.

..Ka.olllo

e-.t-

• Re-cover.
• Re-build.
• Re-paint.
• Re-furbish.
• Re-commended
for all wooden
gliders.

In just 5 days, improve your
existing skills or start from
scratch. Either way we'll happily
tailor your learning to your
needs. helping you to achieve
your aims.
For more information, phone,
fax or write to:

Aston Down Airfield
Minchinhampton
Stroud, Glos GL6 BHT
Tei/Fax 01 285 760415

Tei/Fax +44 (0) 1858 575665
e-mail:garmax@ crabcom.demon.co.uk

Weather trot good enough to fl.V again?

w~~c~~,cu

Cotswold Gliding Club

Crabb Computing
3 Salford Close
Welford, Northants. NN6 6JJ

Our treatment for old gliders
is much m ore than skm deep.
Workshop phone or fax 01452 741463
Home 01453 544107 Mobile 0860 542028
Passage Farm, Arlingham, Glos GL2 7JR

WE OFFER

• Intensive courses o r by th e hour
for selj:ta uncbing nl(J/ o r glider PPL. group A. PPL
or Bronz e & Silt:er crnruersinns

* SLMG Instruc to r Courses
* Bronze C Navigatio n Courses
* Field Landing Training
* £50 .00 p h dual £40.00 solo

~TO~~LID~
CENTRE
Hlnton-in-the-Hedges Airfield
Tel: Banbury 01295 812775
or 01865 370814

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
You can buy the magazine from most Gliding Clubs in Gt. Britain, alternatively send £17.50, postage included, for an annual
subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester. Red leather-cloth binders specially
designed to take copies of the magazine and gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only available from the BGA.
Price £5.50 incl1uding post and packing. USA and all other Countries. Payable in either Sterling £15.00 (or US$30.00)
(or US $40.00 by Air Mai.l) direct to the British Gliding Association .

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service In:

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
12 0

All glass, carbon, kevlar, wood and metal repairs
Modifications
Motor glider engine approval
C of A renewals and general maintenance
Weighings, including accurate in flight C of G
positioning
Re-finishing In all types of gel coat and paint
Hard wax polishing
Competition sealing
BGA and PFA approved

ROGER T ARGETT

ROGER TARGET£
Sailplane Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gild ing Club
Nymp sfield, Nr. Stonehou se
Gloucestershire GL 10 3TX
Tel: Workshop (01453) 860861
Home (01453) 860447
(Portable (0850) 769060

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

I

TRUST IN MORE THAN 20 YEARSEXPERIENCEoF coNSTRUCTING ELECTRONIC PRESSURE TRANSDUCER VARIOMETERS AND DisTANCE CALCULATORs
- a ltitude induced error free working variometer
- multitask, multileg controlle d microprocessor o n board computer

VP 6 E

with

---

GPS

- inertia less ana logue LC - display fo r v a r iomet e r s ig n als
-g lid ing specific LC -display with all importan t instru ments (PFD)

VP 7 the top class

- the system with huge capability
- high resolution graphic display,
free of optical distortion
-simple. innovative operation
and illustration
-specially designed graphic
information
- precise electronic variometer
- complete with GPS - possible
functions
- soon available UK- airspace graphic

..

the best pressure trand u cer vanorTleter
- an e lec tromc TE compen satron that rea lly works
. - ~re~e e lectronrc a ltrmete r wrth a ± 1 m ~lutlon

I

--

-

I

1p 9

V J

Distance calculator with integrated 12 channel
parallel receiver of the latest generation

/
........,

- 03

c

•

0

:s

:32 S
-~ ·~ '3

8

+

:c?S

1343

---

Beside all the GPS- GIMMICKS don 't forget that there are more important functions for the glider pilot!

-

l'i 3

"'· '

PFD specially
designed LCDisplay for all
primary flight
data, diplayed
in a richly
contrasted
overall view

1p 8

I
V J

---

_

_

•

'

th e VVorld 's sm a rtest s olutron for a
GPS
docurnen t atron
sys t em

•
•
•
•

- high quality electronic pressure
transducers
- electronic precision altimeter
- special LC - Display
- graphic mode display
-integrated 12 channel receiver
- integrated European database
New: VP 9 Basic

•
•

Starting at £ 1.799 ex VAT

IGC I FAI approval
recordtime >15 hours
comfortable software
comparison of different flights
online on screen
easy quick mounting
connection to VP 6/ VP 7 NP 9
£850 ex VAT

'------ - - - - A R 1C) I'V1 E T E R I ---zieglerstr. 11 D-= 57028 A
V
Tel : + 49 241 5630 22 Fax :

-

OPERATIONAL ALL YEAR- EXPERTS IN TRAINING
SOLO COURSES

RE

• 5 dayintensive course £200 to £325 (we guarantee 40 flights on 5 day course)
• l day course (8 flights) £.80
• Your ambition achieved through personal tuition

CofA for
and
fabric sailplanes
Trailers servicing and repairs

POST SOLO COURSES

Tel: 01778 342435

Write - pbune/(a.\·

SHENINGTON GilDING CLUB

l

achen Germany
+49 241 563913

EAST OF ENGLAND
-SAILPLANES-

SHENINGTON GLIDING CLUB

• One-2-onc tuition • Winch/aerotow training
• Confidence building courses • Pre instructor training
• PPL conversion course
• Bronze and cross country endorsement courses
• Soaring courses
• Shenington is silver and gold country
• Talk to <m instmctor about your ambitions
• Club expeditions welcome • Accommodation facilities

I

On PESCHGES Variometers, as well as the NAV- data you also have:

- easy to use opera tion structure
- rndrvrdual adaptable rnformalron
- unnva lled pre~ ntatron of g~er specrfi c rn fo~lron _

Ballast Water Tanks
• Fully Pressure Tested
• Custom/Stock
Reinforced

•
1

Direct from the
UK Menufllcturer

Shenington, Oxon OX15 6NY • TeVFax 01295 680008
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• All our instructors a-re specialists in trai11i11g •
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Sou1hampton S040 4PI3
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THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT

How Shall We

Spell BUNToday?
Frnt pcoblom I oaccot wclto .Ooot how to'''"
BUN .. (') without spelling it, so I will start with
the editor's spelling BUNGY and then demonstrate that however it should be spelt, it is not
like that. A bungy is, of course, that marvellous
means of launching gliders which was originally
called an elastic launching rope, or shock cord.
Then someone coined the word bungy and it
stuck. Who? When? Why?
To take the last question first, Oxford doesn't
know (well , they wouldn't, would they ?). The
Oxford English Dictionary records "origin unknown" and offers the spellings bungle, bungy,
"also" bunje, bunjee , bunjie, bunjy . Just to be
different, the Shorter Oxford English
Dictionary offers bungee, "also" bungle, bungy,
origin still unknown. In Cambridge at least we
know the immediate source . "Bungy" was
schoolboy slang for a rubber, an "lndia-rubber",
for rubbing out pencil. (Now they presumably
press delete instead.) Could the origin of this be
no more complex than similar slang for a bung, that
is. a stopper for flasks used in chemistry lessons,
originally made of cork but later of rubber?

Of course we could settle it
by calling it a shock cord
instead of a bungy!
When was the word first applied to a glider
launching rope? According to Ann Welch in The
Story of Gliding the first bungy launch took
place on the Wasserkuppe in 1920. In the early
books which 1l•possess the bungy is either a starting-rope (1930), a launching cord (1932), a rubber shock-absorber cord o r launching rope
(1932), or a shock cord (1935). The earliest book
in my collection wh ich uses the word bungy ,
Terence Horsley's Soaring Flight (1944), spells
it bunje, but before World War 11 the word had
appeared regularly in Sailplane and Glider. The
Midland GC then (1935) favoured bunjy, whilst
London , Derby & Lanes, Yorkshire and Ulster all
favoured bungy, as did Ann Welch ("A.C.E." at
the time) of the Surrey Club . Cambridge
University, discovering wave at the Long Mynd
in 1937, used a bungy, presumably out of deference to their hosts , but the author, John
Simpson, had changed to bungey by the time
he wrote Tackle Gliding This Way in 1961 .
We find bungee in a 1939 advertisement
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seeking a second-hand one , and my earliest
sighting so far in Sailplane and Glider is the plural bunjies (December 1934) whose singular
might equally be bunjie, bunjy or bunjey. The
setting is a parody of Hamlet's To be or not to
be, where the "fardels" in
who would fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,

have turned into "bunjies" _So what's a "fardel"?
That will have to wait until another day.
Perhaps it is time to sort the wheat from the
chaff and let some of our literary bungy authorities be heard. Pride of place must surely go to
Laurence Wright's immortal "Aiice in Bunjyland"
(July 1938). That is how he spelt it, bunjy, and
woe betide anyone who changes it. Mea culpa'
Well, not really . it was the editor's fault. When
we - she and I - reprinted it in our - my series of
S&G Classics (December 1988) we - she changed bunjy to bungy and I - yes, me - have
only just noticed. Bungyland indeed. Where on
earth is that?
Next, let us consult Philip Wi lls's immortal volume On Being a Bird (1953) . Here we find bunjie for the first time (in the singular), which makes
me wonder whether Philip might not have been
our anonymous 1934 bard . But by the time of
his next book (196 1) he had joined the bunjy
crew, perhaps because the launch which he depicts took place at the Midland GC. By 1955 Ann
Welch had moved on to bungey, no doubt influenced by her co-authors Lorne Welch and Frank
lrving in their classic The Soaring Pilot first published in that yea r. In subseq uent books from
the same stable, including The Story of Gliding
(1965, 1980), bungey continues to be the norm_
David Carrow wrote his invaluable "Some
Thoughts on Bungeymanship" for S&G in 1958,
based largely on his Cambridge University GC
hill expedition experience, and the very next article (December issue) is "Priest's Crag; Being
an account of the travels of four gentlemen and
a Skylark from the University of Cam bridge
amongst the Cumbrian Mountains" by me in my
pre-Arm-Chair-Pilot days . We also used a
bungey, I imagine because I had learnt The
Soaring Pilot off by heart. Come 1967 in "The
Freedom of the Hi lls" I quite unintentionally
coined bunjey, and in 1969 I equally unintentionally shortened it to bunjy in "Huish Revisited" _
The editor then was Doe Slater, who had also
been editor before the war, and he evidently

allowed his scribes complete freedom in the
spelling of bungy (though bungywas indeed how
he spelt it himself, at least in the early 1950s).
Gillian Bryce-Sm ith became Editor in 1973
and did not censor bungey, to which I reverted
in "How We Bungeyed T o Th e Bottom from
Bincombe Bumps"_ In 1979 I thought it time to
hang up my bungy and was persuaded to write
a "how to auto-bungy" article before I forgot all
about it. This "Instant Gliding" appeared in June
1979, and I still possess the ty pescript wit h its
spelling bunjey - which Gillian chan ged to
bungey , unobserved by me at th e time. Since
1987 she has been changing all spellings into
bungy, which, you will remember, is the fate that
befell Al ice.
Enough is enough it remains to mention, for
completeness' sake, that the rare bungee was
favoured by two books I possess from the 1950s,
one of which is Derek Piggott's Gliding .
So how shall we spell it? I am tempted to offer
bungie on the Euro-compromise principle that it
hasn't been tried yet (though it is reco rded by
the Oxford dictionaries), but it is easy to resist
that tem ptation . Let us proceed by elimination.
bungee can go because it invites too m uch
stress on the second syllable. In the -g- ve rsus;~ competition I favour g simply because it is the
more usual English way to rep resent the required sound when it falls in the middle of a word
so bunjy, bunje, bunjie and my own bunj ey ar~
eliminated. That leaves bungy and bungey.
There is no etymology to guide us, so we might
as well chose the more phonetic spelling , thus
eliminating bungy with its potentially hard g .
(Yes, I do know that the English put an h in
dinghy to distinguish its p ronounciation from
dingy) The plural bungeys Is easier, too, for the
plural of bungy would have to be bungies with
its potentially hard g.
The Arm-Chair Pilot's pri:ze therefore goes to
Ann Welch with bungey in Come Gliding With
Me (1955) and in The Soaring Pilot (also 1955,
wit•h Lorne Welc h and Frank lrving) . We must
remember to tell them in Oxford that it has been
in use for more than forty years .
(I was bothered a t the various ways we had been
spelling bungy and, anxious to have a consistent house style, discussed it with Rika Harwood.
a consultant editor of S&G for many years. She
came up with the sound advice that bungy was
the shortest version and saved space' Ed.) ~
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Summer Courses

Winch and Aerotow Courses for Beginners
NEW Aerotow Solo Improvers Course
FRIENDLY CL UB -LARGE SAFE AIRFIELD
Forjill'fher info ring Claudia Herring 01263 7340 49
TIBENHAJ.Vl AIRFIELD • THE HOME OF GLIDING IN NORFOLK
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

BGA ACC!IDENT SUMMARY
Compiled by DAVID WRIGHT
Ref.
No.
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Glider
Type

Astir

BGA No .

Damage

Da te
Time

Place

Age

PiloVCrew
Injury

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

P1 -Hrs

Fatal
13
15.6.97
Kilson Field
45
15 12
Mer a briefing the pilot look his first winch launch in this type. At about 250h the weak link broke so the pilot lowered the nose and released the remaining cable. While some 700 yards o f field were still ahead he decided to turn left through 360". During the last part o f
this turn the glider's wing hit the ground and the pilo t was killed.
75

Monnell Monerai

3902

3 108

W rite-off

Minor

8.6.97
1200

Eaglescoll

66

Minor

(M. G. Hutchinson)

Repairs and overhauls
carried out

216

P.Z. L. Sales and Service

After a period ol bad weather the pilot took off in a slight croSS\'.Jind. While he normally would have had no problems with this. he failed
to notice long grass by the side of the runway. When a wing dropped it caught in the grass and the glider groundlooped before the pilo t
could release. The glider was prone to drop a wing al low speed.

Barograph Calibration centre

9.6.97
Abbots Bromley
Minor
67
39
1400
During a cross -country the pilo t had to make a field landing. The field chosen was 400 yards long but surrounded by ground about
15011 higher. He approached too high and allowed the speed to increase to 70kls. The glider touched down just before the far hedge
which it hit at speed.
76

77

SZD Jantar Std

2152

SubsI

Kestrel 19

1853

SubsI

SF-27A

4057

Minor

Write or phone:
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
Tel: 01568 708 368
(answering machine)

Upavon
64
None
15.6 .97
3800
1043
Alter rigging and positive control checks the pilot took a winch launch. At about 60ft the tailplane. wrongly lilled and not wire locked.
flew off and the glider pitched up. The pilot released and as the lef1 wing dropped found the ailerons were jammed. The glider hit wing
first and spun around. breaking the fuselage. The pilot escaped Injury.

4. 6.97
Kenley
55
None
180
1525
T he pilot was o ffered the remaining winch cable and started his checks, but the cable was used by anothe r glider. When the new cables arrived he assumed he h ad completed his checks and launched. The airb rakes came open as th e glid er was launched and at
400tllhe canopy cam e off. The pilot closed the brakes then landed salely.
78

PA25 Pawnee Tug
Minor
- .5.97
Incident Report
49
None 649
79
Wh1le landing after a lerry flight, th e Pawnee tug was caugh t by a strong gust and the pilot was unable to prevent a swing to the left
and the !ell wing hit a n.lm·vay marker board.
80
K-8e
2465
15.6.97
Snillertield
None
3.5
Minor
739
This was the pilot's first flight on type. Prior to the launch t•.vo club members herded sheep away from the runway. The circuit was
good, if a little high. and a full airbrake was flown. After making a cautious landing, w ell into the field, the pilot saw a number of sheep
running away. One ran into the palh of lhe glider and was hit.
Blanik
2829
Minor
7.6.97
Kitson Field
57
None
675
81
1700
47
None
8
During a Bronze test P2 was making a simulated field landing when the glider touched down just before a depression in the ground.
The glider became airborne and then contacted the oll1er side of the dip heavily on the ma1nwheet. This damaged the fuselage around
the wheel structure.
82

K- 13

N.K

Minor

4.6.97
Kirton in Lindsey
49
None
225
1900
57
None
35
After an apparently normal landing, across an a rea of the a irfield that had been cut for silage b ut not normally use d . the glider's
tailplane w as found to be damaged . A search at the landing run found a piece o f fence post laying in the grass some 10011 from the
fence. The glider had run over il and flipped il up into the tai lplane.
83

Vega Sport

2672

Subs!

84

Not Known

N/K

Minor

K-6c n

2674

Write-off

24.6.97
Membury
27
None
67
t 430
Prior la a cross-country the pilot had been briefed that lhe disused airfield TP could be used for field landing if req uired. This was the
case and I he pilo t chose la land on the grass alongside the runway. The grass had noI been cut for some lime and the glider groundlooped a• a wing hit a clump of weeds.
Rufforth
39
29.6.97
None
t 130
The glider overran the winch cable so lhe pilot released. The winch driver failed to see the stop signal and continued the launch. As a
result the cable hit and damaged I he inboard trailing edge of the aileron.
9.7.97
North Hill
51
Minor
76
1625
After a short flight the pilot was seen to make a low circuit, turning on la final approach just inside the airfield boundary at about 80ft
and rather fast. With no airbrakes open the glider entered a PlO and 'porpoised" into lhe ground. The first impacts broke the fuselage
and Ihe gilder disintegrated. omersaulted forwards and slopped inverted.
85

FOOTLAUNCH GLIDING!
WITH SKY SYSTEMS

86
Me-7 Metcha
4102
Subsl
6.7.97
Long Mynd
67
None
93
1608
The pilot was distracted by ano ther glider ahead in the circuit and gal too low and slow on final "pproach. As a result he landed 1n the
rough undershoot area and lhe glider's right wing hit a tree stump. The ground slopes downhill and it is thought that lhe visual effect
produced aided a flat approach la the strip.

PARAGUDING, PARAMOTOiliNG
AND HANG GUDING

The UK' s leading f oollounch Flying centre. Our team includes
son1e of the UK's top instructors; all teachi ng is to British
A'sociotion syllabus. Sky Systems ore based on the South Downs
near Brighton, open 7 days a~:

87

4356
Write-off 12.7.97
NrTibenharn (53
Minor
DG -202.-17
685
1500
While local soaring the experienced pilot had to make a field landing. A field was selected and a normal approach made but the left
wing caught in lhe top of a b ush which caused I he pilot to lose control and crash.
88

ASW-19e

2727

Subs I

89

K-21

3586

Minor

Call today for a n information pack, or visit o ur
w e bsite!

Micro Vario

15.7.97
Nympslield
34
None
97
1430
The pilo t was briefed (away from the glider) for his first flight on type . After a satisfactory flight he made a normal circuit until during the
linal stages of lhe approach. With full airbrake and llying al 52-55kts he started to roundout. but apparently allo wed the speed to fall
and the glider stalled into lhe ground.

Matchbox -sized audio only with adiustoble
threshold. W ear round your neck or under
your beonie hall £69.99

Camelbak
Pokteen hands-free insulated drinks system.
1.5litre capacity, easy to fix in cockpit. £27.95

24.6.97
Long Mynd
63
None
t4 50
2020
77
None
0
After clearing the airfield ol sheep earlier in the day a small flock of about 30 moved across the landing area while a glider was on final
approach. The pilot managed to avoid afl but one which jumped up as 1he glider passed over il and was hit by the wing. The sheep was
killed bullhe glider landed safely.
12.7.97
None
237
Nr Salisbury
51
1405
During a cross-country lhe pilot had to make a field landing. He found two large lields and chose the one withou t power cables and
flew around il and it appeared suitable. However during his roundout he noliced patches of 3ft high grass so rounded oul on to the lop
of this. T he leff wing caught a patch and spun the glider a round.
90

LS-3A-17
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2621

GPS Ill & 111-Pilat
Full moving· map functionality. NOW INI

SKY SYSTEMS LTD

Subs!

•

Edburton. Near Hen~eld, West Sussex BN5 9LL
Tel: Brighlon (O 1273)857700 • Fox: 10 1273(857722
emoil: skyinfo@skysyslems.co.uk
hHp://www.skysyslems.co.uk/
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91
K-23
3164
Write-oil 26.7.97
Long Mynd
59
Fatal
1749
This fatal winch launch accident took place when at about 300ft the pilot released the cable and lowered the nose to push ahead to the
local ndge. The cable parachute wrapped itself over the left wing and when this tightened 11 pulled the glider into an inverted spin and
the glider crashed killing the pilot.
K-8
2543
Write-off 25.7.97
RivarHill
35
Serious
1700
92
The early solo pilot was being winctl launched when, before rotating into a full climb at about SOft, the nose was lowered as the pilot
abandoned the launch. The winch driver cut the power and the glider was then seen to overcontrol the landing ahead. The brakes
were not opened and the glider drifted in the crosswind, hitting a tree.
93
ASW-20
2864
Subs!
5.7.97
Aston Down
Minor
49
1170
1450
A pilot on a cross-country had to land so chose Aston Down Airlield. Following another glider he aimed to land short and set up a half
airbrake approach concen trating on the view ahead' . As he crossed the boundary the glider's wing caught in a 13ft high bush spin ning the a1rcraft sideways into the ground.
Subs!
- 7.97
Incident Report
None
94
K-21
The club member waited in the Landrover before going to retrieve a glider. Having approached the glider lrom behind he had not noticed that a glider had been parked with the wing on the ground in front of the vehicles wheels. As he drove off there was a "ho rri ble
sound ol splintering glass-Jibre' as the wheel broke the glider's wing.

K-6CA
2314
Write-off 14.7.97
North Hill
Minor
95
65
15
1444
During the winch launch the airbrakes were seen to come open and the pilot did not recognise that theis was causing the "strong sink·.
The glider was turned back to the airlield but crashed into trees belore it was reached.
None
- .6.97
lnc1dent Report
46
None
139
96
Jantar 1
As the aerotow started the glider's wing dropped and the pilot Jailed to release quickly enough to prevent a swing to the left. The pilot
did not open the alrbrakes or apply the wheel brake belore the glider's wing hit a parked vehicle at low speed.
SZDJunlor

4127

24.5.97
Husbands Bosworth
31
M1nor
24
t420
The pilot had drifted downwind dunng a Shr duration attempt when lift began to Jail. He started back to the airlield but deviated to look
for lift. Despite poor penetration he continued, believing he could make it straight in, but hit heavy sink. With no height to spare , he
sank into a rape seed crop and substantially damaged the glider.
97

Subst

98
Std Jantar
None
- .7.97
Incident Report
46
None
While local soaring the pilot found a sudden resistance to aileron movement. With stiffening controls the pilot made a successful precautionary landing. Investigation revealed corrosion in bushes at the aileron actuator. This IS entirely enclosed in the wing and has no
external parts. Being a good fit, only a slight rust build up made il tight.
Husbands Bosworth
29
Minor
348
99
Discus
4051
Subst
12.7.97
After final gliding to the airlield the pilot lorgot to lower the wheel. At 3011 a warning was heard on the radio. She took her hand off the
stick to move the undercarriage lever resulting in the glider, which was tnmmed fully forward, nosed down rapidly. Despite grabbing
the stick and pulling back the glider hit the grollnd very heavily.
3969
M1nor
12.7.97
Desborough
220
100
Libelle 20 1a
32
None
1720
A competition pilot had to make a field landing so chose a disused airlield·s concrete peritrack. There was a horse and rider moving
along this so he lined up past them. In doing th1s the glider lost speed and the pilot was unable to roundout. The undercarriage collapsed
in the heavy landing that resulted.

a
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STOP PRESS - AIRSPSACE. Since my
airspace article on p70 was wri tten I have
been sent the new 1/2 mil lion Southern
England map which does not show the new
airway base heights on Airway A25. There
is a reference to look at the UK Air Pilot section ENR 3-1-1 -7. This is what it says:Daily from 0700 to 2000 the lowest vertical limits of Airway A25 between 525900N
and 514831N are as fo llows: A. Between
5259N and 5248N base is FL85. B. Between
5248N and T ALGA (line just south of
Talgarth) base is FL105. C. Between TALGA
and 5153N base is FL85. D. Between 5153N
and 5148N base is FL75.
These higher levels cou ld be marked on
your new maps and the boundaries are coincident with the lines on the map.
Carr Withall, chairman of the BGA Airspace
Committee
Robert Kronleld article: A reader says that as much
as he enjoyed the article by Wally Kahn in the last issue.
p9, his memory was at fault in one detail. Orville Wright
died in 1948, aged 77. "Wilbur" he adds "died of typhoid
fever in 1912, aged 45. Thu s the two men who look
some ol the greatest risks in discovering how to fly both
died ol natu ral causes".
Gliders - A to Z: Alan Sell thanks readers who have
sent information . Corrections to the list of names published in the December issue, p350, are as follows:Bonaventura - Not the levitating saint, but a cartoon
character. Fauconnet and Mesange - licence-built but
not powered. Katydid - North American bush cricket.
Zwergreiher - Little Bittern. The complete list is now on
the Internet at:
http://www.netcentral.co.uk/-agself/HOME.HTM
and in the USA at:
http/ /acro.harvard.edu/SSAIAS/HOME.HTM

CAMBRIDGE
-
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CAMO:Pot'IDcrnE 12 Channel Secure Flight Recorder
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stand Alone, IGC Approved Secure Flight Recorder
Integrated Garmin GPS Engine and Barograph
Automatic Engine Noise Recorder for Turbo's & MG's
Size: 120mm x 50mm x 70mm Weight: 350 gms
Only Needs 12 volt supply
Complete with Flight AnaJ,ysis Software
ll\IJ©W

£679.00 +VAT= £797.83
c.A.JM[JBS]?.IIJD)(fn!E Optional Nav/Displ:ay Module (for above SFR)
•
•
•
•
•

Intuitive LCD Screen with 'Glider Pilot' Nav Information
Electronic Task Declaration and Variable Rate Logging
Calculates and Displays Vector Wind at Each Height
NMEA Compatible Output for Varios
Fits 57mm circular cut-out
~@~IQ £336.17 + VAT

= £395.00

The Cambridge SFR system has been selected by the BGA and is fitted in the Duo-Discus,
DG500 & Discus gliders, coupled to the Cambridge LNAV variometer system
Designed and Manufactured by:
Tel:
Cambridge Aero Instruments Fax:
(802)
(802)
Warren-Sugarbush Airport
496 7755
496 6235
RR Box 109-3, Warren, Vt 05674

Represented by:
Tel:
(44) 01865
841441

fR?fPJ AVIATION Ltd
Unit 25, Bankside
Kidlington, Oxon OX51JE

Fax:
(44) 01865
842495

CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS - The choice of Champions - Leaders in innovative technology
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CWSIFI,ED
SECTION

Main St. Models
Presents 1/50 & 1/32 scale models of most types of
gliders. Hand crafted in wood & res in then mounted
o n a hardwood base. The cost, £35 + £3 p&p for
1/50 scale a nd £45 + £5 p&p for 1/3 2 scale with 2
to 5 weeks delivery.

TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CLASSIFIED
SECTION, please send your remittance together with a copy
ol your wording to Debbie Carr, BGA, Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester LE1 4SE (Tel 0116 2531051 or Fax
0116 2515939), before May 5th for next publication. Any advertisements received after this date will be carried forward
to tbe next edition of S&G. Rates 70p per word with a minimum of £14.00. Black & White photographs accepled [6.00
extra. Box No. £3.00 extra. Prices include VAT.

Please contact Pete Storey on (01302) 750472
(evenings) at Bienvenue, Main St. , Stynup,
Doncoster, S Yarks. DN11 8NA. Web Site:
hMp://www.styrrup.force9 .ea.uk

ELECTRONIC LOG !BOOKS

* Simple, Rapid & Accurate Logging
* Super-Powerful Analysis System
* Auto Reminders for Power Rating Renewals
* Annual Returns/Cert of Exp. In Seconds

* Mouse Driven & Runs in Windows 3 or 95

LOG STAR ANSWERS the QUESTIONS

FOR SALE
DISCUS B, 320 slarts 980 hrs. lull panel. 720 radio. Bohli vario.
Peschges VP3E camp or Zander SR820D llighl computers.
GPS, new GAP trailer. year's CIA 32 500. Tei: 01284 827 166.

Order TODAY

Use it TOMORROW

Phone or Fax Credit Card details to
GLIDER £25.00 POWER

PEGASUS 101A. 1984. Excellent condition. Good panel :
LX1000. Becker 720, lrvin parachute. EW Barogragh. Oxygen.
Comet type trailer, one man tow out gear. View Lasham . Tel:
01705 356146

01329 221992
£39.95

Turnpike Technics

or by post

PAWNEE TUGS
Fully Rebuilt to Your
Specification

73 Old Turnpike, Fareham, Hants. UK POt 6 7HF

For Early Delivery

WEB: lltt~://home.d<Jra. neU - turnpikcl EMAIL: turnpikeU clura.net

K6E. Splendid condition. excellent panel. 720 radio. ColA 4/99.
Lightweight timbertrailer. £6950. Tel: 01793 771699

PAWNEE AVIATION

VENTURE MOTOR GLIDER . New ColA, zero-time engine.
Good cockpit weights. Recovered wings, low hours . £15 000.
Tel: 0 I 295 678004

01754 820316 Ph
01754 820329 Fax

FLY NOW PAY LATER!

Ka8a excellent condition, ColA. good panel. closed trailer.
KaSB. washed, wings repairable. rest OK. Open trailer, together
£4000 Tei/Fax 0031493317300

For just 50% deposit you could be flying
one of our 15m gliders. With time to
decide how to syndicate it this season.
We will give you a fu ll 12 months to pay
the remaining balance. Interest is
payable on the outstanding balance.

LIBEL LE Std. Water Ballast, Dittel 760 VHF, Metal trailer, excellent condition. New fuselage gelcoat - £8600. Tel: +33 2
435377 35 West France.
LS7 1990, 700hrs, well maintained and in excellent condition .
Hull. Instruments, Schroeder trailer and some equipment.
Evenings 01608 677779. daytime 01865 791700
NIMBUS 3 TURBO. Complete outfit. Ideal cross country
sailplane for UK: 57 to I. Kept privately hangared, excellent condition and competition record. In region of £44 000. David lnnes.
Tel: 01420 88664 Fax: 01420 542003

(Note new numbers)

Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
The 'Premier
Motor-gliding School

For details phone or tax 01295 788526

*

SDI F,ranz Posch,l
VARIOS/FLIGHT COMPUTERS
FOR GLIDER PILOTS
Sales in UK

ERNST SPECHT
Tei/Fox 01203 382190

I

13
2SY=26

c4

FRANK STEVENS
Tel. 0121 3532146

1JJw-II·Jilii1

COMPETITION with Garmin J 2Xt
• wind calculation- direction/strenglh
• lost centring in thermols with tendency or rows · ·.. · ' , '
··
,
• GPS Interface os standard

Intensiv e Courses , or by the hour for
Self Lau nching Motor Glider PPL

* Bronze C Cross Country Endorsement and
field landing checks
* BGA SLMG Instructor Courses
* Convert your Bronze/Silver badge to a
Self-launching Motor-Glider PPL
* Bronze and Silver
conversions at a
special rate

* Ab initio training
* Trial lessons
* Le ssons from £48
per hour

For details call on 01608 677208
Open seven days a week

I nternationa I Sailplane Services
1

STILL NEED AGOOD SAILPLANE FOR 1998 SEASON? JUST FOLLOW THESE STEPS FROM THE WORLD S LARGEST
SUPPLIER OF PRE OWNED SAILPLANES.
1. De<ide how mu<h your budget is (remember insuran<e et<. Joint AviatiOII con advise lowest quotes available) or ask for our fully indusive price.
2. Seled types/ Choose one or two.
3. Call International Sailplane Servi<es as soon as possible.
4. Sit ba<k and wail. !Normally not longer than 2s daysl
5. Take delivery/ Go flying.
Simple as that/ no travelling around sites/ aimaft quality guaranteed full ba<k up servi<e.
Terry Joint/ 3a & 3b Old Aylesfield Buildings/ Froyle Road/ Shalden/ Alton/ Hants GU34 4BY • joint.aviation@virgin.net

Telephone: +44 (O) 1 420 88664
Aprii!May 1998

•

Fax: +44 (O) 1 420 542003
125

STD CIRRUS or LS1F, 1/2 share or 2 1/4 shares al Backer,
syndicate !arming. no time wasters please. £7000. Tel: 0181
8407168

ELFE-NEUKOM 54o. Full instrumented. Radio & Elec Vario.
Closed trailer. Price negotiable. Tel: Belgium+ 0032 1551 3746
orTei/Fax: 003216480519

COBRA 15 38:1. High perlormance aerobatic glider complete
with metal trailer, oxygen. parachute. rigging aids. etc. £7,800
ono. Tei: 01914133884or0966542848

FOKA SZD-24c , excellent condi1ion, overhauled. privately
owned, bas1c instruments + electric variometer, radio.
parachute, glide: 1 :34, easy 2 man rrg, covered metal trailer,
bargain £5500. Tel: 0049 461 20118

K7, Two seater, recovered June 94. Basic instruments Including
audio vane and barograph. One person tow out. good trailer.
Tel: 0181 9589023
DG400 Excellent throughout. TT 850hrs. Full panel , AIH, Bohli,
Pesches, VP4. Beckar 720, Oxygen. Cobra trailer and rigging
aids. New CofA. £44 000. Tel: 01672 520654 or 0 1672 562316
ASTIR CS excellent condition, all mods completed. Trailer, tow
out gear, radio, audio vario, CofA May 98. View Lash am. £ 11
OOOono. Tel: 01225313678
K 13. Recent overhaul and repaint. Excellent cockpit weights.
Nosewheel and tail wheel. Disabled hand rudder kit both Iron!
and rear. Trailer available. £14 500. Tel: 01295 678004
IS28B2 DUAL SEATER TRAINER. Full panel, Aluminium trailer
(also lakes K13) , towing out gear. hangared for last 12 years.
Excellent condition, new CofA supplied. £13 999 ono. Tel :
01252 5 12952/393867

STD CIRRUS 1/4 Share Available in th is aircraft currently
based al Sandhill Farm. in excellent condition and fully
equipped. Contact Grlbert Burgeon 01793 770894
K6E low hours, full year's ColA, good panel, metal trailer. Nearly
new parachute, Barograph. Available Now £6250. Tei/Fax: 0121
772 1328
M1 OOs. Performance like K6, Bidford based. OK I or early solo
pilots, CofA if necessary. £3250 ono. Tel: 01697 476473 Dave.
01494 671393 Chris.
WASSAMER W A 22 SUPER JAVELOT 15 Mtrs. V/Good condition, electric va rio. Barograph , radio, parachute. wooden
trailer, CofA Sept 98. £4500 ono. Tel: 01623 51407t
YS-53 Sovereign. Robust, two seat metal glider. Excellent air
expenence machine or cheap. sociable syndicate 1un. Bargam
at 1:2950. Contact David 0 1252 370815 or Basil 0 1798 875535

M 100 S Rrst rate condition. Oulflies K6CR , with belter visibility,
easy rig, excellent alrbrakes. easy to fly and land. With tidy and
roadwMhy wooden trailer and tow out gear. Looking for £4750,
will haggle over a few qUid. Nothing better to be had for the
price. Tel: Neale 01328 855396 day. 01508 5789 13 evening.

PIK 20e Full instruments. parachute, factory trailer with solar
cha rger, one main rig & tow out. Offers. Tel: 0131 4474227
(Home) 0131 5567563 (Office)

PIK 20e, sell launching, t 5 metre class sailplane. Full kit including trailer. parachute, barograph etc. Ready to fly away. Based
Enstone. £20 000. Tel: Richard Hall 01608 737805

wing/car dollies, spare wheel, motor drive camera . GPS + G PS
logging EW barograph, oxygen, ditlel 720. T&S, Dual ba!!eries.
charger, LX tOO electronic vario with averager, mechanical vano
and lrvin EB73 parachute. £3750 - call Mar!< 01295 670025

OLV 2e Sound condition. ColA, Aluminium trailer. Basic Instruments. £2250. Tel: 01903 830689
SLINGSBY VEGA (flapped). GRP trailer, tow-out gear, radio &
oxygen. parachute and GPS. CofA May 98. £ 12 000 ono. Based
at Midland G.C. Contact R. Andrews or Bob Rice on 01588
650344 (daytime)
New Budget priced trailer now ready from Schofield
Aviation. Suit all 15 metre and vintage machines. Only £1950.
Ring for details- 01793 790160 or Freephone 0800 163629
YS55 (BG135) 32:1 Excellent condition. Electric varlo, PZL
vario, allimeler . turn & slip, arti ficial horizon. compass and air
radio . Aluminium clad trailer. light two man rig, good early syndicate glider. £5500. T el: Alec Prieslley 0113 2865726 or Don
Edgley 01274 882929 evenings
SKYLARK 4, GRP trailer. parachute . AIH. Barograph, PZL and
XK10 var!os with averager, tow out gear. Soars like a dream!
£5000. Tel: Mike Undsay on 01580 550353 or lax 0 1603
615289 ore-mail at 101 606.43 1 @compuserve.com . Can be
seen at Tibenham.
OLV 463. Excellent condition. Oxygen, barograph, parachute,
trailer. Job abroad forces sale. Offers around £5200. Tel: 01837
840720 evenings. 0467 493 073 daytime.
EMERGENCY PARACHUTE. Strong Enterprises Para
Cushion.- Seat Type. Steerable Canopy. Deployment PopTop.
Beautiful slimline design, excellent condition. As New £480.00.
Tel: 018 1 8060817
K6cR. Excellent condition, aero tow hook. closed metal trailer.
parachute. barograph. XK 10 varro. radio. £5750. Tel: 01952
727791
NIMBUS 2c 1979. fully equipped, superb condition. Tel: +0032
15 234459 or 0032 15 51 64 23 (Belgium).

GLIDER/AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE?
Contact:
Tony Fidler
Glider pilot for 30+ years
35+ years insurance
experience
Telephone/tax/write to:

ANTHONY FI DLER & C O
27 High Street, long Sultan
Spalding, lines PE12 908
Tel : 01406 362462
Fax : 01406 362124
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STANDARD LIBELLE 201e -1 /3 share available. Comprising

a recently re-axled aluminium covered trai ler, rigging aids,

ASTIR CS77, CofA Oct 98. Usual instruments, electric vario.
parachute. trailer, tow-out gear. all excellent, alters. Tel: 01978
852556
Wooden 15M Trailer, metal frame. spare wheel. Flettner. tidy
condition. £600 ono. Fuess 6K Clockworl< barograph £120 ono.
5 point Harness, hardly used £80. Tel: 01564 823640

•

LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

•
EX-STOCK
•
Bob Reece

PIK 20E Based Warwickshire. 1/4 share lor sale. £5900 w1th
trailer. T el: 0891 563997
LS4. New gel all over. Low hours. 720 radio, basic instruments.
GQ parachute, Aluminium trailer. Excellent condition throughout.
New CofA. £22 500. Tel: 0 1453 872740
ASW20L German built. New gel all over. Very low hours. 720
radio, parachute. Cobra trailer. Excellent condition throughout.
New CofA. £22 500. Tel: 01453 872740

GLIDERS SPECIAL
7 NIGHTS BED and BREAKFAST
from£100pp
The Profeits Hotd in ltoyal Deeside
Only I .'; milr::s from the

DEESIDE GUDING CLUB
Offering comfortable accommodation,
good food , ltt.:al Ale~ ~nd a fine selection of
,\ •l alt Whisky w enjoy beside rt·allog fires.
( Dail y rates available)

Telephone ()]3398 85229
for reservatio11s
+ Under new management +

RE MAliC
School House
Norton
Nr Worcester WR5 2PT
Tei/Fax Worcester
(01905) 821334
Mobile Tel:
0589 786838

(?' =v-------

~

~

CAA APPROVED COMPANY

~

A/!9 182189

Cotswold Gliders
hltp:l/www.cotswoldgliders.co.uk.

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Carbon , kevlar and glass fibre, wood and metal. Alloy airframe repairs a speciality.
All types of repair work undertaken, from minor trailer rash to large insurance claim.
Kestrel/Libel le rudder and aileron drive rebuilds, also NOT testing of rudder drive.
Motor glider engine approval. Machining facilities for wing pins, axles, etc. Tig welding.

If you require any of the above services, please contact
TONYCOX
Tel: Workshop 01993 779380
Office/Fax 01993 774892
Email : tony@cotswoldgliders.co.uk.
or 18 Stanton Harcourt Road, Witney, Oxon. OXS 6LD
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

BOCIAN 1E For Sale. £3500. For details ring The Soaring
Centre01858 88052 1

KOMET3
GLIDER TRAILERS
GRP LIFT TOP ..... .. .... standard
All FITTINGS ... ... ... .. standard
HIGHEST QUALITY .... . standard
UNBEATABLE VALUE .. standard
Any glider . .. Any configuration
RAPID DELIVERY3 TOS WEEKS

INTERESTED?
Tel: 01284 827 166
LIBELLE. Complete outfit. excellent condition. £9250 for quick
sale or £10 000 in July. Tel: 01295 678004
K211K13 TRAILER. Complete package available. Tel: Scholield
Aviation on 01793 7980160 er Freephone 0800 163629
L 19 Tug, owned by Fayence Gliding Club, France. For informa·
lion call (33) 4 93 99 65 69 at meal times. or lax (33) 4 94 84 14
81
ASW 20L. German built. 16.5M tips. Excellent acrylic finish.
Competition ready including GPS/EW Logger. Recent Schofield
trailer. £23 000 ono. Tet: 0 1455 619932

ASW 198. Excellent condition. includes trailer, radio. instru ments, parachute. New ColA. Tow out gear. £18 000. GPS/EW
extra. Tel: 0 1244 372309.
DG200 Full panel, radro , oxygen. parachute, barograph. metal
trailer. Excellent condition. ColA to 1999. £18 500 or syndicate
share Lasham. Tel: 01428 7 12587
ASW 15, 1971 , refurbished 1993. GAP clad trailer AJT tow
hooks. Full panel includes AIH , CAV 2 vario, radio and G PS.
Parachute. T/ P came ra and oxygen system also Included 12
months ColA. £11 000 ono. Contact Alan on 0191 2867593 or
Malcom on 0 1653 698045
KB Average condition. good cockpit weights. Basic instruments
and parachute. £3500 ono. Tel: 01295 678004

K6e . Excellent conditi on good Instruments, radio, parachute,
barograph, trailer, tow-out gear. Reluctant sale. Tel: 0 1793
725265 evenings, 01788 563652 work. View Swindon.
CARMAM JP15-35. (34: 1). good condition. metal trailer, rigging
aids, panel includes XK 10. ColA. Ideal first glass glider based at
Bidford. £7200. Tel: 0 121 4455057
SF27A. 15M. 32:1. Cambridge vario , parachute, new ColA,
metal trailer. Ve ry good conditi on. Based at Camphill. £7000
ono. Tel: 01457 836228 or01433 65 1854
ASTIR CS complete w1th instruments. Security 350 parachute,
portable oxygen set and fitted glass trailer. Immaculate, and re·
centty hard-waxed. £8950. Tel: 0171 602 08 14
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K7. Nose + tailwheels. Sprung, braked main wheel (K 13). Must
go. £3250. Tet: 0 1295 678004
JANTAR 1. 19m. 45· 1 @ 50 knots. Compe tition No. 240.950
launches/hours 1700. Must be one of the best equipped Jantar
1's in the country:- LX4000, barograph. datalogger. parachute,
GPS. compass, oxygen. All modifications complete. Winch hook
modification. Aluminium trailer. Easy two man rigging aids. Full
one man tow out gear. Very good 'scratching' glider. for racmg
jus t add water. 50% Share based (South West) or, complete
sale available . £ 13 250. Tel: 0 1752 778584
KA6e. £6500. New ColA, lull panel. Rico Elec Vario. parachute,
Goop wooden trailer. Tel: Evenings - Dave Mason 0 1775
723737. View at Crowland Airtield.
15M LIFT TOP TRAILER. Excellent condition, hardly used. tows
well. complete wi th fittings and tow out gear made by Godde
Aug 93. £3000 ono. Tet: 01623 634437
LS7. Comp No . 664. Manufactured 1991 , 980 hrs. in excellent
condition. Competition panel, trailer. parachute etc. Complete
kit. Ready to fly. £29 950 ono. Tel: Ron Bridges 01280 701103
OPEN CIRRUS. Excellent performance. good handling, comfortable cockpit and superb conditiOn. New professional CofA.
£12 950. Contact David 01252 370815
PEGASE 1018. A series 90 machine built in 1992 featuring au·
tomatic control connections. full instrumentation and tail Wheel
modifications. In superb condition with less than 100 total hours.
Price includes a Sabre trailer acquired from new less than a year
ago. Also included are tow out gear. parachu te. oxygen. £25
000. T et: (01295) 780036
ASW 198. Shroeder trailer. both vgc. Basic instruments plus
audio vario, averager, radio. GPS/EW negotiable. Tow-out gear.
Based Lasham. Tel: 01932 789695
PHOEBUS 17c. 1969. Complete outfit in good condition with
new ColA. GA P trailer. tow-ou t gear. Tail chu te. oxygen,
Cambridge vario, Dolphin, OK barograph. 720c radio. £9500.
Tel: 01233861210
VARCOM 2G VARIO/NAV COMPUTER. 2 seater version. Will
also fit single seater. Huge saving on new price. Andy Davis,
Tel: 0 1453 860945
PILATUS B4 - 15m aerobatic glider 35:1. ColA January 1999.
Well equipped instrument panel including NH. Parachute, oxygen, barograph and tow out gear. Aluminium trailer. £1 1 000
ono_Call Andy 0802 333417 or Chrls 01298 70326

AUSTER TUG. 150 HP Lycomrng, 720 radio and intercom. 4
seats. Cheap tug. Numerous spares including engine. £ 13 000.
Tel: 01295 678004

K6cA Very Very Very good outfit. Very Very Very good aluminium insulated dual-axle trailer. very very very ready to fly with
yea r ColA, low hours. toys and no syndicate pa rtners! £5000
Tel: 0115 9454249 Day, 0115 98 12679 Evenings.

DG300. winglets, competition panel, Seeker radio, metal trailer,
tow-out gear. all excellent condition. £23 950. Available July/Aug
98. Tel: David Booth 0116 2546922 (W) or 01604 740701 (H)

STANDARD CIRRUS excellent condition, 1200 hrs. modified
airbrakes. LX1000. NH, GPS, 720 radio . GRPM i ooden trailer,
tow-out gear, New CofA. £13 500. Tel: 01525 86 1649

ASW 24\VL. Complete outfit 1n excellent condition, available immediately for '98 season. S till a competitive glider at a realistic
price. Tel: 01256 381169

MINI NIMBUS. Low hours. full panel, Bohli, oxygen. trailer. All
well maintained and In excellent condition. £ 16 750. Tel: 0181
399 41 26

ASW 20F, very good condition. basic instruments plus. C3
Director Bohli, artificial norizon. GPS. E.W., oxygen, parachute.
trailer, tow-out gear. £23 000. Tel: 0 1629 826847 (M) 0973
821989

ASH 25E excellent condition, fully equipped complete out fit.
Every thing you need !or 1000 kilometres. Very low engine
hours. Phone/lax 01 280 704974 evenings, or mobil 0860
412252

L23 SUPER BLANIK, TI 430 hrs. Full basic instruments front &
rear. Excellent condition, AMF Droop Snoop trailer. Price negotiable. PeterCiifford & Co .. Tei/Fax: 01491 839316

LS4. Aluminium trailer, full instruments including GPS. Fin tank
and battery. tow-out gear. £25 000. View Dunstable. Contact
Reb 01442 842468

Ens tone

Reg!onals
July 4-1 2 1998
For details apply to.·
Steve and jane Nash, 19 Kelvin Hill. Basingstoke,
Hants RG22 6EF. Telephone: 0 1256 462418

Aprii! May 1998

For Sale:
e

A BGA rated
competition

GROB 109B motorglider. Al rl ra me 3200 hrs TI. Engine
1000 Hrs 720 radio. New C of A.
Venture motor glider. Recently recovered. Engine refurbished. New C of A. £12 500.
Scheibe SF25 B motor glider. New C of A. £ 11 000.
K8B recently refu rbished. Basic instruments. Closed
wooden trailer. £3500.
Open Trailer suit K6 or K8. £175.
Fibre-glass Trailer_ Double axle. Su11 2 seat glass glider.
Good condition.
Winter ASI 0 to 160 knots. One and half revolutions. Never
used. £125.
Stamo engine Complete and serviceable.

Ken BaUington • Tel: 01283 563045

DART 17R with trailer. instruments, radio. CofA incorporates
Slingsby mandatory Tl 109fr5 1 for metal spars. £5000 ono. Tet:
0181 550 8046.
STD CIRRUS, nice condition , rigging aids, tail dolly, LX 1000.
horizon. radio's V'leidekin safety connections. fibreglass trailer,
ColA .. complete outfit ready to lly, bargain £12 750 (Barograph
£100). Mansfield 0 1623 420453 Sheffield 01142 478638
COBRA 15 38/1. New parach ute, compass and Cambridge
vario. Metal trailer, ColA until August 1998. £7500. Based at
Husbands Bosworth . Contact Barrie 0116 2593594
VENTUS CT Cobra trailer, fully instrumented £45 500. VENTUS
CT Schroeder trailer. fully ins1rumented £43 000. AS- K 21
choice of two, basic instruments and trailer £22-24 000. VENTUS C Wingtets £1000. All aircraft available to view or fly at
Bicester.
SKYLARK 4 Metal trailer, 2 man rigging aids. towing out gear, C
of G hook. Basic panel. electric vario, EW barograph, parachute.
£6000. T el: Daytime 0385 993292 Evening/Weekend 0161 439
4009
LIBELLE 301 in excellent condition and ready to go . Tow o ut
gear. dust covers and FI B trailer. £11 750. Tel: 0 121 455 7533
METAL TRAILER. Sound but shabby. Fits Discus/Cirrus etc.
£1000. Tet: 01295 678004
K6E excellent condition. Wl1 ite with British Racing Green tips.
Standard instrument panel plus T&S and Cambridge electrrc
vario. One man low-out. Aluminium trailer in excellent condition.
Currently sighted at ShenJOgton Gliding Club. £7500 ono. Tel:
Chris Kidd 01276 852736 (wrk with 24 hr voice mail) John
Whiling 0121 459 8 177 (H) 0976 357 885 (Mobil),
LSlt Rare opportunity to acquire this classic glider in the UK.
First class condition with full panel inc. Cambridge vario-director,
720 channel radio, metal trailer, lrvin parachute. A snip a! £14
000 . Tel: 01270 759245

NEW
57mm Sage/ Scheumann SV, fast
response torque band vario.
Introductory offer- £350+VAT
Zulu Glasstek Ltd
Tel: 01844 208157/ 201028

Entry fee £ I I 5
DG SOOM 22m built Xl l/92. 450 launches, 900h, engine
130h C of A September '98. Exc. condition. Steerable
nose wheel, wing tanks , automatic retrac tion of engine,
tinted canopy, radio Dittel F&G 70n1m w ith earphones.
Vario Cambridge S-Nav with repeater, Ell-poin ter,
one-man ri gging help, gear warning w ing wheel , tail
tro lley. tow bar. 2 chutes , fabric covers . Spindelberger
trailer with safe ty hitch with s tabilizer, ha ngar equip ment. T o be sold by death of a crew member.
Negotiation base OM 240,000.
Contact OUo Sanders, 0-58638-lserlohn,
Anemonenweg 33, Germany
Tef/Fax + 0049 2371-33640
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MISCELLANEOUS
TWELFTH ANNUAL AIR SAILING (Reno. Nevada US)
Cross-Coun try (June 8 - 12) for beginner and intermediate
X-C soaring enthusiasts. Develop X-C skills through comp rehensive lectures and daily praclice of basic and intermediate concepts and skills involved in conse rva tive,
rec reational X-C soanng; gain confidence to advance X-C
abilities without increasing risk-level. Tel: Davld Volkmann
US+ 9 16 246 7559, Email volkmann @snowcrest.net or visit
wviW.snowcrest.neUvolkmann/asi/xccamp.htm

SITUATIONS VACANT

COURSE INSTRUCTOR
URGENTLY REQUIRED

attbe
WOLDS GLIDING CLUB

Wanted Course Instructor for the t 998 summer season. Full
rating required. Tug pilot an advantage but not essential. Good
pay. accommodation in pleasant clubhouse available . Also
Winch Driver Required. Contact Alan Garside. Kent Gliding
Club, for further details. 01622 858106 or Ot 233 740274 (club)

Applicant must be Full Category
PPVSLMG an advantage
April to October season

WANTED

Call Simon Parker

DISCUS B Complete outfit under five years old. Tel: Bill Alden
01452 862379
.. FLY FREE LS8 IN SOUTH AFRICAI .. Alan O'Regan (RSA
Std Class Champion) wants to borrow or rent an LS8 for the
Pre-Worlds in Germany 1-23 August 1998. Arrange swap & fly
Alan 's LS8 at Mafikeng (2001 WGC destination). Tei/Fax +27
(21) 762 9459 or email oreganak@iafrica.com
ACCOMMODATION
ABOYNE self-catering cottage, sleeps 4, central heating, washing machine, phone, TV. 2 miles from Deeside G.C. Tel:
013398 86257

01759 303579
NIMBUS 4 TURBO
I 'J9J tof,J I time 500 hour;. Pc:rfco conditio n. engine
2 hours on ly. Sch roeder trai ler. Peschges VPI> inc
C l'S . Hug W ip<' rs . .o v •rs. Tow out Gear. Compl >te
outiit would c o st over £100.000 at today'5 p rices.

£85,950 OVNO View at Lasham
COME
,-

GLIDING

_ . • with the CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
at Perranporth, Cornwall
5 day Aero-tow courses, £285.00
( 1. 2 or 3-day courses £58.00 per day)
.:',~f{.~....~:or;;-;:·~~~
BGA lns1ructors. Beginners and
reciprocal members welcome.

~

~-

··
•'
,. . ..........

MOTOR GLIDER COURSES including Silver ·c·
conversion to SLMG £45.00 hr
MAY-SEPTEMBER

RUTH PHILLIPS, Boswens, Wheal Kitty, St. Agnes
Cornwall TR5 ORH • 01872 552430
If no reply please phone (01726) 842798

Skyvvi~ ngs
is the official monthly magazine of the
British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association.
£27 per annum subscriptions from
BHPA. The Old Schoolroom. Loughborough Road,
Leicester, England LE4 5PJ. Tel: 0116 261 1322
http://test.ebrd.com/skywings/home.html

TOWBARS TO TRUST

• ~~~~f::~~~i/l:xio..s
e :~~';tng lo B.S and I.S.O.
lowbon supplied
e Guoroneed fa: life.
See Yellow Pages for your neore., specialist fitter or stockist.

WITIER TOWBARS, CHESTER CHl 3LL

C.11/ Terry Joint
+44 (Q) 1420 88664 Day s

+44 (01 1420 :J44J97 Cv •s
+44 (0 1 802 70ll(, 70 Mobile

* LS 8 WORLDS WINNER *
ALSO 2+3+4+5+6 *

LS 8-18
LS 10

TOP STD CLASS/ 18m

New 15 racing class

LS6-18w
LS 9, LS4b
Martyn Wells
Workshop: 01608 685790
Home:
01608 684217
Mobile:
0370 626719
E-mail:
wells.glide@virgin.net

Telephone: 01244 34 I 166
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FOR SALE: NIMBUS 2
Very good shape
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2600 total hours
GPS Garmin 89
Standard instrumentation, VHF 720 ex
HUDIS light vario/computer
Wings and fuselage covering
Trolley and tow bar
Aluminium covered trailer

140 000 FF
Jean-Fran.;ois DELAtR - Tef: 33 (0)1 64 99 3514
Christian LABARRE
Tel : 33 (0)1 64 98 33 72 • Fax : 33 (0)1 64 98 3516

Please leave a message 33 (0)1 64 98 33 72
or a fax 33 (0)1 64 98 35 16

ZULU GLASSTEK LTD
* High quality repairs completed on time

* General maintenance, wax polishing, hard sealing and instrument installation
* £350+VAT
New 57mm Sage SV fast response torque band variointroductory offer
(SCHUEMANN) Pete Wells
Workshop 01844 208157
Home & Fax 01844 201028
Mobile 0831 273792
All models now in stock including new 57mm CV
'--~~
128

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The GREAT RANGE fron1 ~GARMitf®

GPS 11+
GPS Ill
GPS Ill PILOT

FEATURES- ALL

* 12 Paralle1 Channel Receiver * Remoteable Antenna
1

* Landscape or portrait orientation

* 8-10 hour battery life * 500 waypoints
GPS Ill
GPS Ill Pilot
PRICES

GPS 11+ £229

Topographical Map
Topographical Map & Jeppesen Aviation Database
GPS Ill £330

GPS Ill PILOT £505 inc VAT

For 11 years RD Aviation Ltd has been, and still is

SPARES AGENTS FOR
ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER SEGELFLUGZEUGBAU

